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Preface

A pillar of the modern global economy, the ready-made garment sector has
been the most dynamic industry across the globe for many years. Having
proved to be the first stage of industrialization for many countries, the sector
has the ability to shift its comparative advantage across national borders
according to the changing costs of production. Global exports of ready-made
garments has accounted for nearly 3.5 per cent of global merchandise exports
in recent years. Expediting the development process in East Asia during the
1960s, the sector’s growth paved the way for the expansion of other
manufacturing activities. South Asian countries like Bangladesh, Nepal and
Sri Lanka currently rely on garment exports for a large share of their foreign
exchange earnings and employment generation.
The breathtaking growth in the sector in some developing countries can
be attributed to the fact that the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA), a system of
voluntary export restraints based on allocated quotas, was responsible for
governing much of the garment exports. By restricting the supply of garments
from well-established exporting nations, the MFA has served to help small
developing countries like Sri Lanka to get a foothold in the market of the EU
and the US. Commentators are currently debating the likely effects of the
phased withdrawal of the quota restraints in line with the Uruguay Round
declaration of the Agreement on Textiles and Clothing.
During the last two decades, the ready-made garment industry in Sri Lanka
has been subject to much discussion and debate, however, there has not been
any comprehensive publication on the industry. At a time when the industry
is undergoing changes to face a challenging global environment where there
will be no more quotas, more free trade agreements, and the emergence of
China as an economic power, it was felt that a book that highlights the key
aspects of the industry would be useful.
This work consists of a selection of essays written on Sri Lanka’s readymade garment sector in recent years. Covering topics such as productivity,
forward and backward linkages and the effects of new WTO agreements, the
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material in this book will be of interest to policy makers, academics and those
working in the sector.
Some Chapters may not be up to date because they were written in the late1990s. However, even in these Chapters the bulk of the content has some
contemporary relevance. Wherever possible some updating was done.
Various statistics quoted in different Chapters may differ from one another
due to using different sources and different reference years. The sole focus in
the book is on the export-oriented ready-made garment industry, thus there is
hardly any analysis of the ready-made garment industry that focuses on the
local market and also on the textile/yarn industry that is normally tied up
with the garment industry. The word ‘garments’ in the text refers to readymade garments and it is inter-changeably used with the words ‘apparel’ and
‘clothing’ throughout the book.1
Chapters 3 and 6 are written more from a Business/Management
economics perspective while others are written more from an economic policy
oriented perspective. Each essay (Chapter) stands on its own, thus there is
bound to be some repetition in various Chapters. No attempt has been made
to alter this situation. The book is a hybrid of essays where some essays are
general in nature, others technical, and some others giving impressionistic
evidence.
Chapter 2 is an updated and revised version of the Introductory section of
‘Garment Industry in Sri Lanka’ by Kelegama and Epaarachchi which appears
in Gopal Joshi (ed.), Garment Industry in South Asia: Rags or Riches ? published
by ILO, New Delhi, India, 2002.
Chapter 3 is an edited version of the paper by Tilak Fonseka and Dilini
Fonseka titled ‘Garment Industry in Sri Lanka: Challenges and Responses’
that was published in the Sri Lanka Journal of Management, Vol. 3, Nos. 3 & 4,
1998. Chapter 4 is an edited version of the sections 3 and 4 of ‘Garment
Industry in Sri Lanka’ by Kelegama and Epaarachchi, which was mentioned
above.
1
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The main focus is on the apparel industry (ISIC 322).
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Chapter 5 is a paper titled ‘Impediments to Promoting Backward Linkages
from the Garment Industry in Sri Lanka’ by Kelegama and Foley that was
published in World Development, Vol. 27, No. 8, 1999, USA. Chapter 6 is an
edited version of the paper by Tilak Fonseka titled ‘ Garment Industry in Sri
Lanka: Competing in a Quota-Free Era’ published in the Sri Lanka Journal of
Mangement, Vol. 7, Nos. 3 & 4, 2002.
Chapter 7 is an edited version of a paper titled ’Risks to the Sri Lankan
Garment Industry from NAFTA’ by Kelegama that was published in
Development Policy Review, Vol. 15, No. 3, 1997, UK (an earlier version was
published by the IPS in 1994). Chapter 8 is an updated, revised, and edited
version of two papers titled: ‘’Indo-Lanka Bilateral FTA: Progress of Sri Lankan
Exports in the Year 2000" by Kelegama published in Sri Lanka Exporter, Vol.
34, June-August 2001 issue, and ‘Sri Lankan Exports to India: Impact of the
FTA’ by Kelegama published in Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. XXXVIII,
No. 30, 26 July- 1 August, 2003, India. Chapter 9 is a revised and edited
version of a paper titled: ‘A Possible US-Sri Lanka Free Trade Agreement ?’,
by Kelegama, published in Sri Lanka Exporter, Vol. 38, June-August issue,
2002.
Chapter 10 was specifically written for this book and has not been
published elsewhere. Chapter 11 is a revised version of a paper titled ‘WTO
and the Textile and Garment Sector: Implications for Sri Lanka’ by Dushni
Weerakoon and Janaka Wijayasiri, published in the South Asia Economic
Journal, Vol. 1, No. 2, 2002.
The preparation of the book started sometime in late-2001, however, due
to various other commitments its finalization got delayed. The book could not
have been completed without the support of some individuals. I would like to
record my particular thanks to Janaka Wijayasiri of the Institute of Policy
Studies (IPS) who assisted me in revising and editing various chapters. In
this process, I also benefited from the support from Roshan Madawala, Nirosha
Gaminiratne, Priyanga Dunusinghe, Bilesha Weeraratne and Danushka
Nanayakkara – all members of the research staff of the IPS. Most of the reference
material needed for some Chapters was readily provided by the IPS librarian
v
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– Premila Gamage, and her team. Sunetha Kannangara of MISL (Pvt) Ltd.,
provided valuable inputs and updated some Chapters. To all these individuals
I would like to express my gratitude. The final manuscript was edited by D.D.
M. Waidyasekera and was formatted by Manu Tissera-Gunasekara and
Asuntha Paul. I am most grateful to them. Finally, I would like to thank
Gunapala Nanayakkara (Editor – Sri Lanka Journal of Management), Rasa
Weerasingham (Editor – Sri Lanka Exporter), Gopal Joshi (ILO, Delhi) and
publishers of the World Development and Development Policy Review for granting
me copyright permission to publish revised versions (or the same version) of
the papers published in those books/journals.

Saman Kelegama
Editor
June 2004
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Part I
Introduction

1
Preview, Purpose, and Scope
Saman Kelegama

1. The Ready Made Garment Industry in the Global Context
and Emerging Issues
Global export of textiles and ready-made garment (RMG) exceeds US $ 300
billion per year, well over one-third of which is accounted for by developing
countries. Textile and garment industries have traditionally been the first
step towards industrialization in developing countries and continue to play
very important economic roles in the developing world, where they are not
only a significant earner of foreign exchange, but also a substantial generator
of local employment and incomes.
In 1980, only China, Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan, and USA were
major global garment exporters. In the 1990s, India and Pakistan from South
Asia and Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia from East Asia were added to
this list. By the late 1990s, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka from South Asia and
Philippines and Vietnam from East Asia too came into the list.
Over the past 40 years, the textile and garment sector has been protected by
most countries with not only high levels of tariffs (compared to other
manufactures), but also bilateral agreements generally not in accordance with
the fundamental GATT principle of non-discrimination. Trade was governed
by the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA), where developed countries negotiated
bilateral agreements with individual trading partners in order to restrict the
quantity of exports of specific product categories by their trading partners.
The intention of the MFA was to protect domestic producers in the developed
countries from market disruptions. The USA, EU, Canada and Norway were
some of the key nations that negotiated bilateral agreements.
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The origins of the MFA go back to the Short-Term Cotton Agreement of
1961. In 1974, several separate agreements restricting world trade in textiles
and garments were incorporated into the Short Term Cotton Agreement to
create the MFA. Basically, MFA is a complex system of bilateral import quotas
aimed at protecting developed country producers. The MFA covered most
major industrial country importers and developing country exporters, allotting
to each signatory an import or export quota. The MFA with around 100 bilateral
agreements is estimated to cover almost 80 per cent of world textile and garment
trade.1 Thus, trading in garments has been taking place in a distorted
international trading environment.
A compromise Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC) was only reached
in the Uruguay Round to abolish the MFA with a view to integrating this
sector fully into the multilateral rules over a 10-year transitional period (19952005) through a sequenced phase-out of all quotas.
The MFA provoked a shift of foreign investment to countries which
benefitted from more export quotas. The textile and garment industries grew
phenomenally in Asian countries; in some cases this was a direct response to
the quota system, in others it was obviously based on comparative advantage
derived from wage differentials. Some of the original textile and garments
exporters decreased their relative and absolute exports of textiles and garments
as they developed. The very quota system that allowed some countries to
benefit by restricting supply of large producers might have also distorted
incentives for domestic allocation of resources to a sector no longer efficient
on grounds of comparative advantage. While some Asian countries,
individually and through the mechanism of the International Textiles and
Clothing Bureau pressed strongly for the elimination of the MFA, considering
that they would have benefited far more if they had freer access to industrial
markets, others have lobbied for an extension of the MFA. More recently, the
former group has even pressed for the accelerated elimination of the staged

1
The MFA was institutionalized by four successive phases: MFA I (1974-1977), MFA
II (1978-1981), MFA III (1982-1986), and MFA IV (1986-1994).
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phase-out of quotas by 1 January 2005 and the latter group has signed an
initiative called the Istanbul Declaration to exert pressure on the WTO to
extend the deadline till 01 January 2008.2 However, expectations of gains
and losses within the developing world are unevenly spread, for many existing
suppliers fear the impacts of heightened competition from the bigger players
like China and India.
While the ATC is a distinctive WTO agreement with a transitional longevity
of just ten years, its success is contingent upon how commitments to liberalize
are implemented by developed countries. So far, the “end-loading” feature of
the integration process has allowed the rich countries to postpone the removal
of quotas on almost half the imports right until the expiry date in end-2004.
This almost defeats the purpose of a “transitional” agreement, which was
introduced to precisely smoothen the process of transition and integration.
Even after integration, however, other instruments such as anti-dumping
duties or safeguard actions can potentially be invoked to restrict imports,
despite a stipulation in the ATC that these be used “sparingly”. These can be
revoked under Article XIX of the GATT. Firms in developing countries are illequipped and ill-prepared to defend against the use of such sophisticated
instruments.
A more immediate concern within the exporting developing countries is
that the guaranteed access hitherto enjoyed by less efficient and smaller
producers will open the market to the more efficient and large suppliers that
will no longer be restricted by quotas. Globally, this will help the maximizing
of incomes and employment and channel resources where they are productive
to do so; but a freer competition is also likely to create a profound change in
the balance sheet of beneficiaries and losers. In Bangladesh, for example,
impact assessments indicate that 80 per cent of families of garment workers
may fall below the poverty line following the closure or downsizing of their
garment units subject to new competition from countries like, say, China
2
The Istanbul Declaration signed in April, 2004 is a private sector initiative of 26
countries, which include some Textile Organizations in developed countries. This may
prove to be a futile exercise given the fact that three phases of integration have already
taken place.
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(ILO, 2002). Overall, however, although tariffs in textiles and garments remain
quite high, most developing countries foresee mixed results from commitments
to liberalize these sectors further, as encouraged in Annex II of the Doha
Declaration.3
In South Asia, India and Pakistan, which are endowed with large
competitive primary textile sectors, and which appeared to have been
constrained by the quota system in gaining greater market access, will indeed
benefit from the post-2004 quota elimination while Bangladesh, Nepal, and
Sri Lanka — where ready-made garments dominated the textiles and clothing
sector — which were the beneficiaries of the quota system, may stand to lose.
Besides, there are number of concerns:
a) In garments, few countries still account for a large share of imports. In
2001, for instance, over 85 per cent of world imports of garments were
accounted by seven major markets (if EU is treated as one).
b) Despite the increased availability of quota entitlements due to application
of growth-on-growth provisions of the ATC a number of quotas continue
to get exhausted, obliging quota managers to tap into the possibility of
advance use of entitlement from next year “under the so-called carry
forward provisions of the quota system”. However, since 2004 is the last
year of the quota regime there will be no carry forward available from the
following year, there being no quotas in 2005. This means there will
effectively be lower market access available in 2004.
c) The tariff reduction for textiles and garments is lower than for other
industrial exports because tariffs did not receive adequate attention during
the preparation of ATC. Average tariffs for manufactured products have
come down by 39 per cent (from 6.3 per cent during pre-Uruguay Round
to about 3.8 per cent today) while for textiles and garments it has reduced

3
Annex II of the Declaration provides developing country garment exporters an
opportunity to obtain equal status with Least Developed Country garment exporters
resulting in better market access.
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less. For garments the average tariffs in US is 19 per cent and in the EU it
is 12 per cent (World Bank, 2003).
d) Regional Trade Arrangements have played a key role in increasing shares
of neighbourhood countries. For example, Mexico’s share of textiles and
garments in the USA market increased from 2.4 per cent in 1990 to 13.5
per cent in 2000. By contrast, India which had a share of 2.8 per cent in
1990 (higher than Mexico) increased by a mere one per cent in 2000 to
reach 3.8 per cent. The preferential route is strengthened by the USA
introducing the Africa Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), Caribbean
Basin Initiative (CBI), ANDEAN PTA, and bilateral Free Trade Agreements
(FTAs) with individual countries such as Jordan, Chile, and Singapore.
Under the AGOA, for some member countries, preferences for garments
are tightly linked to reverse preferences for using American fabrics. The
EU countries have established Outward-Processing Tariffs (OPT) to shift
garment production from high costing Western Europe to low costing
Eastern Europe nations. In the EU market, Romania increased its share
from 1.1 per cent in 1990 to 5 per cent in 2000, likewise, Poland’s share
increased from 1.8 per cent to 3.7 per cent, and Turkey from 7.9 per cent to
10.4 per cent. The sourcing of clothing is being gradually shifted to the
Mediterranean rim countries also. The “Everything But Arms” initiative
known as EBA that EU introduced in 2001 to eliminate trade barriers for
49 LDCs allow duty free access to garments of LDCs.
e) China emerging as a major supplier of clothing is another worry. It is the
largest garment exporter in the world and its share in the world garment
exports amount to 20 per cent. With its WTO entry in 2001, China is
bound to benefit in the post-2004 period. The World Bank estimates that
China’s share in world garment exports will increase to about 50 per cent
by 2010 (The Economist, 15 February, 2003: 63). According to the estimates
of the McKinsey Report (2004) the share of the rest of Asia will fall from 32
per cent in 2000 to 20 per cent in 2008. Today, investors refer to China as

5
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‘a global factory’ and comparison is made with Manchester during the
Industrial Revolution. China is becoming the ‘workshop of the world’.

2. The RMG Industry in Sri Lanka: Facing the Global Challenge
Since the late 1970s, Sri Lanka’s garment sector has grown rapidly and by
2001 the sector contributed approximately 51 per cent of export earnings, 44
per cent of industrial output, and provided employment for roughly 6 per
cent of the total labour force. After two decades of rapid growth the RMG
industry is facing challenges. These include heavy dependence on the US
and EU markets and the phasing out of the quotas in 2005 under the WTO ATC which would no longer guarantee these markets in the West. Moreover,
with the formation of regional blocs, granting of preferential trading terms to
selected developing countries and heightening of competition in the trade
from low cost suppliers like China, there would be a threat to the domestic
industry as well as the country’s future.
In regard to the post-2004 period, two viewpoints prevail in Sri Lanka.
One school of thought presents a positive scenario. They argue that world
trade in ready-made garments has been undergoing expansion over the years.
In 2000, world garment exports amounted to US $ 196 billion and this is
expected to increase to some US $ 350 billion by 2005/6 (World Bank, 2003).
In such a global environment, they argue that Sri Lanka can gain because 72
per cent of garment exports is accounted by 12 per cent of factories and these
firms have developed strong market contacts and are well established,
producing value added garments.4 It is believed that while some industries
may have to close down operation, most others will be used for sub-contracting
activities, or subject to acquisition or merger by the 12 per cent of the dominant
firms (CBSL, 2002). It is also argued that these firms are already competing in
the non-quota market in the EU and they have not faced many problems in
4
The top twelve exporters accounted for 69.5 per cent of exports in 2000, 70.6 per cent
of exports in 2001, and 72 per cent of exports in 2002. This trend indicates consolidation
of exports among the top twelve per cent of firms.
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regard to competition in the EU market.5 Thus, it is argued that the post-2004
scenario would not be a problematic period for the garment sector other than
a few industrial closures.
The other school of thought paints a more pessimistic scenario. They argue
that despite the global growth of the RMG sector, the Sri Lankan RMG industry
is not competitive enough and the investment made on forward integration
and market consolidation and backward integration is inadequate to compete
with all varieties of garments made in particular from China and India
(Lakshman, 1994; People’s Bank, 1999). A statement by the American Textile
Manufacturers Institute (dated 22 January 2003) to the US International Trade
Commission stated: “After January 01, 2005, US imports of textiles and apparels
will be dominated by China, with Vietnam, India, Pakistan plus some of
those countries which enjoy preferential access to USA playing secondary
roles. Any country not included in the previous sentence is simply out of the
game, its textile and apparel exports to the US will be a thing of the past.” A
recent study by USITC (2004), however, has softened this position and
observes that Sri Lanka’s share in US apparel imports is likely to fall, but it is
expected to be a niche supplier for certain categories.
The survey done for Chapter 4 indicates that at least 40 per cent of the firms
may go out of production.6 The Five Year Strategy taking into account the
post-2004 challenges have made a growth forecast of 12 per cent for the
industry from 2003-2008 – 6 percentage points lower that the 18 per cent
growth rate of the industry during the last 20 years. Thus, the industrialists
accept the fact that the garment industry will contract after 2004, but has set
a goal to increase exports from the US $ 2.3 billion in 2001 to US $ 4.5 billion
5
The fact that non-quota exports increased does not mean as much as the Central Bank
claims (CBSL, 2002), because most of Sri Lankan non-quota exports are still under quota
for other developing countries like Pakistan and India. It is when these quota exports of
such countries become non-quota that a conclusive statement could be made about the
real performance of Sri Lanka’s current non-quota exports. There are more items under
quota in most South Asian countries than that of Sri Lanka (ILO, 2002).
6
According to some leaders of the garment industry, 150 firms out of the 859 factories
that were in operation had closed down by mid-2002 (The Island, 21 June 2002).
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by 2007. In other words, the industry admits that consolidation will take
place and is optimistic that the top firms can perform better in the quota-free
world.
How valid is the optimism and how valid is the pessimism expressed by
others ? For this purpose, it would be pertinent to examine the competitiveness
of the RMG sector, its backward and forward linkages, and how it is geared to
face the turbulence in the external trading environment. The purpose of this
book is to shed light on some of these issues so that the industry and the
government are aware of the key factors that need to be addressed.

3. Scope and Outline of the Book
There is a large body of scattered literature on the garment industry in Sri
Lanka. However, a comprehensive volume on the subject is lacking, other
than the three special issues of the Economic Review published by the Research
Department of the People’s Bank (August 1980, April 1989, and June/July
1999) and the JICA report on the Apparel Industry prepared for the Ministry
of Industries (UNIDO, 2000). The coverage of issues in these publications/
reports are limited.7 This book fills this gap by including research papers that
have covered vital areas of policy issues and concerns in the context of the
garment industry.
The second Chapter in this Part (I) provides a broad overview of the garment
industry in Sri Lanka, including its key milestones. The remaining nine
chapters that follow are grouped into four major parts. Part II contains two
chapters (3 and 4) on ‘Competitiveness Issues of the Garment Industry’.
Chapter 3 examines the competitive strength of the garment industry and
planning process at the firm level. The study, based on a 14-firm survey,
shows that the level of sophistication achieved by the industry is very low.

7
Since of late, a number of MBA theses coming out of the Postgraduate Institute of
Management, University of Sri Jayawardenapura, Sri Lanka, has focused on the problems
and challenges in the Sri Lankan garment industry.
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Strategy is not company-driven, but driven by foreign intermediaries. They
provide all product details to the local manufacturer and then handle the
entire overseas marketing operation. The industry in general lacks a basis of
sustainable competitive advantage and is ill-equipped to meet the impending
challenge. The study concludes by providing some strategic directions for the
industry.
Chapter 4 examines the labour productivity and job quality in the garment
industry. It is argued that while labour standards are high in well-established
firms, the same cannot be said about other firms, in particular, the small and
medium scale firms. A number of factors have been identified both from the
employers’ and employees’ side that contribute to low labour productivity.
Some future scenarios pertaining to labour issues are also discussed.
Part III of the book consists of two chapters (5 and 6). Chapter 5 examines
the backward linkages from the industry while Chapter 6 examines the
forward linkages and supply capacity of the industry.
Chapter 5 looks at the impediments to promoting backward linkages in
the garment industry in Sri Lanka. The slow growth of backward linkages
from the garment industries (export-oriented) in developing countries and
the policy merits of promoting these linkages have considerable contemporary
relevance. Backward linkages are useful particularly for a garment industry
to reduce the lead time and remain competitive in the international market.
However, local suppliers to the garment industry cannot function unless
conditions exist which allow them to be competitive. Furthermore, in a world
where multinational garment buying firms are dominant, a large import
dependence in the garment industry does not necessarily imply that there are
many opportunities to create local supplies and thereby create backward
linkages. These factors are shown from Sri Lanka’s attempts to promote
backward linkages in the garment industry. It is argued that formation of
backward linkages in the garment industry that operates in an open economy
like in Sri Lanka will be a natural outcome of industrial deepening and
therefore will be time-dependent. It is noted that even with less backward
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linkages, the garment industry in Sri Lanka has contributed significantly to
foreign exchange earnings and employment creation in the country.
Chapter 6 describes the changing requirements of buyers and the
capabilities that suppliers ought to have in order to match these demands.
The global apparel industry is undergoing a rapid transformation with respect
to the demands of buyers and the strategies adopted by suppliers to meet
these demands. The study which covered twenty Sri Lankan export firms
manufacturing basic garments and ten factories producing high value apparel
looks at the significant gap that lies between the exacting requirements of
buyers and the capabilities of local suppliers. The chapter concludes by
proposing measures that need to be adopted in order to bridge this gap.
Parts IV and V of the book essentially examine the challenges for the garment
industry from the external trading environment. Part IV of the book has three
chapters (7, 8 and 9). Chapter 7 analyses the impact of the Regional Trade
Arrangement – NAFTA on the Sri Lanka garment industry, while Chapters 8
and 9 examine the impact of bilateral free trade agreements on the garment
industry by taking two case studies, the Indo-Sri Lanka Bilateral Free Trade
Agreement (ILBFTA) and the proposed FTA with the USA.
Chapter 7 looks at the implications of NAFTA for the garment industry. In
1994, nearly 36 per cent of Sri Lankan exports were concentrated in the US
market and out of this amount, nearly 78 per cent were garments. Thus, in
1994, garment exports remain the major concern for Sri Lanka in the context
of NAFTA because they could have been displaced in the US market by
garments produced in Mexico — a country that has cheap labour relative to
the USA. Using a comparative static framework, the chapter has examined
the competitiveness of Sri Lankan garments vis-a-vis Mexico in the US market.
It is shown that Mexico’s advantage over Sri Lanka in transport cost, labour
productivity, preferential tariff, and access to a quota-free market is more
than offset by Sri Lanka’s cheap labour and low cost of production. It is
argued that the competitive advantage of Mexico in terms of proximity is
applicable only to a particular category of garments and not to others. Mexico’s
advantages were to a great extent in existence before the formation of NAFTA,
10
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and whatever new advantages that were gained after the formation of NAFTA
were inadequate to pose a serious threat to Sri Lanka due, inter alia, to NAFTA’s
rules of origin, supply constraints and relatively high cost of production in
Mexico.
Chapter 8 examines the garment exports to India in the context of the
ILBFTA. It is shown that the industry’s perception that the ILBFTA garment
concessions are a ‘non-starter’ is accurate given that Sri Lankan garments
cannot become competitive in the Indian market after fulfilling rules of origin,
and facing various para-tariffs. Many impediments have to be removed for
Sri Lankan garments to make an impact in the Indian market. In Chapter 9, it
is shown that the expected gains from a US-Sri Lanka FTA may be marginal
given the fact that the Agreement will come into operation (if at all) after 2004.
The damage to the industry would have already been incurred by the time the
FTA comes to the rescue of the industry. The conclusion from this Chapter is
that the industry has to become competitive, then irrespective of the preferential
advantage for market access (to US) of a competitor (like Mexico), Sri Lanka
can still maintain its foothold in the same market. An FTA that involves Sri
Lanka should not be seen as a panacea for inability to become competitive in
the global market.
Part V of the book has two Chapters (10 and 11). Chapter 10 examines the
threat from China for the garment industry while Chapter 11 examines the
implications of the WTO Agreement on Textiles and Clothing on the Sri
Lankan garment industry.
Chapter 10 argues that there is certainly a threat from the emergence of
China as a major supplier of garments in the post-2004 period. However, the
chapter argues that the threat may be a bit over-exaggerated because there are
various checks and balances, which would ensure that China will not totally
overwhelm other exporters. Moreover, on particular garment items, Sri Lanka
can remain competitive despite China.
Finally, Chapter 11 looks at the phase-out of the MFA and the implications
for the garment industry. With the expected phase-out of quotas under the
Multi-Fibre Arrangement in 2005, the industry will face significant challenges
11
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from an increasingly competitive international market. The chapter evaluates
the performance of the Sri Lankan garment industry to identify the threats
and opportunities that lie ahead as the MFA is progressively phased out.
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Overview of the Garment Industry in Sri
Lanka
Saman Kelegama and Janaka Wijayasiri

1. Introduction
The textile and clothing industry has emerged from a modest beginning in
the early 1950s to become the largest industry in the Sri Lankan economy.
During the pre-liberalization era (pre-1977), the domestic textile industry was
essentially an import substitution industry confined to a few large-scale textile
industries run by the government. Importation and distribution of raw
materials were tightly controlled and the import of textiles was restricted. As
in the case of other import substitution industries, the textile industry did not
make much progress during this period. The garment industry has its origins
in the mid-1960s, but unlike the textile industry, the former was mainly run
by the private sector. Initially, almost all of the garments produced were for
the domestic market and there were hardly any exports during this period. A
large share of the industry was in the hands of few companies.1 Since the
importation of textiles was either banned or restricted, locally produced textiles
mainly fed the garment industry.
The period after the late 1970s saw a rapid expansion of the garment
industry in Sri Lanka. The phenomenal growth during this period can be
attributed to three major factors. The first is the market-oriented liberal economic
policies introduced in 1977, which placed greater emphasis on the export-led

1

Names such as Velona, Bernard Boteju, etc., were well known at that time.
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industries.2 The second is the supportive measures taken by the government
through the Board of Investment, such as duty free importation of industrial
inputs, off-shore borrowing facilities, tax holidays or concessional taxation,
etc. These measures together with the availability of abundant and cheap
labour made Sri Lanka an attractive location for labour-intensive industries
such as garments.
The third important factor, which contributed to the growth of the Sri
Lankan garment industry, is the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA). Sri Lanka
is one of the countries that benefited from ‘quota hopping’ investments.
Foreign garment manufacturers that relocated their factories in Sri Lanka
originated from both East Asia and Europe. While the East Asian firms moved
their operations mainly as means of quota hopping, European ones moved
their operations into Sri Lanka because of rising production costs in their
home countries. Investments by these two types of foreign manufacturers
fuelled the growth of the Sri Lankan garment industry to a large extent. Underutilized quotas also prompted a fairly large number of local entrepreneurs
into the garment industry. It is estimated that about 80-85 per cent of garment
factories are currently owned by local industrialists (People’s Bank, 1999).
The remainder of the chapter will examine the performance of the garment
industry in Sri Lanka in terms of its contribution to exports, industrial structure
of the economy and employment. The second section of the paper will look
into the salient features of the industry, highlighting the weaknesses that
have crept into the industry, which would be discussed in more detail in the
following chapters in the volume. The Chapter has an Annex highlighting
the milestones of the garment industry in Sri Lanka.

2
These reforms which placed greater emphasis on export-driven industries extended
numerous measures of support to the sector, in the form of subsidies and duty rebate
schemes, duty-free imports of machinery and raw materials and lower corporate taxes,
including tax holidays, etc.
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2. Performance of the Garment Industry
The textile and garment industry in Sri Lanka has grown over its twenty-five
years of existence to emerge as a significant sector of the economy. By 2002, Sri
Lanka’s textile and garment sector accounted for 6 per cent of GDP, 39 per
cent of industrial production, 33 per cent of manufacturing employment, 6
per cent of the labour force, 52 per cent of total exports, and 67 per cent of
industrial exports (see Table 2.1). These statistics clearly indicate that Sri
Lanka is highly dependent on the industry for both employment and foreign
Table 2.1. Sri Lanka Textile and Garment Sector : Macro Data
Under Agreement on
Textile & Clothing (ATC)
Under After After
After
MFA
First Second Third
Regime Phase- Phase- Phaseout
out
out
1990
1995
1998
2002
643.5 1852.5 2466.2 2425.5
33
49
52
52
64
65
69
67

Textile & Garment exports (US $ Mn)
as % of total exports
as % of industrial exports
Export Market (as a % of total textile
& garment exports)
U.S.A.
67
U.K.
6
Cotton Yarn & Textiles Imports (US $ Mn)
427.8
Employment (‘000)
102
No. of Establishments (garments)
142
Cumulative Foreign Investment (US $ Mn) (a)
36
Average Exchange Rate (Rs. per US $)

41.37

61
14
1237.1
250
678
108

64
18
1477.6
227
891
158

63
20
1429.0
330
1061
158

51.25

64.59

95.66

Notes: (a) realized cumulative investment in garments at the end of the year, Board of
Investment, Sri Lanka. (b) sometimes it is difficult to separate the data for garments from
the joint textiles and garments.
Sources: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report, various issues; Department of
Census and Statistics, Annual Survey of Industries, various issues; Sri Lanka Garments,
Issue No. 80; The Apparel Digest/ Sri Lanka Garment Journal, 2001.
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exchange earnings. Foreign investment has been very significant in the sector,
accounting for 15 per cent of total cumulative FDI in 2002. According to some
of the studies, foreign investors own 50 per cent of total garment factories and
account for 90 per cent of total textile and garment exports (USITC, 2004).
Greater dependence on imported textile materials indicates that Sri Lanka
has a large export-oriented garment sector, but a small textile industry that
has no capacity to supply the quantity and quality of yarn and fabrics required
by the garment industry.
The composition of textile and garment exports in the South Asian countries
vary—in India garments amount to 49 per cent of textile and clothing exports
and the figures for Nepal and Pakistan are 44 per cent and 85 per cent,
respectively. In Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, garment exports amount to over
90 per cent of textile and clothing exports.
Figure 2.1. Quantity (Mn Pcs) and Value (USD) of Garment Exports
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Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, various issues.
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The rapid expansion of the garments export sector is demonstrated in Figure
2.1. The rate of export earnings growth recorded during the period 1980-90 was
exceptionally high at over 20 per cent per annum, given that the industry for the
most part was starting from a very low base. In the 1990s, export earnings growth
decelerated somewhat in the late 1990s due to the East Asian crisis, but still
remained well above that recorded for total export earnings. The sector suffered
in 2001/2002 from negative developments in the international trading
environment with a global recession and low demand in developed country
markets and from the effects of bomb attacks on the Colombo International Airport
in July and September 11 events in the US. The proliferation of regional trading
arrangements with US and EU and member countries getting preferential access
to these markets may also have contributed to the decline in garment exports.
As a result of the phenomenal growth of the garment industry, there has
been a marked change in the industrial production and the composition of
Sri Lanka’s exports. The share of the traditional tree crop sector in total export
earnings has continued to decline, while that of industrial exports have been
rising (see Table 2.2). Garment exports have come to account for close to half
of Sri Lanka’s export earnings by the mid-1990s (having accounted for a
negligible share of under 4 per cent at the beginning of the liberalization
period). In 2002, the garment exports generated US$ 2.2 bn, which accounted
Table 2.2. Composition of Exports
Agriculture
Tea
Rubber
Coconut
Other Agriculture
Industrial
Garments
Gems
Other
Total

1978
78.8
48.5
15.3
12.9
5.5
14.7
3.6
4
2.4
100

1980
61.8
35.1
14.7
7
5.1
33.8
10.4
3.8
0.6
100

1985
52.5
33.2
7.1
8.5
3.8
39.5
22
1.6
5.6
100

1990
37.7
25.9
4
3.6
4.2
54.2
32.8
3.9
4.3
100

1995 2000
21.8 18.2
12.6 12.7
2.9
0.5
2.7
2.2
3.5
2.8
75.4 77.6
48.7 54.0
2
1.7
0.8
2.5
100 100.0

2002
20.0
14.0
0.6
1.8
3.6
77.3
51.6
1.9
0.9
100.0

Source: Estimated from data available from the Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual
Report, various issues.
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for 51.6 per cent of total exports. Despite the impressive growth performance,
Sri Lanka’s share in the world garment market, however, is approximately 1
per cent of total global exports of garments.
Available data suggest that there are about 859 garment manufacturing
enterprises registered with the Sri Lanka Customs.3 Of these factories, over 80
per cent are categorized as small and medium scale enterprises (according to
the value of exports) but they account for only 28 per cent of the total value of
garment exports (Table 2.3). The remaining 12 per cent of exporters, which
are classified as large, contribute the bulk of the revenue of the industry (72
per cent).
While local industrialists own about 85 per cent of garment factories, 25
garment manufacturers produce 52 per cent of total garment exports (SLAEA,
various issues). Out of the 891 factories, 417 received Board of Investment
special status (commonly known as “BOI status” where the enterprise is
entitled to duty free importation of inputs, off-shore borrowing facilities, ‘onestop shop’ facilities, etc. (see BOI, 1995). The rest do not enjoy these privileges
but account for over 55, 000 employees in the garment sector (SLAEA, 2000).
In the 2001 Budget, an attempt was made to harmonize the BOI and non-BOI
sectors in order to provide a level playing field to the industry.
Table 2.3. Classification of Exporters by Export Value
Category
Small
Medium
Large

Range Rs. Mn
0.25-100
101-500
500 and over

Total

No. of exporters
549
64%
204
23%
106
12%
859

100%

Export value Rs. Mn
10335
5%
48936
23%
149362
72%
208362

100%

Source: SLAEA, 2002.

This figure excludes any enterprise which exports less than Rs.250,000. According to
the Ministry of Enterprise Development, Industrial Policy and Investment Promotion, the
total number of garment factories in 2001 was 1061. The discrepancy in terms of the
number of garment factories could be because the Customs data excludes enterprises
whose exports are less than Rs.250,000 and are one-time exporters.
3
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In terms of employment, 16.8 per cent of the total labour force is employed
in the manufacturing sector, and the garment industry accounts for one-third
of the manufacturing sector employment in 2001 (IPS, 2003). According to
sources of the Ministry of Industries, the garment sector provided direct
employment to approximately 391,682 employees in 2001 while the Textile
Training and Service Centre survey conducted in 2001, recorded a figure of
310,530, indicating that some factories could have closed shop due to nonavailability of the desired quota or inability to be competitive in the export
market (SLAEA, 2001). The largest manufacturers in the industry are the
largest employers, accounting for 51 per cent of employment while the small
and medium scale factories accounted for the remaining 16 and 33 per cent,
respectively (SLAEA, 2003).
Table 2.4. Garment Industry Gender Composition in Labour Force by
Occupational Categories, 1998
Grade

Occupational Category

Management
Grade

Senior Managers
Middle Level Managers
Front Line Managers
Quality Assurance Managers
Cutting Managers
Quality Controllers
Pattern Makers
Merchandisers
Work Study Officers
Designers
Mechanics
Operators
Helpers
Checkers
Line Leaders
Cutters
Ironers
Others

Technical
Grade

Operative
Grade

Grand Total

Total
2,120
3,229
6,739
454
391
2,950
645
824
581
128
3,041
124,444
69,255
21,572
3,207
2,585
6,919
7,905
257,026

Male
(%)
84
62
28
52
90
28
50
50
64
50
99
6
9
7
11
68
30
30
13

Female
(%)
16
38
72
48
10
72
50
50
36
50
1
94
91
93
89
32
70
70
87

Source: TVEC, 1999.
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Table 2.4 shows the gender composition in labour force by occupational
categories in the garment industry. Female dominance -- about 87 per cent -is one of the most conspicuous characteristics of the garment industry. Females
hold 53 per cent of the management categories and 72 per cent of front line
management occupations such as supervisors, while males are dominant in
the upper management occupations. The share of females in occupations of
machine operators and others is over 90 per cent. There is equal participation
of both sexes in pattern making, quality controlling, merchandising, designing
and quality assurance.
Over 70 per cent of garment manufacturers are concentrated in or
around the Western Province, as shown in Table 2.5, due to better infrastructure
and close proximity to seaport and airport facilities. Similarly, about 65 per
cent of total employment has been generated in the region. Large employment
generation has created congestion in the Western Province, and the living
standards, working environment and welfare facilities of the employees have
remained poor in quality. The situation in regard to working environment
would have been worse if not for the 200 Garment Factory Programme (GFP)
initiated in 1992 and the subsequent follow-up by a 50 GFP in the late 1990s.
Table 2.5. Geographical Distribution of Garment Establishments and
Numbers of Employees, 1999
Province
Western
Southern
Central
Eastern
North Western
North Central
Uva
Sabaragamuwa
Northern

Establishment
Number
Percentage
638
72
51
6
54
6
8
1
60
7
21
2
20
2
36
4
3
891
100

Source: TVEC, 1999.
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Employment
Number
Percentage
181,329
65
19,488
7
17,056
6
3,512
1
22,398
8
10,426
5
6,559
2
15,419
6
634
276,821
100
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3. Salient Features of the Garment Industry
Over the last two decades the garment industry has grown tremendously and
it has managed to build a prestigious international customer base. Currently,
a wide range of reputed international branded clothing such as Victoria’s
Secret, Liz Claiborne, Pierre Cardin, Abercrombie and Fitch, Nike, GAP, Ralph
Lauren, Marks and Spencer, Tommy Hilfinger, etc., are manufactured in Sri
Lanka. However, most of these items are handled via buying offices and
approximately 65 per cent of garment exports are channelled via buying
offices.
Sri Lanka also has managed to establish itself as a quality garment
manufacturer for the mass market. While this has been identified as the biggest
strength of the industry, the industry needs to do more towards quality
improvements if it intends to enter the upper market segments and service the
high fashion industry. In terms of price competition, it is not a 1-2 per cent price
difference that Sri Lanka should aim for but somewhere close to 10-15 per cent
difference.
The high compliance with international labour and environmental standards
have also helped the industry as buyers and consumers in main markets have
become more demanding about meeting necessary environmental, labour, health
and safety standards in the producing countries. The Sri Lankan garment
industry has been lauded for its track record in labour compliance – around 82
ILO Conventions have been signed by Sri Lanka. In 2003, the EU after due
diligence granted GSP concessions (20 per cent duty reduction on GSP) in
recognition of this fact.4 Sri Lanka is perhaps the only country that succeeded in
obtaining EU duty concessions on labour compliance. However, various
commentators have expressed some reservations on the overall labour standards
4
The GSP preferences scheme granted by the EU is country and product-specific. As
per this scheme, inputs sourced within the SAARC region for production of exports
fulfills the regional cumulations criteria. All South Asian countries qualify for EU GSP
based on income criteria. Preferences are calculated as a percentage of MFN. Under
Special Incentive Arrangement (SIA) beneficiary countries get additional benefits – over
and above what is given for general beneficiaries –for complying with certain environmental
requirements and labour standards (the social clause).
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because there are a number of noteworthy cases where labour standards are far
from satisfactory (Daily Mirror, 08 March 2004; and Chapter 4). Fulfilling regional
cumulation and the double transformation criteria for rules of origin to utilize
the GSP tariff concessions have not always been easy.
One of the most important factors that contributed to the rapid development of
the garment industry in Sri Lanka has been the highly trainable, skilled and
literate workforce. Given the high literacy rates in the country, the labour force is
easily trained and exposed to work environments. A very high level of proficiency
in English amongst the managerial level, and moderate to fair proficiency amongst
the lower grades of workers has been a great advantage to the industry. The
garment industry has been not subjected to major worker strikes and
confrontations with labour unions.5 Despite these strengths, the industry is
compounded by many weaknesses, which are closely examined in the remainder
of this section.

3.1 Concentration in Product Categories
As indicated by the data in Table 2.6, Sri Lanka’s exports of textile and garments
are highly concentrated in particular product categories. The majority of Sri
Lanka’s total export earnings from garments are concentrated in casual wear for
women and men. The vast majority of its quota exports are standardized low
or medium priced items, requiring relatively low technology and based on
low priced labour where market entry is easiest. This dependence on “sensitive”
items subject to stringent quota restrictions thus continues to be a major problem
for the Sri Lanka garment industry. These items are likely to be more competitive
from other low wage countries in the post-quota phase.
This product concentration is not unique to Sri Lanka, but to the entire South
Asian region. However, the World Bank (2003) observes that there is more
diversification into slightly high value added items like quality garments in the
case of India and Bangladesh and states “…the extent of product diversification
is much less than that of China” (p. 49). Sri Lanka is well-reputed for
5
A recent labour problem in the company Jaqalanka was settled after intense discussions
with the Free Trade Zone Workers Union.
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manufacturing quality female intimate garments, however, this area is confined
to a handful of large industries.
Lack of product diversification is basically a supply capacity issue. During
the peak of the SARS virus in East Asia (1st quarter of 2003), Sri Lanka received a
number of large garment orders, however, the country did not have the supply
capacity to meet most of them. Consequently, countries such as India benefited
from such orders.
Table 2.6. Textile and Garment Exports of Sri Lanka (as a percentage of total
export earnings)
HS
Description
1998
Code
50
Silk
0.00
51
Wool fine or coarse animal hair,
horsehair, yarn & woven fabrics
0.00
52
Cotton
1.23
53
Other vegetable textile fibres, paper
yarn & woven fabrics of paper yarn
0.66
54
Man-made filaments
0.26
55
Man-made staple fibres
0.65
56
Wadding, felt & nonwovens, special
yarns, twine, cordage, ropes & cables
& articles thereof
0.10
57
Carpets & other floor coverings
0.15
58
Special woven fabrics, tufted textile
fabrics, lace, tapestries, trimmings,
embroidery
0.16
59
Impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated textile fabrics; textile articles
of a kind suitable for industrial use
0.07
60
Knitted or crocheted fabrics
0.37
61
Articles of Apparel and clothing
accessories, knitted or crocheted
14.51
62
Articles of Apparel and clothing
accessories, not knitted or crocheted
32.44
63
Other made up textile articles, sets, warm
clothing & worn textile articles, rags
2.17

1999 2000 2001 2002
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
1.00

0.00 0.01
0.79 0.73

0.00
0.62

0.80
0.27
0.65

0.61 0.66
0.31 0.22
0.55 0.45

0.69
0.20
0.44

0.09
0.14

0.12 0.14
0.16 0.17

0.16
0.16

0.20

0.27

0.26

0.42

0.06
0.35

0.05
0.59

0.03
0.30

0.02
0.40

16.45

18.30 17.49 16.58

32.73

32.99 32.83 31.35

1.80

1.81

1.69

0.98

Source: Department of Customs, 2003.
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3.2 Market Concentration
The problem of product concentration is compounded by market concentration.
As Table 2.7 indicates, Sri Lanka’s major market for garment exports is the USA.
From exporting nearly 55 per cent of all garments exports to the US in 1980, the
ratio had increased to nearly 63 per cent by 2002.6 The other major market is
Europe, which continued to account for nearly a quarter of Sri Lanka’s total
garment exports for much of the 1980s, increasing its share to over 30 per cent in
2002. Sri Lanka, however, has only a small share of the US market. It increased
from 0.8 per cent in 1980 to 1.5 per cent in 2002.
As MFA quotas are gradually phased out, this over-dependence on a few
destinations increases the vulnerability of the domestic garment industry in the
international market. Attempts made by Sri Lanka since 1992 to diversify its
export markets have generated some encouraging results but they are far from
adequate to make a significant change in the overall situation. Most of the garment
manufacturers in Sri Lanka are geared to produce standardized items for the
western quota markets and they do not seem flexible enough to take orders from
buyers in countries like Japan who generally prefer a wide range of different
products in smaller quantities.7
Table 2.7. Country Composition of Garment Exports from Sri Lanka
(as percentage of total export earnings)
Destination
USAa
EU
Japan
Other

1980
54.6
24.1
0.5
17.0

2000
62.0
32.8
0.4
4.8

2002
63.3
31.0
0.6
5.1

Notes: a. Sri Lanka’s share of the US market was 0.8, 2.2 and 2.7 in 1980, 2000, and 2002
respectively.
Source: Estimated from data obtained from the Export Development Board and Central
Bank of Sri Lanka, Annual Report 1998.
6
In terms of Sri Lanka’s total exports, the US accounts for nearly 40 per cent of all
exports, while the EU absorbs a further 20 per cent.
7
After formation of the Research Cell under the Joint Apparel Association Forum, the
Institute of Policy Studies of Sri Lanka (IPS) conducted three major studies on the apparel
markets of Germany, France, and Japan (dated 2003).
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Recently two new market opportunities have emerged. First, the Indo-Sri
Lanka Bilateral Free Trade Agreement (that came into operation in March
2000) permits 8 million pieces of garments at 50 per cent duty concession to
the Indian market. It is however characterized by a plethora of problems and
thus Sri Lanka has not been able to reap the benefits of the offer (Chapter 8).
Second, the Trade and Development Act (TDA) of 2000 provides duty free
entry to USA for garment exports from the Caribbean and Sub-Saharan African
countries. The rules of origin are quite liberal during the first four years for
most Sub-Saharan African countries. Preferential access to the EU and US
has not only given these countries an advantage but also attracted investors
from all parts of the world including established companies from even Sri
Lanka. This has provided an opportunity for Sri Lankan garment industrialists
to locate in Sub-Saharan Africa and target the US market.
In the US market Sri Lankan garment exports are concentrated in the
discount and departmental stores segment of the market (JC Penny, Target,
Walmart, Macy’s). The competition at this level is becoming extremely tough
not only due to Mexico, the Caribbean Basin, and Sub-Saharan African
countries, but also due to low cost producers such as China, Vietnam, and
Bangladesh entering the fray. Here, Sri Lanka is faced with two options:
either to improve productivity in the garment manufacturing industry and
remain competitive at this level or to shift to the specialty and brand segment
at the higher end of the value chain. At the high end, high quality, low price,
quick response times, flexibility and small lot sizes are essential. At present,
only the stronger players in the garment industry are able to cater to this
requirement. Thus, Sri Lanka should gradually go for a better balance between
budget-type and specialty-type garments in the distribution chain in the
coming years and remain competitive by focusing more on marketing.

3.3 Quota Concentration
The third characteristic of the garment industry in Sri Lanka is the
concentration of exports within the quota categories. Sri Lanka is subject to
quotas under approximately 50 categories in the US market, and 4 categories
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in relation to the EU, which was removed in 2001. Presently Sri Lanka operates
under non-quota regime with the EU.8 Of the two markets, the EU market is
comparatively more non-quota based compared to the US market, which was
dominated by quota exports. The non-quota garment exports are primarily
higher value added garments, which cater to niche markets and designer
labels such as Victoria’s Secrets, Triumph International, British Home Stores,
Marks & Spencer, C & A., etc. With its current dependence on quota exports,
Sri Lanka may find it more difficult to compete with large-scale, low cost
suppliers in the international market in the quota free environment after 2005.
The Textile Quota Board (TQB) is a statutory body under the Ministry of
Industries responsible for the disbursement of export quotas. Generally, quotas
are distributed to manufacturers depending on their size, capacity and past
performances.9 Sri Lanka’s quota utilization rate has been on average 80 per
cent and compares favourably with that of other South Asian countries and
China (World Bank, 2003).

3.4 High Cost of Production
The high cost of production in Sri Lanka has adversely affected the
competitiveness of the country’s garment industry. As conceded by leading
domestic garment manufacturers, Sri Lanka has already lost virtually the
ultimate advantage on labour. Hourly wage rate in Sri Lanka is US $ 0.5
while the rate is US $ 0.4 in Vietnam, Pakistan and Bangladesh and much
lower at US $ 0.3 in Indonesia (see Figure 2.2) Thus, Sri Lanka cannot be
In December 2000, Sri Lanka and the EU signed a MOU whereby Sri Lanka would
liberalize the textiles and clothing sector and bind tariffs in return for the suspension of
QRs by EU on textiles and clothing products from Sri Lanka. Synthetic fibres were bound
at zero per cent, yarn at 5 per cent, textiles at 10 per cent, garments at 17.5 per cent and
others at 25 per cent. In return, the EU suspended quota restrictions on the four categories.
In early 2003, the Sri Lankan tariff applicable to garment imports was 10 per cent which
is the lowest rate in South Asia (World Bank, 2003).
8

9
There have been various modalities of quota distribution over the years, but the
general distributional pattern has been governed by the criteria as described. For more
details, see the Annex.
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categorized as a low cost labour country. Coupled with high labour costs,
high absenteeism, and numerous public holidays, the inefficient use of
machinery and slow adoption of modern technology such as computer-aided
design systems, have contributed towards poor productivity of workers in
the industry (Chapter 4).10
Labour productivity rates in cost competitive countries are about 65-75 per
cent, which is significantly higher than the comparable rates of 35-45 per
cent, recorded for Sri Lanka. In addition, the quality of management available
in Sri Lanka’s garment industry has also been questioned (UNIDO, 2000).
There is deemed to be an inadequate number of suitably qualified and
competent middle management, with the necessary specialization in the
garment industry. Obsolete labour laws, frequent labour disputes, strikes
and slow adoption of technologies like computer aided design (CAD) systems
have contributed to low labour productivity and eroded the competitiveness
of the industry. “5S” methods and other productivity enhancing methods
have been introduced in some firms, but this is limited to a handful of big
firms (Chapter 4).
Labour cost, however amounts to 15 to 20 per cent of overall cost. Thus,
there are a number of non-labour aspects that contribute to low productivity.
At the firm level, competitive issues had not featured in strategic planning
due to the assured market guaranteed by the quota system and laid-back
attitude of some entrepreneurs (Chapter 3). Relatively high utility charges
(electricity, telecommunication, freight, insurance, etc.) have also contributed
to higher production costs in the industry and adversely affected the
competitiveness of the industry (IPS, 2003). A comparative analysis of Sri
Lanka’s utility rates with selected countries show that cost of utilities in Sri
Lanka tend to be uncompetitive vis-à-vis with some of its competitors
(Bangladesh, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Singapore).
10
A UNIDO (2000) Survey revealed that there were only 6 CAD/CAM machines in the
country. Sri Lanka’s overall average of worker-machine ratio was 1.8:1 which is significantly
higher compared to a worker-machine ratio of 1.2:1 in Hong Kong (Chapter 4 and JAAF,
2002).
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Electricity charges for industrial purposes in Sri Lanka average US $ 11.44
per Khw. A comparative analysis of electricity charges in selected Asian
countries (Bangladesh, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, and Singapore), show
that Sri Lanka has the highest rate second to Hong Kong.11 In terms of water
charges for industrial purpose, the charges in Sri Lanka are moderate
compared to the same set of countries. The charges in Singapore and Hong
Kong are 72.4 per cent and 34.4 per cent higher than in Sri Lanka, respectively
while in Bangladesh and India, they are 37.1 per cent and 71.6 per cent cheaper,
respectively. Amongst the countries, Sri Lanka together with Bangladesh has
the highest connection charges but lower monthly subscription fees. In terms
of local call charges (three minutes call), the rates were expensive compared
to other countries but in terms of average IDD rate per minute to major buyers
– that is, US, UK, and Canada – Sri Lanka had the cheapest rate second to
Indonesia. As for clearing charges, the rates are comparatively low12 but timing
and efficiency needs to be improved in order to be competitive with
neighbouring ports (IPS 2003).
The exchange rate has to a large extent taken care of these costs, but the
point made here is that the price of garments could have been further reduced
and Sri Lanka become more competitive had these costs been less than their
current values.
Competitiveness of the industry has also been affected by inadequate
transport links with the rest of the world and poor domestic infrastructure to
support the industry. The number of airlines and ships operating to Colombo,
routes, and frequencies are limited, and inland transport and communications
remain much to be desired (JAAF, 2002). These have been compounded by
procedural delays and trade documentation inefficiencies, which have added
to lead times and costs of logistics and distribution.
11
The rates in Indonesia, Singapore, India, and Bangladesh are: US $ 2.92, US $ 5.43,
US $ 8.01 and US $ 10.74, respectively.
12
The garment exporters found the Terminal Handling Charges imposed by international
shipping lines to be costly and unfair and made several complaints to the Fair Trading
Commission of Sri Lanka. No firm decision has been taken in this regard.
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Figure 2.2. Labour Cost Comparison in the Textile Industry, 2000
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3.5 Lack of Forward and Backward Linkages
The lack of a fabric base is also seen as a potential weakening factor in Sri
Lanka’s competitive position vis-à-vis its main competitors in Asia. The
country relies heavily on fabric imports to meet the demand of garment
manufacturers. It is estimated that 80-90 per cent of fabrics and 70-90 per cent
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of other accessories required for the garment export industry are imported
(Chapter 5). In 2002, Sri Lanka imported about US $ 766 mn worth of fabric to
meet the demand of garment manufacturers, of which US $ 669 mn was woven
fabric and the remainder was knitted (SLAEA, 2003). Since late 1997, Sri
Lanka has been having a zero duty regime for importation of yarn and fabrics.13
Since fabrics amount to 65-70 per cent of the value of finished products, the
level of value addition in the garment industry is relatively low. Value addition
in the industry has also been constrained due to the non-existence of design
and product development capabilities in the garment industry. The Sri
Lankan garment industry at present does not have the required expertise in
product design and development (JAAF, 2002). The lack of backward linkages
from the garment industry continues to be a source of concern regarding the
future competitiveness of the industry.
The advantages of backward linkages are not confined to employment and
foreign exchange goals alone, but can be a key factor in improving the turnaround time. As the textile and garment industry becomes globally more
competitive, producers are increasingly under pressure to reduce lead-time
(which is the duration of time between when an order is placed and a delivery
is made). For example, the number of annual buying seasons has increased
from 2-4 to 6-8, and production runs have become shorter, as greater variety
and style have contributed to shorter ‘fashion’ life spans. As a majority of the
inputs needed for the garment industry are sourced from abroad, the leadtime taken by Sri Lankan producers has continued to be rather long compared
to manufacturers in countries such as Hong Kong. Ideal international leadtime is estimated at around 60 days, but in Sri Lanka, the figure for most
garment exporting firms is placed between 90 and 150 days (Chapter 5). In a
13
None of the other South Asian countries have a duty-free regime for textiles imports.
The policy dealt a severe blow on the domestic textile industry, which virtually collapsed.
All efforts made by the government, by offering subsidized interest rates to rescue the
textile industry, had no major impact. In fact, three of the privatized textile factories
(Veyangoda, Pugoda, and Mattegoda) that were gradually switching to manufacture
textiles to meet the needs of the export-oriented garment industries had to be closed
down.
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highly competitive environment, heavy reliance on foreign raw materials can
lead to severe disadvantages, while the speed of delivery acts as an important
cutting edge for development of the industry. The fact that Sri Lanka is
significantly away from her major overseas markets has also contributed to
high turn-around times.
Most of the internationally reputed buyers place their orders for Sri Lankan
garments through Colombo based buying offices that subsequently negotiate
orders with Sri Lankan manufacturers. As stated, nearly 65 per cent of total
garment exports are channelled through buying offices in Sri Lanka (Chapter
6). However, despite the relationship with Colombo buying offices, Sri Lanka
has not been successful in establishing direct links with major buyers in
important export markets. This over-dependence on domestically based
buying agencies has been identified as a potential weakening factor in the
competitiveness of Sri Lankan garment products in the international market
since it limits direct access to leading buyers (Chapter 3). As a result, foreign
buyers are unaware of what the Sri Lankan garment industry can offer. The
vast majority of Sri Lankan garment producers have, therefore, had very limited
exposure to the demands of overseas marketing and the industry during its
existence has not had a marketing plan to face global competition.14 Absence
of market intelligence and lack of marketers to promote the industry has limited
the penetration of markets abroad. In order to better market its products, Sri
Lanka needs to focus on developing its own brand names. Recognizing the
need for a brand that could withstand shocks in the Western market, measures
were taken by two leading companies (MAST and Jaqalanka) to merge and
develop a branded product (Brandix) in 2003. This was a positive sign in the
overall progress of the garment industry in Sri Lanka.

3.6 Shortage of Skilled Labour
As shown in Chapter 4, the labour turnover in the garment industry is quite
high due, inter alia, to the monotonous nature of the job in the factory.
14
To address this lacuna, the industry introduced a garment-marketing course in
collaboration with the Chartered Institute of Marketing in UK.
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Replacing voids left by trained labour has become a difficult task due to the
shortage of skilled labour. Anywhere between 100,000-120,000 garment
workers (majority of them who are skilled labour) have gone overseas: Middle
East, Bangladesh, Kenya, Mauritius, Maldives, etc., for better salary and more
opportunities. Consequently, a number of garment factories today have
vacancies and the outputs from the Clothing Training Schools are inadequate
to meet the demand.
Even at the low-skill level, there are sometimes vacancies due to shortage
of labour. The key reason for this is the poor image of the industry, specially
in the rural areas.15 Consequently, parents are reluctant to send their children
to work in garment factories. Even though the unemployment rate in Sri
Lanka is around 9 per cent, there are certain segments in the economy, like
garment factories that face shortage of labour.

4. Conclusion
The Sri Lankan garment industry has come to occupy a prominent place in
the country’s economy. But after twenty five years of rapid growth the industry
is facing several challenges. These include heavy dependence on the US and
EU markets; the phasing out of the quotas in 2005 under the WTO Agreement
on Textiles and Clothing (ATC) which would no longer guarantee markets in
the West; and heightened competition in the trade from low cost suppliers
like China. Moreover, the formation of regional blocs and granting of
preferential trading terms to selected developing countries are likely to further
threaten the market share of the industry internationally. In order to face
these threats, Sri Lanka needs to build on the existing strengths of the industry
while addressing the weaknesses that have been highlighted to survive and
face the post-2005 era.

15
Chapter 4 highlights the contributory factors to this poor image: sub-standard hostel
facilities, inadequate transport facilities, poor roads, etc. However, this image is confined
mainly to factories that belong to the small and medium category.
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While attending to these matters and transforming Sri Lanka’s comparative
advantage into competitive advantage, Sri Lanka needs to devise an overall
global strategy to support the garment industry. This is particularly important
because garment exports account for more than 50 per cent of the country’s
exports and Sri Lanka does not qualify for preferential treatment in her major
markets like the LDCs, ACP countries, and some other countries. Moreover,
Sri Lanka is a small and vulnerable open economy which is still a developing
country.
International institutions are increasingly focusing on poverty issues with
the World Bank initiating the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP), IMF
initiating the Poverty Reduction Growth Facility (PRGF), UNDP initiating
the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), and so on. Moreover, economists
are increasingly debating on the trade-poverty nexus and it is often argued
that developing countries should “trade out of poverty” (CPD, 2003). Given
this scenario, Sri Lanka should link the market access issue for the garment
exports with poverty reduction in the country because any serious disruption
of the garment industry will certainly have a telling impact on the livelihood
conditions of the workers and their families. This is particularly important
because of the above-mentioned unique status of Sri Lanka.
Although Sri Lanka was given an extra tariff concession under LabourGSP for garment exports to the EU market, it is far from adequate to compete
with garment exports of LDCs, ACP countries, China, and other countries.
Sri Lanka should therefore highlight its unique position and negotiate for
deeper labour-related GSP tariff cuts and for more relaxed rules of origin
where more countries are involved to fulfill regional cumulation. In other
words, Sri Lanka should carve out a global position for above 50 per cent
garment export dependent developing countries which are neither LDCs nor
members of a preferential agreement with EU or USA -- that such countries
should be subject for special treatment. Of course, this should not be seen as
an alternative to maintaining the competitiveness of the garment sector.
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Annex
Milestones in the Progress of the Garment Industry
There are six major events in regard to the garment industry that are worth
noting: (1) 200 Garment Factory Programme of 1992, (2) quota allocation policy
of 1992, (3) reduction of the duty on textiles/yarn to zero in 1997 to assist the
garment sector, (4) obtaining quota free entry to the EU from March 2001, (5)
private sector coming out for the first time in 2002 with a strategy and forming
a Joint Apparel Forum to take the industry forward, and (6) implementation
of the Indo-Sri Lanka Bilateral Free Trade Agreement and making attempts to
work out a bilateral free trade agreement with USA to assist the garment
exports after 2004. Each of these items needs some elaboration.

1. The 200 Garment Factory Programme
The 200 Garment Factory Programme (GFP) initiated in 1992 was a turning
point in the expansion process of the Sri Lankan garment industry. The
objective was to link Sri Lankan villages with global garment markets. It was
a case of making use of unutilized quotas during that time and using the
quota allocation policy and BOI incentives to push garment industries to
locate themselves in rural areas.16 In fact, some rural areas were defined as
“difficult areas” and others as “most difficult areas”. With strong leadership
given to the programme, by 1994, 153 industries came into operation under
this programme. However, some of them emerged more to patronize the
political establishment than on the basis of pure economic logic. This was
proved subsequently when such factories had to close down. We can
categorize the experience with the 200 GFP as stretching the comparative
advantage in the garment sector to its limits. It was pushing a ‘winner’ to
make full use of it with the benefit of the quota. In other words, it was ‘hosting
a winner’ in a geographically different area. While it did contribute to
16
The US garment quotas were mainly used for the 200 GFP. The government obtained
additional quotas for the programme (Watawala, 2003).
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stimulating rural industrialization and generating rural employment, it also
had an adverse impact in terms of quota misallocation and consequent
corruption.
Two noteworthy outcomes of this programme were: (a) minimum wage for
garment workers set at Rs. 2,000 (at 1992 prices), and (b) moral suasion used
on factory owners to provide a free breakfast for the workers; which had an
impact on many garment factories which were outside the 200 GFP.

2. Quota Allocation Policy
This brings us to the topic of quota allocation. After the change of government
in 1994 quota auctioning was seriously considered to combat quota
misallocation and related corruption. Arguments in favour and against quota
auctioning were carefully weighed. While quota auctioning ensures more
transparency, minimizes corruption, and ensures that the most efficient firms
are the beneficiaries of the quotas, it was not fully acceptable to the government
given the existence of the 200 GFP which employed close to 71,000 workers.
Moreover, since 37 per cent of the garment factories belonged to the small and
medium category, there was a fear that quota auctioning would work against
their existence (The general thinking was that the big companies would
dominate the quota market through an auction system because they were in a
position to pay a higher price for the quota).
It was argued that a more transparent system based on the principle of
“past performance” was the best as the system had an in-built incentive to
ensure good performance. Thus, quotas are allocated mainly on the basis of
past export performance (also referred to as performance quota/main quota),
with 3 per cent of the quotas reserved for small-scale manufacturing units
and approximately 25 per cent of quota available each year due to growth,
allocated to exporters that have increased the value of their non-quota export
in the previous year. The remainder is put into a common pool and is
distributed between the exporters provided that Employees’ Provident Fund
(EPF) and Employees’ Trust Fund (ETF) payments are up to date, amongst
other things.
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There are three pools schemes in operation during the year – a) cold
category pool scheme: this consists of quota categories that are under-utilized
by the end of the year which are declared as Cold Categories by the TQB and
are allocated at the beginning of the next year; b) main pool scheme: this
scheme starts after the Main Quota and credit performance of the preceding
year have been allocated, usually on 31 March; c) free pool quota: this consists
of unutilized quotas remaining towards the end of the quota year, which are
allocated on a ‘first-come, first serve basis’. The latter is also referred to, as the
7-day pool as quota allocations under this scheme was valid only for 7 days.17
Since transferability was permitted under the quota allocation system, it
provided flexibility for specialization and efficient commercial operation with
higher capacity utilization.18 However, despite this thinking, political
interference did take place from time to time with allegations being made on
a number of non-transparent transactions.

3. Duty Free Import of Textiles
Garment industrialists have been asking for duty free imports of fabrics for
quite some time. Their argument had some merits:
(1) There were a number of bottlenecks and delays at the point of entry at
Customs in clearing in-coming fabrics,
(2) Despite continuous protection at the level close to 35 per cent there had
not been an improvement in the quality of the local textiles. In fact,
during this time even school uniforms (where quality is of less concern)
were imported.
(3) In any case, fabrics were reaching the market at duty free rates due to
leakages from BOI companies that the BOI found difficult to monitor.
17

This was subsequently extended to 10 days.

There are two types of quota transfers: temporary and permanent transfers. Under
the temporary transfer, the transferor gets the performance credit for the following year,
while the transferee gets the performance credit as a permanent credit. Only performance
quota/main quotas are transferable and all transfers must be registered with the TQB.
There are limits to quota transfers.
18
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There were cases of garment industries engaging in importing and
selling fabrics over and above their export of garments. A number of
raids that were carried out by Customs during this time found that the
leakage of duty free fabrics to the domestic market was quite widespread.
Taking these factors into consideration, in the February 1995 Budget the
duty on textiles was reduced from 50 to 35 per cent. Consequently,
accumulated stocks of textile factories had to be sold at low prices incurring
heavy losses. This happened, as the textile factories were not ready to adjust
to a more competitive environment due to high cost of modern machinery.
When the East Asian crisis began in mid-1997, there was pressure on the
government to devalue the currency to make garment exports more competitive
(two of Sri Lanka’s competitors, viz., Indonesia and Philippines had devalued
their currencies). It was a time when the garment exporters found it difficult
to manage their orders. However, the government was not prepared to devalue
due to well-known political economy reasons. Then the garment exporters
lobbied once again with the government for making textiles imports completely
duty free.19
However, there was a case for a gradual phase-out of tariffs to provide
some room for the textile industry to restructure itself. A report prepared by
the IPS argued on these lines for a gradual reduction to a lower level by 2004
(IPS, 1997). This advice was not taken and the government gave in to the
request of the garment lobby and a duty free status was granted for fabrics in
November 1997. This set the death knell to the textile industry in Sri Lanka,
with total employment in the industry falling from 41,821 in 1995 to about 18,
208 by 2002. The argument here is not for over-protecting the industry, but
allowing a gradual adjustment period using a different set of policies.20 The
19
It must be noted that for garment exporters with BOI status fabric importation was
free of duty at that time, however, this was not the case for most garment exporters who
were not under BOI status.
20
Had the government reduced the cost of utilities and reformed the legislation governing
the factor markets for the industrial sector, this move towards making fabrics duty free
could have been avoided, thereby giving more time for the local textile sector to adjust for
the competitive pressures.
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mistake of the policy was realized later when special concessional loans
were granted to textile factories by the government for the sake of survival.
But this measure proved far from adequate to repair the damage. Many textile
mills were closed down by 2003.

4. Quota Free Entry to EU
Since countries such as Bangladesh due to their least developed country
status qualified for quota free entry with lower duty to EU, Sri Lanka lobbied
for the same in 2000 and in March 2001 was successful in getting the quota
removed from the EU market. This was somewhat of a breakthrough for the
well-established garment firms who dominate the garment exports to the EU.
However, the results so far from quota free status to EU are not very
satisfactory. First quarter export trends for 2000-2003 indicate that exports to
EU has declined in the initial stages of trade liberalization and appear to be
gradually picking up in 2003. Although exports statistics for the first quarter
of 2003 show an increase over the same period in 2002, it must be noted that
the exports are still below the first quarter figures of 2000. Percentage growth
in both volume and value for 2000-2003 indicate a negative growth with
–13.17 per cent growth in quantity and –26.34 growth in value. Moreover,
garment exports to EU have shown a negative growth of –15.5 per cent in
volume and –0.92 per cent in value during the period 2000-2002. Export
volumes declined from 198,240,980 pieces in 2000 to 167,494,151 pieces in
2002 and values declined from US $ 890,431,000 in 2000 to US $ 702,533,000
in 2002.
When quota restraints on garment exports to EU were suspended in March
2001 it was envisaged that the EU market for apparel would witness a massive
increase. This is clearly not the case. The slowing of the EU economy and the
domestic situation in Sri Lanka (for example, the attack on the airport and the
consequent insurance surcharges imposed by international buyers [IPS, 2003])
may have contributed to the initial slow take-off of garment exports to the EU
but the continuing unsatisfactory performance indicates that the envisaged
results have failed to materialize.
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It was expected that the large-scale exporters with their marketing skills
and ability to reap economies of scale would be successful. However,
disaggregated statistics show that the large-scale exporters (with a few
exceptions) are somewhat struggling in the EU market. This situation may
not be directly related to a matter of availability of quota. These exporters deal
with selected buyers directly or through joint venture partners and any
disruptions to these relationships could have a negative impact on the exports
of these ventures. However, the medium scale exporters appear to have seized
the opportunity to make some gains in the EU market although the increase
in market share has had no significant impact on the overall improvement in
exports to EU.21 Nor does it signify a surge in exports, which was anticipated
with liberalization of quotas to the EU.
A possible conclusion might be that the quota liberalization has come too
late for Sri Lanka to make the window of opportunity and make the expected
surge. The newly liberated Eastern European countries together with some
South European countries have provided the large EU market with attractive
outsourcing facilities with high skilled and relatively low cost labour. As
Table 10.2 in Chapter 10 indicates the top garment exports to EU, with the
exception of China, are mostly from the EU countries and from some
Mediterranean countries and the low labour cost Asian countries like
Bangladesh and Indonesia. The duty free facility granted to the Least
Developed Countries and preferential treatment given to ACP countries also
has had a strong influence in capturing an increased share of the EU market
early.
Quota phase-out has been at a much faster rate in the EU than in the US.
Consequently, many countries enjoying special trading facilities have been
successful in capturing an increased share of the EU market prior to 2005. In
fact, the faster pace of trade liberalization in the EU may have prompted EU
buyers to rationalize their vendor base ahead of their US counterparts thus
21
Data shows that the Category increased from 14 million pieces in 2000 to 16 million
in 2001, 19 million in 2002, and 28 million by 2003. However, this was a marginal increase
compared to that of Bangladesh: from 106 million pieces in 2000 to 122 million in 2001,
134 million in 2002, and 204 million in 2002 (JAAF database).
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gradually phasing out their traditional sourcing partners in preference to
more competitive sourcing regions. Clearly with China gearing to take-off in
the post-2004 period, the window of opportunity opened in March 2001
appeared to have given only limited opportunities for Sri Lanka.
Like the US, the EU also has a preferential system (Outward Processing
Tariffs – OPT) for the use of fabrics made within the region. Under the OPT
scheme, import tariffs are imposed only on the value added for finished
products of outside the region that use semi-finished products manufactured
in the EU region such as woven and knitted fabrics and yarn. Today, however,
EU provides for quota-and duty free imports from the six former Eastern and
Central European countries (Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Czech, Bulgaria and
Hungary) plus Tunisia and Morocco in North Africa for products meeting
the above requirements. The preferential treatment by the EU is as significant
as that of the USA. The share of these garment exports to EU has been
increasing. However, Asian garment exports to EU has not declined
consequent to this because of the expansion of EU quotas for Asian countries
other than China (see Table 10.2 in Chapter 10).

5. The Five Year Strategy for the Industry
The year 2005 will bring many changes that the garment industry may be
unable to fathom. The industry needs to take a “quantum leap” if it is to meet
the new challenges with minimum disruption. A SWOT (Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis done in the apparel
industry is reproduced here (Table 2.8). Clearly, there are a number of
weaknesses in the industry that need to be addressed. Moreover, a strategy is
required for the industry to meet the threats and make use of the opportunities
by exploiting its strength.
The five-year strategy was prepared with the aim of giving some direction
for the garment industry in the post-2005 period. The industry is required to
achieve five major objectives if it is to survive global competition beyond
2005.
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a) Industry turnover should increase from its 2001 level of US $ 2.3 billion
to US $ 4.5 billion by 2007. Taking into account the existing growth rate
of approximately 18.5 per cent over a twelve-year period (1989-2000)
and the possible destabilization of the industry, a realistic growth rate
of 12 per cent is estimated for 2003-2009.
b) Transforming the industry from a “manufacturer” to providing “fully
integrated services” because there is a general belief that leading buyers
will focus on channelling their resources to consolidate brand image
while leaving all other functionalities in the distribution chain to
suppliers.
c) Market penetration to premium market segments of the global apparel
industry needs to be increased.
d) To become internationally famous as a superior manufacturer in specific
products. These have been identified as sports wear, casual wear,
children’s wear, and intimate apparel.
e) Consolidate and strengthening the industry in order to meet the
challenges of the quota free era.
Currently, only 10 per cent of local manufacture ends up in specialty brands
while 50 per cent are taken by department stores and the balance 40 per cent
by discount stores. During the five-year period ending in 2007, the industry
plans to increase penetration into specialty stores by 20 per cent, departmental
stores by 60-70 per cent and reduce dependence on discount stores by 10-30
per cent.
The plan outlines a format for achieving these objectives with a detailed
discussion on: (a) a strategic framework for implementation, (b) strategic
initiative and relevant action plans for the industry, (c) additional strategic
initiative in support of small and medium scale industries (SMIs), (d)
implementation plans, and (e) cost estimates of the strategic plan. The Report
argued for the establishment of a special Research Cell for the industry to
keep track of international trends in garment trading, and this came into
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Table 2.8. Summarized SWOT Analysis of the Apparel Industry
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

1. Reputation of being a quality apparel
manufacturer for the mass market.
2. Compliance with International Labour
regulations.
3. Relatively disciplined and skilled labour and a
trainable labour force.
4. Reputed International Customer base.
5. The product price.
6. On-time delivery of Standard “all-season”
products.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

OPPORTUNITIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sri Lanka to become a total service provider for
the global apparel industry.
Removal of the quota system.
Promote Sri Lanka as a socially responsible
manufacturer of apparels.
The Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with India.
Transition to products that require a high
labour content.
The positive impact of the government’s peace
initiative.

Source: JAAF, 2002.
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Sri Lanka’s geographical location.
Limited knowledge about the international
environments and recent global industry
developments.
Isolation from trade partners and heavy
dependence on local buying agencies.
Lack of geographical diversification in terms
of its overseas markets.
Insufficient international and bilateral trade
agreements to support the industry.
Increasing cost of labour compared with
other countries in the South-Asian region.
Inadequate focus on developing backward
integration linkages to support the industry.
Non-existence of Product design and new
product developments.
Non-existence of a Sri Lankan brand identity.
No focused marketing strategy for the
industry.
Low productivity of labour, inefficient use of
machinery and manufacturing processes.
The industry’s limited access to technology.
The relatively high cost of utilities.
Inadequate access to external logistics and
poor domestic infrastructures.
Procedural delays and trade documentation
inefficiencies.
Lack of standardization in the apparel
industry.
THREATS

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Rapidly changing trends in the retailing
industry.
Removal of the Quota System.
The former socialist countries and the East
European nations potential to become major
suppliers for the EU Market.
Global formation of bilateral and multilateral
trade blocs.
New entrants to the industry.
Emergence of efficient international shipping
hubs in the Asian region.
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operation in early-2003.22 Having realized the need for one voice for the
industry to achieve a common goal, garment industrialists and stakeholders
set up the Joint Apparel Association Forum (JAAF) in 2002, which is a
combination of five different Associations.
The JAAF has formed eight committees to look into various aspects of the
industry: (1) bilateral and multilateral issues, (2) marketing, (3) logistics and
infrastructure, (4) backward integration, (5) SMIs, (6) human resources,
technology, and productivity, (7) labour, and (8) finance. The government
has allocated Rs. 100 million to increase the productivity in the garment
industry through the Five-Year Strategy.

6. Indo-Sri Lanka Bilateral Free Trade Agreement (ILBFTA) and
the Proposed US-Sri Lanka FTA?
Both the US and India are import trading partners of Sri Lanka. While the US
is a major market for Sri Lankan exports especially for garments, India is the
largest source of imports for the country and an emerging and alternate market
for garment exports. Due to the huge potential to promote trade and investment
with the two countries, Sri Lanka has sought to improve bilateral trade relations
by signing with India the Indo-Sri Lanka Bilateral Free Trade Agreement
(ILBFTA) in 1998, and a Trade and Investment Framework Agreement (TIFA)
with the US in 2002. Although Sri Lanka was offered a 50 per cent duty
concession on garments under the ILBFTA, the Agreement has failed to live
up to expectations of promoting garment exports to India, as the sector was
subjected to quota restrictions as well as other various problems, as discussed
in Chapter 8.
Whilst the ILBFTA proved to be a disappointment to the garment industry
(Chapter 8), the signing of a TIFA with the US, which is the main market for
Sri Lanka’s garments, has provided some hope to the industry as a means of
22
As stated, the Research Cell is based at the IPS and has come out with a number of
studies for the JAAF. Besides the market survey studies, a study was conducted on how
the US reverse preferences under a possible US-Sri Lanka FTA could affect the
competitiveness of Sri Lankan garment exports in the US market, etc.
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retaining access to the US market after 2004 (Chapter 9). There has been talk
of converting TIFA to a possible FTA at the earliest as a TIFA provides a forum
for discussion on bilateral trade issues but does not confer any benefits like
under an FTA. However, negotiating an FTA with the US is likely to be a
herculean task albeit not impossible, as it requires negotiating a workable
and mutually beneficial bilateral FTA as well as investing considerable time
and human resources.
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Part II
Issues on Competitiveness

3
Competitive Strength of the Garment
Industry and Planning Process at the
Firm Level
Tilak Fonseka and Dilini Fonseka

1. Introduction
Like many developing countries, Sri Lanka has turned to the garment industry
to provide the initial impetus to industrialization. From modest beginnings
in the late 1960’s, the industry has recorded impressive gains during the past
two decades. In 1977, the value of the country’s garment exports amounted to
US $ 9.9 million. At the end of 1998, it had risen to US $ 2,203 million, easily
surpassing tea as the premier foreign exchange earner of the country. Over
the same period, the number of garment factories had risen from six to 850
providing direct employment to nearly 240,000 persons. However, these gains
were achieved in a world governed by textile quotas under the Multi-Fibre
Arrangement (MFA). With the phased withdrawal of the quota system
culminating in its total abolition by January 2005, it is relevant to assess the
current competitiveness of the industry as well as the adequacy of industry
preparations to meet the impending challenge.
This Chapter is structured on the following lines. It first describes the
significant changes that are taking place in the global apparel trade and the
challenges faced by the industry. This is followed by an assessment of the
competitive strength of the Sri Lankan apparel industry. The planning process
at enterprise level is then analyzed and the degree of sophistication achieved
by the industry is evaluated. The level of sophistication and the strategic
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directions of the garment industry are analysed in the next two sections. The
chapter concludes by providing some strategic directions for the industry.

2. Challenges in the Global Apparel Industry
The global apparel industry is a highly dynamic, footloose and competitive
industry and one that continues to evolve rapidly in the 21st century. These
developments offer opportunities as well as challenges to companies operating
in the industry. The challenges that are taking place can be grouped into four
broad categories: (A) consumer preferences, (B) requirements of intermediaries,
(C) competition, and (D) technology. These are described below.
(A) Changing Consumer Preferences
Garment business is essentially an export-oriented business and the first
challenge to entrepreneurs comes from changing consumer preferences. Over
90 per cent of Sri Lankan apparel exports is destined to USA and Europe, and
it is necessary to understand the changing profile of the consumer.
The garment trade is closely linked to the fashion industry. New designs
are created by reputed design houses in the West, promoted through fashion
shows and given effect to by advances in technology. Fashions change with
season and the traditional four seasons have now been artificially increased
to 8 or 12, with fashions for early summer, late summer, and early spring.
This necessitates that suppliers gain knowledge of changing fashions and
develop production flexibility to meet the exacting deadlines of the buyer.
With respect to garments supplied to the middle and lower end of the
market, the Western consumer has become increasingly price and quality
conscious. The buyer seeks value for money. Design and styling as well as
neatness and excellence of workmanship, have become important
considerations, as much as price, in the purchase decision. The buyer enjoys
wider choice today.
Economic and demographic factors have been mainly responsible for
sophistication in consumer demand. An increased number of working women
has been the most crucial factor in the expansion and diversification of the
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women’s wear market. It has led to an increased demand for formal clothing
among women. Further, the dramatic growth in the casual clothing segment,
an area that allows much scope for individual expression, has encouraged
wider product selection. Among men there is a preference for casual clothing
(casual shirts, casual pants and jeans), and a lower preference for jackets and
ties. The first challenge, therefore, that faces the producer is to meet the
expectations of demanding customers who have become both price and quality
conscious.
A recent attempt at segmentation is provided by Mast Industries, USA
(Figure 3.1). This relates to the US market, which is the largest apparel market
in the world. USA imported apparels to a value of US$ 48 billion in 1998. The
global apparel industry is broadly classified into three categories, up market,
middle and the lower end. Sri Lanka manufactures principal produce for the
middle and lower end of the international market.
Figure 3.1. Segment of the US Apparel Market

I
Saks
Brooks Brothers
II
GAP
Lerner
Lane Bryant
Victoria’s Secret
Abercrombie & Fitch
III
K-Mart
Wal-Mart
Family Dollar
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Market
Segment
1 Up-Market
II Middle

III Lower End

Price

Quality

High Price
High Margins
Moderate
Good
Margins
Low Price
Low Margins

High

Distribution

Restricted
Small Volumes
Consistent
Widely
Available
Large Volumes
Quality-Price Widely
Trade-offs
Available
Mega Chains

Promotion
...................

Infrequent

Frequent

Source: Adapted from Presentation by Martin Trust (President, MAST Inc., USA),
15 July, 1998.

(B) Changing Requirements of Intermediaries
Only a few Sri Lankan manufacturers have succeeded in getting their
merchandise direct to retailers and the second challenge comes from changing
requirements of intermediaries.
In the case of basic garments directed at the low end of the market, one
finds the interposition of several intermediaries before the finished product
reaches the retail store. Most Sri Lankan firms work through several
intermediaries such as buying offices, importers and wholesalers. Buying
offices handle as much as 65 per cent of Sri Lankan apparel exports in terms
of value.
These intermediaries insist on the manufacturer conforming to several
requirements. First, there is the ‘price factor’ which means that the price must
be competitive vis-à-vis other suppliers. Second, there is the ‘quality factor’
which means that the product must be of acceptable quality. Third, there is
the ‘delivery factor’ which implies that the buyer should be able to rely on the
producer to meet his deadlines. Fourth, there is the ‘flexibility factor’ which
requires the producer to change production plans in accordance with the
buyer’s requirements. Finally, there is an ethical consideration, emphasized
by reputed buyers such as J.C. Penney and Liz Claiborne. The requirements
in this area are wide ranging, however, special consideration is given for
conditions and terms of work.
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Buyers from developed countries currently show increased concern about
the conditions of employment prevailing in factories from which they source
their merchandize. The first concern is regarding the age of employment and
quality of labour and forced labour — being equally unacceptable. A second
area relates to working hours and the associated scheme of remuneration.
Prevailing wage rates, overtime pay, holiday pay, as well as the employer’s
contribution to the provident fund come under this category. A third aspect
pertains to welfare facilities that include the provision of meals and
accommodation by the employer and any associated costs to be borne by the
worker. A fourth area relates to health and safety. This includes the provision
of first-aid materials, the provision and use of protective equipment,
availability of safety manuals, worker education in safety, and the
maintenance of accident records. Overseas buyers also look at the right of
association and the state of dialogue prevailing between managers and
workers. A final aspect pertains to disciplinary procedure and the question
of unfair dismissal. Thus, a second challenge facing the producer is to meet
the requirements of the buyer on price, quality, timely delivery, flexibility and
the conditions of employment.
(C) Changing Nature of Competition
The third challenge comes from the changing nature of competition. There is
a continuous search on the part of entrepreneurs for lower cost locations,
making it a “footloose” or a highly mobile industry. Both ‘push’ and ‘pull’
factors have contributed to this. The industry is a relatively low skill, labourintensive operation, and the labour intensive components of production have
been shifted to low wage countries. Thus with rising wages, the industry
moved from Europe and USA to Japan and then to the three ‘Tiger economies’
of Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan. With rising wages and quota
imposition on these East Asian economies by the West, production shifted to
other Asian countries such as Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia, China, India,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. Production has then shifted to still
lower cost bases such as Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam. It has also moved to
other low cost centres in East Europe such as the Czech Republic, Poland,
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Bulgaria and Hungary. In International Economics this phenomenon has
come to be termed “the principle of shifting comparative advantage”.
If rising wages and imposition of quotas have served as push factors, certain
pull factors too have been at work. Low wages are a major attraction for
entrepreneurs in labour-intensive industries, in addition to the incentives
offered by developing country governments. In industries such as electronics,
toy manufacture, and apparel, most workers are young women and female
labour tends to be less paid the world over. Many of these women are in the
job market for the first time and although wages are low, they enjoy a measure
of economic independence.
Buyers today have many alternative sources from which they could procure
their requirements. The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
concluded between USA, Canada and Mexico in 1993, permits duty and quota
free access to member countries. A study done by Kelegama and Unamboowe
(1994, p.25), observed that Sri Lanka is likely to retain her advantage over
Mexico in basic garment exports despite NAFTA and this advantage would
improve after January 1, 1995, with the new WTO regulations coming into
force (Chapter 7).
A contrary view was expressed by Fernando (1994) to the effect that the
formation of NAFTA would be unfavourable for Sri Lanka. Besides quota
and duty free access, Mexico enjoys other advantages such as faster turnaround time and higher productivity. While NAFTA was in the offing,
entrepreneurs from Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan have acted
proactively to set up garment factories in Mexico. Fabric exports from USA to
Mexico increased by 25 per cent annually and between 1986-1998, Mexico’s
share in the US apparel market increased from 3.5 per cent to 13.5 per cent.
The merchandise consists largely of items made out of heavy materials such
as denims, while a small percentage of basic garments too now find their way
from Mexico to the US market. The Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI), a treaty
signed in 1994 between USA and 28 Caribbean Islands, has given CBI quotafree access to the US market and parity status with NAFTA is expected. Between
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1989-1996, CBI’s share in the US Apparel market increased from 8.2 per cent
to 24.7 per cent.
A similar trend is seen in EU. Turkey, a non-member, enjoys quota and
duty free access to EU and her share has increased from 2.5 per cent to 11 per
cent between 1985-1996. Poland and Romania in East Europe, though nonmembers, also enjoy increased access to EU. The share of Morocco and
Tunisia, increased from 7.2 per cent to 11.4 per cent during the same period
due to their closer proximity to EU.
Asia appears to be losing its importance as a sourcing base for USA and
EU. The few who supply fashion garments and high value clothing are
required to achieve quick turn-around time, besides being price competitive
vis-à-vis countries such as Mexico, Hong Kong and China. Those who supply
basic garments to the low end of the market (and this applies to the majority
of Sri Lankan manufacturers), have to contend with producers from Laos,
Cambodia, and Vietnam, who have lower cost structures. The impressive
growth in garment exports shown by Sri Lanka has been matched by
Philippines, Bangladesh, and the Dominican Republic and surpassed by
Poland and Mexico. China, with its enormous supply capability and
competitive prices, is likely to emerge as one of the strongest competitors in
the global apparel industry. The MFA gave LDCs a guaranteed market, via a
system of country quotas. The phasing out of the MFA means that assured
markets would soon be a thing of the past. Historically, competition in the
apparel trade had been based on price. From the 1980s, great emphasis has
been placed on non-price factors such as clothing design, quality of
workmanship, variety of selection and timely delivery. Thus, a third challenge
facing the producer is to measure up to the changing nature of competition.
(D) Changing Technology
The final challenge comes from advances in technology. The global apparel
industry is characterized by rapid technological changes which are intended
to achieve faster response in manufacturing and improved quality. Developed
countries which lost their markets to low wage countries are now attempting
to win back part of that advantage through technological advances. The
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industry is featured by computerized marking, computerized cutting, high
speed, high accuracy, high economy, continuous production and
standardization of product quality. With automation, shirt makers in the
developed world can produce a shirt in 18 minutes (David Sinclair, Daily
News, 15 May 1990). A fourth challenge facing the producer is the willingness
and ability to engage in continuous technological upgrading and
organizational re-structuring needed to achieve quick response times.

3. Competitiveness of the Sri Lankan Garment Industry
Sri Lanka has turned to garments as the lead industry in its drive to
industrialization. It is appropriate to assess the competitive strength of the
industry to face the quota-free world that dawns after 1 January 2005.
Porter (1990) presented a useful framework to assess the competitive
capability of a national industry through the concept of the National Diamond.
The four facets of the Diamond are: A) Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry,
B) Factor Conditions, C) Related and Supporting Industries, D) Demand
Conditions. These four facets, working together, create national competitive
advantage. The ensuing section examines the strength of each facet of the
diamond with reference to the Sri Lankan apparel industry.
A) Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry
Porter’s “Five Forces Model” (1980), provides a useful framework to analyse
the structure of an industry and evaluate industry profitability. According to
this model, industry profitability depends on the combined strength of five
forces, viz., a) Intensity of rivalry prevailing among existing firms, b) Threat of
new entrants, (c) Threat of substitutes, d) Bargaining power of buyers, and
e) Bargaining power of suppliers. Each of the five forces can affect a firm’s
profitability and strategic freedom. The inference to be drawn is that greater
the intensity of any of these forces, the lower is the prospect of earning high
profits and hence the greater the competitive pressures exposed to the firm.
Thus, if a firm faces many competitors and is wedged between powerful buyers
and suppliers and additionally faces a threat from new entrants and
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substitutes, then it becomes difficult to earn high profits – competitive pressures
under such circumstances are quite strong. Alternatively, a firm has the best
chance of earning super-normal profits in industries characterized by high
entry barriers, few competitors, weak buyers and weak suppliers. An analysis
of the garment industry under each of the five forces is presented below.
i) Rivalry Among Existing Firms
Of the five forces, the most potent in generating competitive pressure is the
degree of rivalry among existing firms. This is determined by several factors.
Industry growth is the first factor that affects rivalry. If the market is stagnant,
the growth of one firm would be at the expense of others and rivalry would be
intense. On the other hand, if the industry is expanding, existing firms would
be able to grow without having to compete for market share from others.
Apparel has been one of the fastest growing product categories in world
merchandise trade, having experienced an annual growth rate of 18 per cent
between 1985-90 and 7 per cent between 1990-1997 (Sri Lanka Apparel
Exporters’ Association, various issues). The industry is expected to grow
even further with the projected increase in world population and rising per
capita income. This is a trend that is favourable to the producer.
The number of firms operating in an industry is the second factor that
affects industry rivalry. The presence of a large number of firms tends to
intensify competition. Hong Kong is a leading apparel producer with 4,000
factories, while Bangladesh has 3,000 factories and Sri Lanka has
approximately 850 factories.
Brand ownership helps a firm to insulate itself from competition. However,
LDC manufacturers produce basic items, with resources for product
differentiation limited, resulting in greater competitive pressures in the sector.
As entry and exit costs in the apparel industry are low, production can be
easily shifted to lower cost locations. As a result of the ability of firms to
easily enter or leave the industry, the numbers of firms operating in the sector
are thereby greater, increasing rivalry and competitive pressures. However,
the demise of factories in one region is matched by the rise of new factories in
another country.
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The phased withdrawal of the MFA has already begun with quota
reductions at the rate of 16 per cent in 1995, 17 per cent (1998), 18 per cent
(2002) and 49 per cent by the end of 2004. Guaranteed markets would be no
more and industry rivalry both in domestic and international markets will be
expected to increase substantially, with exporters in low productivity countries
losing market share to those with greater competitive advantage.
ii) Threat of New Entrants
This relates to the height of entry barriers, which makes it difficult for a
newcomer to break into the market. This is governed by several factors. Firstly,
the rapid growth of the industry and the introduction of the quota system
under the MFA has encouraged new firms from Asia, Africa, Latin America
and Europe to enter the industry, thereby adding to existing industry capacity.
Secondly, the capital requirement to enter the industry is low, which has
induced new firms to enter the market. In Sri Lanka, the capital required to set
up a factory with 200 sewing machines is estimated at Rs. 30 million. Thirdly,
the inability on the part of developing country producers to turn out branded
products has induced new producers to enter the low end of the market.
Fourthly, small firms are willing to enter the market as sub-contractors to
large manufacturers, although economies of scale would confer obvious cost
advantages to those who operate on a large scale. The overheads of small
firms are low and some are known to evade making their due contributions to
the Employees’ Provident Fund (EPF). Finally, in many developing countries,
governments have encouraged the growth of the garment industry with
generous incentives, owing to its potential for generating employment and
foreign exchange. This has encouraged the entry of new firms. Thus, overall,
the threat of new entry remains high in Sri Lanka and other countries.
(iii) Threat of Substitutes
Since wearing apparel is a necessity, the threat of substitution is low.
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(iv) Bargaining Power of Buyers
In the garment industry, the leverage exercised by the buyer is high.
Production is concentrated on basic items turned out to buyer’s specifications.
At times, the buyer even names the supplier from whom the manufacturer
should obtain his inputs. There is very little product differentiation. Brand
names and labels are owned by buyers. The buyer undertakes overseas
distribution and promotion. It is a buyers’ market and buyers enjoy global
sourcing capabilities. The LDC producer is a ‘price taker’.
(v) Bargaining Power of Suppliers
A serious drawback facing Sri Lanka is the lack of a fabric base to support
the garment industry, a situation that is not faced by most of her competitors
such as India, Pakistan, China, Thailand and Indonesia. This results in long
lead times (Table 3.1). The country’s garment industry is heavily dependent
(up to 90 per cent) on imported fabric, and most accessories too are sourced
from outside. It has been estimated that the import content in a finished garment
is as high as 70 per cent. Fabric, which is the largest input, can be sourced by
all manufacturers at roughly equal prices from anywhere in the world. Hence,
the power of input suppliers can be rated as low.
Table 3.1. Garment Industry - Lead Time
Activity
1. Secure order

Probable Time
Less than 1 week

2. Sample approval

2 weeks

3. Obtaining fabric

4 weeks

4. Actual production

4 weeks

5. Shipment time

3 weeks

Total Time

14 weeks

Remarks
Based on sketch and general
agreement on pricing
Assuming fabric incoming
shipping out all by air
Depending on size of order,
relationship with supplier,
shipping time
Based on capacity, fabric arriving on
time, trouble free production etc.
Based on availability of space,
buyer’s need etc.

Source: Survey data.
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The overall picture that emerges from an analysis of the apparel industry
structure is unfavourable to the manufacturer. Rivalry in the industry is intense
with several new entrants and the manufacturer facing powerful buyers
(Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2. Five Forces Model of Competition - Garment Industry
THREAT OF NEW ENTRANTS
HIGH
• Market Growth – High
• Capital Costs – Low
• Brand Name – Absent
• Economies of Scale – Available
• Control of Distribution – By Buyers
• Government Policy – Liberal

POWER OF
SUPPLIERS
LOW
• Supplier

Concentration
• Input
• Differences –
Minimal
• Switching
Cost-Low

INDUSTRY RIVALRY
HIGH
• Industry – Expanding
• No. of Firms – Many
• Brand Loyalty – Absent
• Exit Costs – Low
• Abolition of Quota

THREAT OF
NEW ENTRANTS
HIGH
• Product

•
•
•

•

THREAT OF SUBSTITUTES
LOW
• Substitutes – Not available

Source: Survey data.
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B) Factor Conditions
These refer to the factor endowments of a country and actions taken by firms
to upgrade them. Sri Lanka is endowed with the conventional factor inputs
such as low cost land and labour, but she does not enjoy any significant
advantage over competitors in this connection. There is heavy reliance on
overseas suppliers for fabric and accessories. Training in the industry is
primarily focused on operator and supervisor-level training, with little
emphasis on the upgrading of managerial skills. This has led to poor
production planning and human resource management. The lack of product
development capability is likely to impede the growth of the industry. The
location of garment factories in distant places, driven more by political rather
than economic reasons, has resulted in increased costs. This is because inputs
as well as the output have to go through the Port of Colombo. The quality of
factor inputs available to the industry can be rated as average, at best.
C) Related and Supporting Industries
The presence of quality input suppliers in the domestic economy helps to
enhance national competitiveness. The emergence of a lead industry stimulates
the rise of ancillary industries to cater to the needs of the main industry. The
local apparel industry relies heavily on overseas suppliers for its inputs. The
establishment of textile mills is an urgent need but it is highly capital-intensive.
Government’s efforts to attract foreign investors to set up textile mills have
not met with success, despite the offer of incentives.
With regard to training, the institutions available are the Clothing Industry
Training Institute (CITI), the Department of Textile and Clothing Technology
of the University of Moratuwa, and the Phoenix College of Clothing. The
quality of training imparted is reported to be satisfactory.
The Textile Quota Board is responsible for allocating quotas to garment
factories. Entrepreneurs complain that quota allocations are not always made
according to the past performance of factories or in a manner that would
promote product specialization. About 50 per cent of the industry is driven
by quotas. Even the annual quota allocated is utilized only up to 74.1 per cent
(Central Bank, 1998, p. 51). One observes low rates of utilization for woven
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blouses, sweaters and suits for USA and woven shirts for EU. This is due to
the manufacturers’ inclination to produce garments that come under the “hot
category” or their reluctance to produce some types of garments (e.g., swim
wear) which require specialized machines.
JE Austin Associates (1998), observed that documentation procedures at
Customs cause delays and add to lead-time. Infrastructure facilities such as
roads, transport, and telecommunications as well as operations at ports and
airports call for considerable improvement. In developing countries, the State
is required to play a more active role in streamlining the institutional
arrangements to support export-oriented industries. Hence, it could be said
that related and supporting industries and institutions in the country are
weak.
Sri Lanka’s apparel trade has a multiplicity of institutions such as the Sri
Lanka Apparel Exporters’ Association, Free Trade Zone Manufacturers’
Association, National Apparel Exporters’ Association, Sri Lanka Garment
Buying Offices Association, and the Chamber of Garment Exporters.
Bangladesh, however, has a single association, viz., Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters’ Association to represent industry interests.
D) Demand Conditions
The presence of a local customer base in the domestic economy would induce
firms to continuously improve their products. The garment industry lacks a
large, sophisticated domestic consumer base in order to obtain a feedback for
its products. Hence, the industry loses a valuable input which normally helps
firms to develop and fine-tune their products. Exporters find it more
remunerative to supply overseas markets. The garment manufacturer is now
able to import the fabric required, duty free. Garments made from imported
fabric cannot be sold in the local market except with Board of Investment
(BOI) approval. Local sales cannot exceed 10 per cent of the factory output
and is subject to payment of duty.
The industry does not engage in outbound market research in order to
identify or develop new markets (JE Austin Associates, 1998). Market
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information is essentially what the foreign intermediary provides and the
supplier’s knowledge regarding foreign markets is extremely limited.
The strength of the four facets of the Industry Diamond is indicated in
Figure 3.3. The level of strategic competitive advantage in the garments sector
based on the four facets is assessed to be weak in Sri Lanka.
Figure 3.3. Determinants of National Competitive Advantage
Firm Strategy, Structure
and Rivalry
(WEAK)
Demand Conditions
(WEAK)

Factor Conditions
(AVERAGE)

Related and Supporting
Industries
(WEAK)
Source: Survey data.

4. Planning Process in the Sri Lankan Garment Industry
There are approximately 850 garment factories in Sri Lanka and one could
identify two types of factories. The first category (and this is the large majority)
consists of factories producing basic items such as shirts, T-shirts, shorts,
pants, blouses, and jackets. The second category comprises factories that are
highly specialized in their product range. A sample of 14 firms was selected
to evaluate the planning processes adopted for the following analysis (Annex
1). Firms No. 1-10 belong to the first category, while firms 11-14 belong to the
second. Ease of access to information was an important consideration when
selecting the sample.
Planning starts with the process of setting goals for the organization and
it is essential that these goals are futuristic, challenging and realistic. The
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ensuing section describes and evaluates the type of planning that takes place
in the Sri Lanka garments industry according to (A) the process of setting
goals and strategy formulation, (B) strategy implementation, (C) performance
control and review.
(A) Goal Setting Process and Strategy Formulation
Factories are continuously preoccupied with production planning of a shortterm nature with very little strategic or medium-term planning initiatives.
Many firms seek to achieve a 10 per cent increase in rupee earnings each year.
Only the firms under the umbrella of MAS Holdings had forward strategy
and a medium-planning horizon.
Table 3.2. Clothing Productivity of Selected Countries, 1993
Country

Employees

Sales Value
Annual Bn.
US$

Belgium
Germany
Spain
Norway
Hong-Kong
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Mexico
South Africa
Taiwan
*Bangladesh
*Philippines
*Malaysia
Thailand
India
*China
Sri Lanka

22,000
139,000
95,000
2,100
166,000
150,000
380,000
195,000
217,900
127,400
54,800
700,000
150,000
150,000
500,000
600,000
1,250,000
203,175

2.7
15.0
5.2
0.1
11.0
6.0
43.0
18.0
18.9
0.3
4.6
1.0
2.6
1.9
3.6
2.8
16.7
1.28

Note: * 1992 Statistics.
Source : Kuruppu, 1995.
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No. of
Factories/
Employees
Fact.
400/56
1804/77
950/100
38/55
6872/24
1500/100
7800/48
3000/65
3190/68
685/185
659/83
1400/500
—
513/292
1500/330
—
—
700/300

Output/
Employee
(Productivity)
US$
119,469
107,913
54,736
47,619
66,105
40,000
113,157
92,307
86,737
2,354
83,941
1,429
17,133
12,473
10,222
4,605
13,363
6,300
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In order to survive, a firm operating in a competitive market has to develop
a basis of competitive advantage that is sustainable. According to Porter (1985),
competitive advantage could be based either on lower cost or product
differentiation. Cost leadership means the ability of a firm to become the low
cost producer in the industry, enabling it to deliver the same value at a lower
price. Differentiation means the ability of a firm to identify one or more
attributes that buyers value in a product, uniquely position to meet those
needs and be rewarded with a price premium.
The pursuit of a differentiation strategy requires high design and product
development skills, which the industry lacks at present. Brand names and
labels are owned by overseas buyers who also control the distribution
channels. With the exception of the factories under MAS Holdings, which
offer a specialized product to a niche market, most producers are quotadependent and resort to the only form of competition they know, i.e., price
cutting. Apparel firms are trapped in a vicious circle of price-cutting to the
detriment of the industry as a whole. Firms are left with limited surpluses to
upgrade their technology, production facilities and human resources. Some
firms appear to have won buyer confidence by providing basic garments of
good quality at an acceptable price. This strategy has paid off but might not
be sustainable as it can be imitated by competitors. Overall, the industry lacks
a firm basis of sustainable competitive advantage.
It is of interest to note that a few Sri Lankan entrepreneurs have ventured
overseas to set up factories in Maldives, Fiji, Bangladesh, India, Dubai, etc.
Quota-free access to Western markets is the main motivating factor to locate
factories overseas. A location such as Dubai would possess advantages such
as closer proximity to the European Union and good infrastructure.
Most factories find that working on product specifications given by the
foreign buyer and leaving the distribution to intermediaries as a very
convenient procedure. Some factories are content to work on a No Foreign
Exchange (NFE) basis, where the buyer supplies the required materials to the
producer to make the finished garment. It is a risk-free operation as there is no
foreign exchange involvement for the local manufacturer who earns a mere
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‘conversion fee’ for his trouble (Table 3.3). Product development or even
attempting to get close to the retailer have not been pursued proactively by Sri
Lankan clothing manufacturers. The only enterprises in the sample survey
who had made some progress in the direction of product development and
getting close to the retailer were the factories under MAS Holdings.
Table 3.3. Pricing of a Shirt - FOB vs NFE Order
FOB Price
$
%
4.8
(60)
0.4
(5)
1.6
(20)
0.8
(10)
0.4
(5)
8.0
(100)

ITEM
Cost of Fabric
Cost of Accessories
Labour Cost
Overheads
Profit Margin
Total

NFE Order Price
$
%
0
(0)
0.2
(10)
1.2
(60)
0.4
(20)
0.2
(10)
2.0
(100)

Source: Survey data.

(B) Strategy Implementation
Planning in the garment industry is confined to production planning with
heavy emphasis on day-to-day factory operations. Even with regard to this
aspect, there is an urgent need to streamline the operations.
The garment industry has to maintain its competitiveness through tight
cost controls and enhanced productivity. But in the industry, employee
motivation and productivity levels are low. Production meetings, which are a
daily feature deal with recurring issues such as non-achievement of
production targets, absenteeism, machine breakdowns, delayed shipments
and frequent quality defects (Table 3.4).
Labour turnover is around 5 per cent in the industry per month and
absenteeism is around 5 per cent per day. Other areas for cost cutting and
increasing productivity have been neglected, for example, control of waste in
cutting rooms, product specialization, upgrading of technology and
management skills.
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On the other hand, when the Firm Shadowline took the decision to
specialize in lingerie, the CEO visited factories in Hong Kong and China to
familiarize himself with the production process and American specialty stores
to learn about product quality. Thereafter, systematic steps were taken to set
up a product development division, to employ professionally qualified
designers and other staff and install sophisticated machinery and a
management information system. Through work study the work flow has
been streamlined, and Unichela, Shadowline and Slimline factories supply
their merchandize to speciality stores in USA. Salaries and benefits are above
industry norms and daily absenteeism is around 2 per cent while employee
turnover is negligible.
Table 3.4. Quality Problems Affecting Garment Performance
1. Sewing Defects
• Open seams
• Weak seams
• Raw edges
• Puckering
• Crooked or uneven stitch
• Incorrect stitch type
• Skipped stitches
• Different shades of thread on same garment
• Wrong thread tension
3. Colour Defects
·• Colours do not match approved
samples
• Wrong colour threads or component
parts like snaps, zippers and buttons
• Mismatched dye lots within a hem or
between pieces or panels composing
a set

2. Sizing Defects
• Garment measurement out

of tolerance

• Incorrect grading.
• Some parts of the body do

not match size of other parts

4. Garment Defects
Fabric colour mismatch
Defective snaps
Defective zippers
Exposed zipper tape
Raw edges
Loose buttons
Defective button holes
Pressing defects
Misaligned parts
Missing parts
Uneven hem
Improper trimming

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Source: Koshy, 1997, p. 56.
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(C) Performance Control and Review
In the sphere of performance evaluation, many shortcomings were noted.
Several instances of time and cost over-runs, quality defects and delayed
shipments were noted during the survey. Most of these shortcomings were
traceable to poor production planning and monitoring processes. Little was
being done by way of critical self-assessment. Shortfalls in company
performance are not being carefully analyzed and follow up action not taken.

5. Assessment of the Level of Sophistication of the Garment
Industry
This section evaluates the level of sophistication attained by the industry
during the past two decades and relates it to two broad areas: A) Marketing
and Distribution, and B) Strategic Planning.
(A) Marketing and Distribution
International marketing literature clearly shows that an indigenous firm
passes through several stages in its process of internationalization. It is a
process of incremental growth where the local firm, through systematic
planning, climbs the ladder of export marketing sophistication.
- In the early stages of this process, the local manufacturer’s dependence on
the foreign buyer for product specifications and overseas distribution is
extremely high. In the higher stages of international marketing, the
manufacturer is in total control of product development and is engaged in
international brand marketing (Wortzel and Wortzel, 1981).
- Past research (Fonseka, 1996), shows that local garment firms are totally
dependent on the foreign buyer for product specifications, distribution
and promotion. Thus, the marketing mix variables (The Four P’s), which
are regarded as the ‘controllable’ elements of a firm in marketing texts are
found to be ‘uncontrollable’, elements for the local firm. Thus, despite two
decades of operation, the industry has not been able to move beyond its
current status of ‘a glorified tailor shop’. Garment firms are at a lower stage
of sophistication or maturity in international marketing. All factories
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surveyed can be located below Stage III of export marketing development,
as Figure 3.4 illustrates.
Figure 3.4. Desired vs Actual Situation
Stage of Export
Marketing
Development

Stage of Export
Marketing
Development

v

Product Mktg.
Consumer Pull

iv

Product Mktg.
Channel Push

iii

Advanced Production
Capacity Marketing

ii

?
iii

Export Push

i

ii

Import Pull
0

i
Time

0

Desired Situation

Stage of Export Marketing Development
I Importer Pull
II

Point of
Stagnation

Export Push

III Advanced Production Capacity
Marketing
IV Product Marketing: Channel Push
V Product Marketing: Consumer Pull

Time
Actual Situation

Description
Export business initiated by an
improper seeking of low cost
production facility
Local producer develops foreign
contacts and makes a
firm commitment to exports. Yet, he
is a seller of production capacity
Local Co. has production expertise or
design capability. Marketing may
include opening overseas offices
Local Co. now a marketer of product,
using own brand name and
establishes distribution channels
International brand marketer.
With an established brand name

Source: Wortzel and Wortzel, 1981 (adapted).
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An examination of the channel of distribution also shows the level of
maturity achieved by the local producer. The distribution channel shows the
route that the developing country manufacturer has to follow in order to get
his product to the end-user (consumer). Closeness to the customer is important
for enterprise success, but it is observed that the local firms have to go through
several intermediaries before the product reaches the consumer. Except for a
few firms (e.g., LM, Shadowline, Slimline, and Triumph ), which have
succeeded in placing their merchandise with retailers, the distribution
channel tends to be a long one for other producers. Indeed, for many
enterprises, marketing stops at the port of Colombo (Figure 3.5).
Figure 3.5. Channel of Distribution
Sri Lankan
Garment
Manufacturer

Channel

End-User
(Consumer)

Buyer’s
Buyer’s
Buyer’s
Consolidator Distribution Retail
Centre
Store
Store
Source: Survey data.

(B) Strategic Planning
Management literature speaks of organizations having three levels of
managers, viz., top management, middle management, and lower
(supervisory) management. The nature of decisions taken at these three levels
is qualitatively different. Top managers take strategic decisions such as those
relating to company mergers and acquisitions, divestments and development
of new products and markets. Middle managers take decisions relating to the
product mix, product pricing, distribution strategy and promotion strategy.
Lower management engages in planning and scheduling of factory
operations. Sri Lankan managers at all levels are heavily focused on day-today operations in the factory and there is very little strategic or medium-term
planning.
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6. Strategic Directions for the Garment Industry
This section provides some future directions for the industry in the light of
challenges posed by: (i) the rise of sophisticated consumers, (ii) the rise of
lower cost producers, (iii) the consolidation of NAFTA and EU and the
diminished importance of Asia as a supplier, and (iv) the control of distribution
arrangements which set “marketing barriers” to developing country exporters
of manufactured products (Lall, 1991, p.137; Keesing and Lall, 1992, p.176).
The recommendations relate to: (A) strategic goal setting (B) strategy
formulation, and (C) the role of government.
(A) Strategic Goal Setting: Need for Industry Vision
The foremost question that has to be addressed in strategic planning is: ‘where
do we want to be?’. It is this vision communicated to and shared with employees
that gives direction to all the activities undertaken by an enterprise.
At the beginning of 1998, the Sri Lankan apparel industry set for itself a
vision, which is more in the nature of an objective rather than an inspiring
vision. This is to achieve an export target of US $ 8 billion by the end of 2004.
The target date is significant as it represents the complete withdrawal of the
global quota system, unfolding an open battle for export markets where only
the fittest would survive (Vision 2005: A New Challenge, SLAEA; Daily News,
3 March 1998). By the year 2005, world clothing exports have been projected
to increase up to US $ 315 billion. Hence, an export target of US $ 8 billion for
Sri Lanka means that she would have to increase her share in the global
apparel market from 1.2 per cent at present to 2.5 per cent by the year 2005.
Since the target has been fixed without going into any details of the intended
product mix, prospective markets and likely competitor reactions, the very
basis of this goal setting exercise is open to question.
Given the difficult challenges facing the industry, both currently and
prospectively, in the form of the MFA phase-out, it is now time for the industry
to re-position itself in the global industry. Brand development, though
desirable, is not achievable in the foreseeable future. Seeking to achieve
preferred supplier status in a selected product range appears to be a more
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feasible proposition for Sri Lanka. The industry needs a clear vision and
sense of direction. A lot of strategic thinking has to take place in the industry,
but it is day-to-day operational problems that pre-occupy senior management.
Hamel and Prahalad (1994), framed the issue succinctly. “would you and
your team debate a trend for eight hours? Most managers spend far too little
energy in forging a long term view of their industry”.
Owing to the fact that competition is intensifying with the phased
withdrawal of the MFA, there is heightened interest in the industry regarding
productivity improvement. But, industry knowledge on competition is
extremely limited. Productivity improvement in the abstract is meaningless,
without reference to competitors’ cost and productivity levels. Sound market
intelligence must underlie industry action, but company databases are still
focused on inside information. There is a need to learn more about market
trends and about competition before one could set realistic benchmarks for
the industry. Unfortunately, the industry has been quite content to see the
world through the eyes of foreign intermediaries. “There is a need to bring
the world into the organization” (Drucker, 1998, p.62).
B) Strategy Formulation
Once the industry has envisioned its future, it has to formulate a winning
strategy to accomplish its mission. Porter argued that competitive advantage
should be anchored either on cost leadership or differentiation. These were
presented as mutually exclusive strategies because the pursuance of each
strategy calls for very distinctive skills and competencies. Cost leadership
requires process engineering skills in order to contain costs, whilst a strategy
of differentiation requires R&D and product engineering skills. If one were to
apply this logic to the two extreme cases of manufacturing basic garments vs.
fashion garments, the argument appears to be correct (Table 3.5).
However, international experience provides many examples which run
counter to the above thesis. A hybrid strategy of offering high quality at a
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perceived low price has also yielded successful results for companies.1 The
pursuit of a hybrid strategy, however, entails forging direct relationships
with highly reputed retail chains and manufacturing for brands/labels, and
the highest standards of merchandise quality and delivery would have to be
attained by the local industry.
Table 3.5. Basic vs Fashion Garments and Differences in Value
ASPECT
Price

FASHION GARMENTS
Less price sensitive.

Order
placement

BASIC GARMENTS
Price sensitive-little
room for supplier to
bargain on price.
Not many variations
required. Same
design/Style repeated.
Normally by
intermediary.

Order sizes

Large volume.

Relatively small.

Buyer
expectations

Ability to accommodate style changes.
Design/style seldom repeated and changes
quickly. Eye appeal and aesthetics very important.
Often by Brand owner, who needs to
have direct access to manufacturer.

Delivery time Relatively long.

Short delivery time. Time as the most critical
element in marketing.
Material
Fabrics mostly run
Fabrics are developed specially with new
used
of the mill, often
weaves, prints. Time required for fabric
plain dyed,standard development is more. Quality and grade
weaves.
of fabric and accessories used are superior
and exclusive. High quality buttons,
zippers, straps and hooks.
Machinery
Standard machines. Lots of specialized machinery. Automatic
spreading machines, moulding machines,
fusing machines, ultrasonic welders.
Manufacturing Standardized and less Complex, high quality sewing and embroiprocess
complex. Functional dery. Fair percentage of manual operations.
quality is important. (e.g., Lace inserts, fixing beads, smocking,
Basic sewing to be
embroidery).
strong and durable.
Packing done in poly-bags,tissues, cartons,
Packing is functional. crush-proof packing, hanger packing.
Source: Survey Data Standard Machines.
1
Saunders (1987, p. 14) notes that some leading companies have succeeded by not
being either exclusive cost leaders or differentiators. The buying power and expertise of
Marks & Spencer make it a low cost company, but it trades on quality, service and its
brand name; IBM is a cost leader, which also trades on customer service; Boeing has lower
cost than any other aircraft manufacturer but the 747, its most profitable product, is
unique, Johnson & Scholes (1993). Add Sainsbury’s supermarket chain to the above list.
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C) Role of Government
The government has an important role to play in the industry. Infrastructure
facilities such as roads, transport, telecommunication, electricity and water
services as well as operations at ports and airport warrant improvement.
Institutional arrangements need to be substantially strengthened and
streamlined to support the garment sector.

7. Conclusion
From the foregoing account it is possible to summarize the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats facing the Sri Lankan garment industry.
It is evident that weaknesses far outweigh the strengths of the industry. From
its inception, the industry has been content to work through intermediaries.
The data base on customers, suppliers and competitors is poor. The industry
continues to be heavily quota-dependent and is excessively dependent on
two markets viz., USA and EU. Employee motivation and productivity are
low. Management skills and technology need upgrading. And infrastructure
supporting the industry is weak.
Some of these weaknesses, including low worker productivity and longer
lead times, will need to be tackled at the firm level while other areas, including
upgrading both social and economic infrastructure, will require collective
action by the state. Without concerted efforts to improve the competitive basis
of Sri Lanka’s garments industry, it is unlikely to have a competitive advantage
over international rivals in a post-quota era. Such structural adjustments in
the post-2004 era will imply significant repercussions for the Sri Lankan
economy given the current importance of the industry for both foreign
exchange and employment generation.
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Annex 1: Profile of Garment Factories Studied
No. Firm & Year Established

Product Range

Markets

1.

Maxim Ltd (1963)

Shirts, T-shirts, Pants

Sweden, Germany,
France, USA, Japan

2.

Creations (1976)

Ladies’ shirts, Shorts,
USA, Canada, UK,
Blouses, Skirts, Winter France, Germany
Jackets, Children’s Wear Sweden, Japan

3.

Ranliya Garments (1978) Shirts, T-shirts, Slacks,
Ladies’ Jackets, Overcoats, Blouses, Nightwear

USA, Canada, UK,
Germany, Japan

4.

Jewel Knit (1979)

Knitwear, T-shirts

5.

Hirdaramani Garments
(1980)

Shirts, T-shirts, Blouses

France, UK, USA,
Australia
USA

6.

Jaqalanka (1980)

Shirts, T-shirts, Shorts,
Blouses, Jackets

USA, EU

7.

Heenatigala Garments
(1982)

Industrial Cotton
Gloves, Nylon Taffeta,
Jackets, Rainwear,
Sportswear

Japan, USA, France,
Germany, UK,
Malaysia

8.

Orient Garments (1982)

Winter Jackets, Rainwear

USA, UK, Germany,
Holland, Norway,
Sweden

9.

LM Apparels (1986)

Blouses, Shirts, Pants,
Shorts

USA, EU

10.

Brilliant Garments (1993) Shirts, Pants, Jackets

USA

11.

Unichela Ltd (1987)

Ladies’ Nightwear,
Lingerie

USA, Canada, UK,
Japan

12.

Shadowline (1990)

Ladies’ Nightwear,
Lingerie

USA, Holland,
Germany, UK

13.

Bodyline (1992)

Brassieres, Panties

USA, EU

14.

Slimline (1993)

Lingerie, Baby clothes,
Sportswear

USA, EU
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Labour Productivity and Job Quality in
the Garment Industry
Saman Kelegama and Roshen Epaarachchi

1. Introduction
The Sri Lankan garment industry has experienced phenomenal growth during
the past 25 years and has emerged as a major sector in terms of its contribution
to industrial production, foreign exchange and employment. However, after
two decades of rapid growth due to economic liberalization, foreign
investment and quotas providing guaranteed markets overseas for Sri Lankan
made garments, the industry is facing challenges. These include heavy
dependence on the US and EU markets; and the phasing out of the quotas in
2005 under the WTO Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC). The abolition
of quotas would mean that markets in the West would no longer be guaranteed,
which would compel the industry to compete for its market share in an
intensively competitive global market, especially from low cost producers.
Moreover, the formation of regional blocs and granting of preferential trading
terms to selected developing countries and emerging issues such as
environmental and labour issues pose a threat to the survival of the garment
industry. In this context, it is essential to assess the competitiveness of the
industry and formulate strategies to prepare the industry for a quota free era.
To this extent, the Chapter examines the competitiveness of the garment
industry, more specifically an important component of competitiveness –
labour productivity and factors contributing to low productivity in the country.
The Chapter also addresses the question of how the industry would be affected
by the phasing-out of the MFA and its implications for employment and
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working conditions/job quality in the industry. Finally, the Chapter offers
some strategies to improve productivity and competitiveness of Sri Lanka’s
garment industry.

2. How Competitive is the Sri Lankan Garment Industry?
In the recent past, the global garment industry has been subject to significant
changes in terms of changes in consumer demands, changes in technology,
and fierce competition. These changes have also filtered down to the Sri
Lankan garment industry and there is now considerable pressure on the
industry to reach higher standards of production and service.
As the garment industry is a relatively low skilled and labour-intensive
operation, over time there has been a shifting of production from countries
such as Hong Kong, South Korea, and Taiwan to low-wage countries such as
Bangladesh, India and Sri Lanka. As this process of shifting (or shifting
comparative advantage) has continued, Sri Lanka has gradually lost its low
labour cost comparative advantage.
Table 4.1. Export Earnings Growth in Garment Industry (as a percentage)
Country
Sri Lanka
Bangladesh
Nepal
Pakistan
India

1980-1985
20.9
14.2
42.6
4.5
-0.3

Total Export

6.1

1985-1990
18.7
21.6
19.3
26.1
21.6
14.8

1990-1995
19.6
20.3
7.8
12.2
13.3
11.2

Source: World Bank, 1997.

As the majority of Sri Lankan manufacturers currently produce standard
garments where competition is primarily based on price, Sri Lanka faces stiff
competition from other developing countries of South and South East Asia
where production cost is low (India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Indonesia,
Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam). China has also emerged as a dominant force
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in the global apparel industry with its massive supply capability and low
costs of production (Chapter 10). These countries have a lower ranking in
terms of cost of production in comparison to Sri Lanka. Given this situation,
there may be a need for Sri Lanka to move some of its exports to the top end of
the market as a reputable and dependable supplier of quality apparel in Asia.
In the higher value-clothing segment, countries such as Malaysia, Korea,
Singapore, Hong Kong, and Japan are serious competitors.
In Bangladesh, the share of total export earnings from garments increased
from 12 per cent in 1985 to over 73 per cent in 1998. India is less dependent on
garments for her export earnings. The Indian garment industry is based on a
system of decentralized production and relative to Sri Lanka, exports have
been niche-based, focusing on low volume and high variety of outputs, within
the broad area of fashion clothing and especially ladies outwear (Kathuria, et
al., 1998 and 1999). Garment exports constitute only 12 per cent of India’s
merchandise exports. India’s share of world exports of garments increased
from 1.5 per cent in 1980 to 2.6 per cent by 1994. The share of garment export
earnings accounted for 60 per cent of Pakistan’s economy.
While Sri Lanka’s global market share has been recorded at 1.5 per cent,
more recent estimates indicate that there has been a marginal increase, and
stands at 2 per cent of the global garment market. During the period 1995 to
2000, Sri Lanka maintained a 19 per cent export earning growth in the garment
industry. If there is a lifting of the US tariff barriers for Sri Lanka’s apparels,
then according to some commentators there would be a significant increase
of exports.1 As mentioned earlier, although over 90 per cent of Sri Lanka’s
garment exports are destined for the USA and the EU, Sri Lanka does not rank
amongst the top exporting nations to the EU (Table 4.2). Sri Lanka ranked
20th and 15th place among suppliers of apparel products to the EU and the
USA market, respectively, in 1998. The positive feature is that the Sri Lankan
garment manufacturers, in general, have built up a good rapport and sound

1
This is the view of the Chairman of the National Apparel Exporters’ Association of Sri
Lanka.
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reputation the world over. It is a great advantage when compared to her
competing neighbours.
Buyers now have a range of sources from which to choose, and countries
such as Mexico (supplying to the USA) and Turkey (supplying to the EU)
have the added advantages of being in close proximity to their major markets,
lower transport cost and shorter turn-around times. Moreover, Mexico and
Turkey possess competitively priced labour and good quality products, and
free of quota restrictions access to their major markets.
Table 4.2. Leading Apparel Exporters to the USA and EU
Top Apparel Exporters to USA,2 2000
Country
(%)
1
Mexico
14.68
2
China
7.85
3
Hong Kong
7.82
4
Dominican Rep.
4.24
5
Honduras
4.12
6
S. Korea
3.95
7
Bangladesh
3.69
8
Taiwan
3.60
9
Indonesia
3.58
10
Philippines
3.30
11
Thailand
3.18
12
India
3.12
13
Canada
3.04
14
El Salvador
2.79
15
Guatemala
2.60
16
Sri Lanka
2.56

Top Apparel Exporters to EU, 1996
Country
(%)
EU
44.5
China
7.7
Turkey
6.1
Hong Kong
5.6
India
3.3
Tunisia
3.3
Morocco
2.9
Poland
2.8
Romania
2.0
Bangladesh
1.9
Indonesia
1.8
Hungary
1.4
USA
1.1
Pakistan
1.1
Thailand
1.1

Source: SLAEA, various issues.

One factor contributing to this reduced level of price-competitiveness is
the increasing cost of labour in Sri Lanka compared to other garment
2
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producing nations. Labour costs have been steadily increasing and currently
constitute between 15-30 per cent of total production costs in the average Sri
Lankan garment manufacturing firm (Table 4.3). 3 Chapter 2 highlighted the
hourly wage rates of a number of garment manufacturing nations and
indicated that Sri Lanka’s competitors currently have relatively lower wage
cost structures.4 For those competitors who have higher wage cost structures
(and higher global market shares), their strengths lie particularly in their
high levels of productivity.
For improving productivity, not only should the focus be on labour
productivity but on the remaining 70-85 per cent of total cost: utilization of
raw material, reduction of wastage (improvement of 2.5 per cent would be
equivalent to 10 per cent of wage cost), turn-around time ( can result in
reduction of 6 per cent of financial charges), quality of work (currently 8-10
per cent re-work results in the loss of 3-4 per cent in productivity), and so on.
The focus in this Chapter however is on labour productivity.
Available studies show that total factor productivity in the garment
industry has improved after 1977 liberalization policies (Kelegama, et al.,
1999 and Athukorala and Rajapatirana, 2000). “Among the industries which
exhibited impressive and consistent improvements in productivity, textiles
and clothing tops the list” (Athukorala and Rajapathirana, 2000: 165).
However, the Kelegama et al. (1999) study shows the TFPG for the textiles,
clothing, and leather products sector (ISIC No. 32) declining from 6 per cent
in 1981-87 to 1.2 per cent during 1987-93. The study also shows that when
textiles (ISIC No. 321) and clothing (ISIC No. 322) are removed from the entire
sector (ISIC No. 32), the TFPG improves from 2.0 during 1981-87 to 5.1 per
cent during 1987-93. Clearly, there has been a decline in factor productivity
in the textiles and clothing sector in the latter period of 1987-93. Whether this
3
UNIDO ( 2000) has found out that the average labour cost is around 20 per cent of
the cost of production in the garment industry. Apart from this, in the Greater Colombo
area, costs for land and buildings (rent payment) amount to 17 per cent, the cost for
interest payments of small and medium enterprises amount to 3 per cent.
4
Sri Lankan wage rates are currently at least 30 per cent higher than rates in Vietnam
and Cambodia.
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decline happens in the textiles sector or the clothing sector is difficult to judge
from the study. Data on unit labour cost in the textiles and clothing sector
show that it has increased over the two periods of comparison. Moreover,
there has been a decline in labour productivity growth (measured both in
terms of real output per employee and real value added per employee) for the
textiles and clothing sector for the two periods of comparison. The finding of
the study is that there has been a general decline in the competitiveness of the
textiles and the clothing sector.
Looking at most developing nations, garment manufacture has been
concentrated primarily in low quality, low value-added, standard garments.
As such, the cost based strategy of lowering costs and improving productivity,
in competing garment manufacturing nations, can be seen in their shift from
reliance on labour-intensive manufacture to advanced technology.
Improvements in technology (for example, Korean textile industry) has been
a determinant of improved productivity and competitiveness. As Table 4.3
shows, there are reasons to believe that Sri Lanka’s productivity in the garment
sector has not improved relative to some of its competitors.
Table 4.3. Selected Characteristics of the Wearing Apparel Sector in
Selected South Asian Countries, (Annual Data), 1993/4
Country

Value Added
per employee
(1000 dollars)

Wages per
employee
(1000 dollars)

Percentage in output
Costs of input Costs of Operating
materials etc.
labour
surplus

India

3.4

0.6

68.8

5.3

25.9

Nepal

1.6

0.5

59.7

11.4

28.9

Sri Lanka

1.9

0.7

55.4

15.5

29.1

Source: UNIDO, 1998.
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3. Contributing Factors to Low Productivity
Let us examine the factors that have contributed to low productivity.
The following were identified as the main factors leading to Sri Lanka’s
low levels of productivity.5
3.1 Poor Working Conditions
One of the most important factors affecting the productivity of labour is poor
working conditions. In many of the factories, especially those belonging to
the small and medium category, the factory design and cramped workspace
for the workers are not conducive to improving output. Some factories also
lack basic facilities such as canteens, toilets, etc., and in many cases, meal
breaks and toilet breaks are not allocated in a systematic and regular
manner.Within the factory itself, a common problem for many of the workers
has been harassment, and in particular, sexual harassment.6 The Sri Lanka
Apparel Exporters’ Association, since of late, has come up with a new code
of business conduct in factories to address this problem, but monitoring
mechanisms appear to be weak and the coverage does not exceed 50 per cent
of factories.
While working hours have been specified by labour regulations, there are
numerous instances where workers are required to work longer hours to
achieve production targets. For the additional hours of input, most often the
workers are not entitled to extra payment. In some garment factories workers
are required to work on continuous shifts. For workers required to work night
shifts, though some factories provide transport, most do not. Moreover, some
of the surrounding roads are not adequately lit at night and workers in some
cases encounter harassment and other unsafe situations. For workers
5
Based on discussions with a range of garment manufacturers. According to their
labour cadres and capacity utilization, the study categorizes them as small, medium and
large, or ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ enterprises.
6
These facts and information were disclosed during the face-to-face interviews with
the Workers’ Council of the garment factories and NGOs working in the field of welfare of
workers in the Export Processing Zone, Katunayake, Sri Lanka.
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Low Level of International Competitiveness

Low Productivity

• Poor Working Conditions
• Poor Incentives for Workers
• High Labour Turnover and Absenteeism
• Inadequate Human Resource Development
• Strained Employer-Employee Dialogue
• Restrictive Labour Regulations
• Low Investment in Technology
• Slow Turn-Around Time
• No Garment Factory Standardization
• Lack of Professionalism in the Industry
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travelling long distances, infrastructure weaknesses such as poor and
unpunctual public transportation services contribute to a certain degree of
stress even prior to starting work. The resulting worker stress has significant
adverse effects on productivity.
In many cases, factory workers are from rural areas, and are compelled to
find accommodation in the vicinity of the factory (Table 4.4). The available
accommodation for the workers are generally of poor condition due to
increasing congestion around the urban garment factories and Free Trade
Zone areas (CENWOR, 2001). The lodging facilities are commonly small rooms
with limited additional facilities and inadequate sanitation (for details, see
Wellawatte, 1999). Furthermore, the rent can constitute a significant proportion
of the workers' salaries.
Table 4.4. Transport and Hostel Facilities Available for Garment Workers
Facilities Large Scale Producers
Provided

Middle Grade Producers

Small Scale Operators

Transport Transport provided
but late comers for
work are not permitted
entry. Extra payments
made for achieving targets. Absenteeism
around 1% or less.

Some factories provide
transport for the night-shift
only. Others do not provide
transport at all. Around 5 %
are normally late for work. No
extra payment for target
completed. Work till late to
complete the given targets.

No transport provided. 95% of the workers normally live in the
vicinity. High absenteeism due to extra engagements. No extra
payments.

Some factories provided hostel facilities
and the government
has constructed hostels for the EPZ workers. 99% of the workers are in hostels or
lodges. High congestion and various social
harassment.

No hostel provided. Around
80% of workers come from
private boarding places. Poor
nutritional condition has led
to lethargy or other physical
disorders. 20% of workers
travel from distances of 20 to
40 Km radiuses and spend an
average of two hours travelling.

No hostel facilities
provided. Around
95% come from their
own residences. Low
salaries inadequate to
meet minimum nutritional
standards.
Working capacity is
far below the average.

Hostel

Source: Based on interviews conducted for the study.
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In 1999, the Government constructed a new hostel complex for female
workers in the Katunayake Free Trade Zone, to address some of these problems.
It was far from adequate to address the problems of all the workers in the
industry. In fact, since mid-2000 there has been 12,000–18,000 vacancies in
the garment factories, particularly in the ones located in the Free Trade Zone.
The solution to the problem lies partly with the industrialists. While the
majority of manufacturers maintain that the costs of providing
accommodation for their workers are too high for them to stay in business, the
stronger enterprises have demonstrated that improving worker living
conditions have long-run dividends by leading to improved productivity.
Enhanced working conditions are inexorably linked to improved
productivity and the failure to acknowledge this has contributed to low
productivity and eroded Sri Lanka’s competitive advantage. In an increasingly
competitive international environment, foreign buyers now place greater
pressure on manufacturers to upgrade their factories and worker standards
in order to satisfy buyer requirements. Moreover, NGOs such as Oxfam argue
that “rights of investors have expanded but rights of the workers have
contracted.”7 Of course, there are significant capital costs and future
maintenance costs involved in this process and manufacturers are under
increasing pressure to conform. It could be considered as a “blessing in
disguise.”
When stress increases over an optimal level, work performance deteriorates,
unfavourable reactions develop which, if not controlled, will gradually result
in mental illness. The direct consequences are that the person’s productivity
gets diminished with feelings of low achievement, and often gets absent from
work. Other factors which influence this situation are, poor inter-personal
relationships at the work place, shift work, an autocratic management style,
lack of variety, low use of skills, poor pay, and low value given in the society
especially for the female garment labour.

7
‘Oxfam report calls for better standards for Lankan workers’, Daily Mirror, 19 February
2004.
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3.2 Poor Incentive Structures
Another serious constraint to enhancing productivity is the poorly structured
incentive-pay systems that employers have set up. In most factories,
allowances are not linked to productivity, and in the cases where productivity
payments are made, they are in fact only flat-rate allowances rather than
incentive systems.8 The Sri Lanka Apparel Exporters’ Association has
suggested that wage increases should be linked to increase in productivity,
but the Wages Boards Trade has still not agreed to this suggestion. However,
stronger enterprises, such as MAS Holdings, have conducted “time and
motion studies” and implemented well-structured incentive schemes for
workers, which have significantly improved productivity levels.9 Gain
sharing schemes have not been implemented in any of the garment factories.

3.3 Labour Turnover and Absenteeism
Shortage of skilled labour available to the industry is another factor adversely
affecting productivity. 10 Consequently, it is more difficult to use the existing
labour in the most efficient manner, and as the supply of labour is less than
the demand, low productivity results. The garment sector has recorded
average labour turnover rates of around 55 per cent per annum, with the
highest rate of 60 per cent being recorded for factories in the Western Province
(Table 4.5).
Absenteeism is another serious problem contributing to low productivity.
The average rate of monthly absenteeism amongst labour in the garment
industry is approximately 7.4 per cent (SLCGE, 1999). However, the ‘stronger’
enterprises, which devote significant resources to improving labour

8
Flat rate includes: food allowance, attendance bonus, transport allowance, etc. (EFC,
1998).
9
Each machine is connected to a computer which indicates the productivity per hour /
per employee, and each employee is thus aware of his or her efficiency.
10

Designers, Cutters, Technicians, etc., are in short supply.
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productivity, manage to maintain their monthly labour absenteeism rates at
around 1- 2 per cent.11
Table 4.5. Garment Industry Labour Turnover and Absenteeism
(percentage)
Province
Western

Monthly Labour
Turnover (%)
5.9

Absenteeism
(monthly %)
8.5

Southern

3.1

5.3

Central

3.4

7.5

Eastern

7.2

8.1

North Western

5.2

6.5

North Central

2.5

3.4

Uva

1.2

6.4

Sabaragamuwa

3.3

4.4

Northern

8.0

12.0

All-island Average

4.9

7.4

Note: North includes only Vavuniya.
Source: TVEC, 1999.

Garment manufacturers who spent 30 per cent or more of their turnover
on human resources development (HRD) and workers’ welfare, have
maintained very low labour turnover, and absenteeism around 1 per cent or
less. Some garment manufacturers have invested on social development
programmes such as construction of schools and maintenance of day care
centres for workers’ children in the village where the factory is located. They
have also provided transport facilities for the factory workers and made
attempts to integrate the garment factory to be a part of village life.

11
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There are a number of reasons attributed to the high rates of labour turnover
and absenteeism. A poor working environment and worker-stress are among
the main reasons. The workers’ facilities greatly vary between the garment
factories, with only a few of the ‘stronger’ enterprises having satisfactory
working conditions. Differences in allowances and facilities between factories,
have resulted in the continual movement of labour within the industry to
enterprises where working conditions are better.
A poor social image of factory workers is another factor contributing to
high labour turnover. Due to the reputation the industry has gained for
harassment of women workers and the poor working conditions, the factory
worker has a social stigma.12 These factors too have led to high labour turnover,
which, in turn has impeded the productivity of labour and affected Sri Lanka’s
international competitiveness.

3.4 Inadequate Training
Inadequate training of managers and workers alike is an important factor
constraining productivity and competitiveness. There is little emphasis placed
on the importance of training and its role in improving productivity, by factory
owners/ managers. Often, managers do not view training as an investment
and are unwilling to incur expenditure on it. While most workers are trained
during recruitment, this initial training is not sufficient to ensure consistently
high levels of labour productivity and product quality.

12
Based on interviews and the survey done with garment workers (female) and
employers. The average number of vacancies is 15 to 20 in a garment factory in the
country. Especially, sewing machine operator grades are highly vulnerable. Industrialists
disclosed that the industry has faced a more severe labour shortage in this operative
grade, especially female employees.
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Table 4.6. Mode of Training in Garment Industry (percentage), 1999
Occupational Category

Method of Training
Public Sector Local Private
Foreign
Training
Sector
Training
Institute
Training
Institute
25
11
9

Senior Management

In-house
Training/
Industry
Training
55

Middle Management

50

36

8

6

Front Line Management

47

47

6

-

Mechanics

74

21

5

-

Operators

93

5

2

-

Helpers

95

3

2

-

Checkers

91

6

3

-

Line Leaders

84

13

3

-

Cutters

87

10

3

-

Ironers

100

-

-

-

94

-

6

-

Other
Source: TVEC, 1999.

In-house/industry training is the most common form of training in the
garment industry, followed by training received predominantly at public sector
institutions and then private sector institutions (Table 4.6). Over 90 per cent
of the operative grades are trained in-house. Some ‘strong’ garment factories
have their own training units, which have separate training instructors and
trainers who are paid an allowance during the training period. However, in
most ‘weak’ garment factories focus is more on minimizing the training costs.
Industry-based training is favoured for its hands-on approach and the ability
to cultivate industrial culture directly at the site. Training conducted by other
institutions tend to be in short courses and with less practical exposure in the
course content.
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Table 4.7. Present Garment Industry Training Institutes and Programmes
Organization
Department of Textile and
Clothing Technology,
University of Moratuwa

Training Programme
Production Organization and Management of
the Garment Industry

Textile Training and Service
Centre

Textile Technology for the Garment Industry
Fabric Inspection for Textile & Garment
Knitting Machine Mechanics
Marketing Management for Textile & Garment
Quality Aspects of Fabrics
Training Personnel in the Industry
Advanced Pattern Cutting, Grading

Clothing Industry Training
Institution

Garment Design
Garment Technology and Management
Quality Control for the Sewing Industry
Sewing Machine Maintenance

Phoenix College of
Clothing Technology

Clothing Technology and Management
Pattern Technology and Grading
Clothing Production Technology

Vocational Training
Authority of Sri Lanka

Training of Sewing Machine Operator by 65
Training Centres throughout the Country

National Apprentice and
Sewing Machine Operator Training Programme
Industrial Training Authority
National Youth Services
Council

Sewing Machine Operator Training Programme

Source: CITI and other Institutions’ Reports, various issues.

Currently, there are only a few institutions, predominantly run by the
government, conducting training programmes for the garment industry (Table
4.7). The government-established Clothing Industry Training Institution (CITI)
is one of the main organizations, which the garment industry relies heavily
upon for its training requirements. As the capacity of the CITI is not sufficient
to cater to industry training requirements, there have been concerns raised
within the industry as to the institution’s ability to provide high quality
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training courses. 13 A course at the CITI can cost between US $ 55 -110 per
worker and manufacturers claim that the standards have not met their
expectations in many cases.
There are no recognized graduate level advanced courses on fashioning
designing, pattern marking, fabric painting, etc. in the recognized universities
in Sri Lanka. While the government Labour Department has designed and
conducted training programmes to educate employees in the garment industry,
both within the Export Processing Zones (EPZs) and outside, these have been
ad hoc measures which have not been developed in a broader framework. To
fill this lacuna, the ADB is considering giving a grant to the government of Sri
Lanka to establish a Clothing Fashion and Design Centre.
The government has set up a special unit to undertake skills development
programmes called the Skills Development Fund for the industrial sector.
Financial grants will be given to private enterprises to establish training units
to increase their productivity. The garment sector has hardly utilized funds
from this Unit up to this date.

3.5 Strained Employer-Employee Dialogue
The poor relationship between employers and their employees in the garment
industry is another constraint to improving productivity. Strained
relationships are reflected in the demands made by management upon workers
in cases where unrealistic targets are set and the workers are pressured to
perform beyond their capacity. This can be attributed to absenteeism, the lack
of adequate training amongst middle and upper level managers as well as to
a lack of professionalism in the industry. Some employers tend to believe that
the fact that they create employment should absolve them from any
obligations. Consequently, laws ensuring statutory rights of the workers are
evaded in a significant scale. For example, according to the available data,

13
CITI syllabuses have not been revised to keep up-to-date with new trends in the
garment industry.
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only 35 per cent of the registered employers comply with the provision of the
Employees’ Provident Fund Act (Gunatilake and Kelegama, 1996).
Some managers see no role for Unions in bringing about productivity
increases, believing that they are an obstacle to the process. Most labour laws
are evaded in most Free Trade Zone factories using the “culture of attempting
to contain any problem within its boundaries” (Amerasinghe, 1998, p.170).
Trade Union formation is discouraged.14
The most common form of worker participation in management in the
garment industry within the Free Trade Zones is in the form of Joint
Consultative Councils or Employees’ Councils which are, in principle,
established to encourage the mutual cooperation of the employer and
employees, to promote employee welfare and to settle disputes.15 The Council
is purely a consultative body and its decisions are not binding on the
management. These Councils are nothing but employers’ promoted mop
committees. They are ineffective in influencing the management in regard to
worker issues and this has severely strained the relationship between
employers and employees.

3.6 Restrictive/Stringent Labour Regulations
The consensus amongst the majority of garment manufacturers is that the
current labour regulations governing employment are too restrictive and
adversely affect Sri Lanka’s international competitiveness. The government
of Sri Lanka advocated specific legislation applicable to the garment
manufacturing industry in September, 1963, covering particular employment
terms and conditions specific to the garment trade. Similarly, the Wages Board
for the Garments Manufacturing Trade was set up in October of the same
year. Regulations were based on legislation such as the Trade Unions
Ordinance No. 14 of 1935, the Wages Board Ordinance No. 27 of 1941, the
14

In fact the first Trade Union in the Free Trade Zone was formed in January 2001.

The Joint Consultative Workers’ Council consists of seven office bearers, four members
nominated by the employer and three members appointed by election.
15
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Factories Ordinance No. 45 of 1942 and the Industrial Disputes Act No. 43 of
1950, amongst others. While some of these regulations have been subject to
minor revisions, others have remained as they were, thus making them an
impediment for modern day factory operations.
Under the Termination of Employment of Workmen Act (TEWA), employers
must follow a stringent process to dismiss workers, which industrialists are
strongly opposed to, and prefer a more structured, but flexible system
(Gunatilake and Kelegama, 1996). In addition, the Factories Ordinance (FO)
No. 45 stipulates that workers can only be employed for 100 overtime hours
per year, which has proved to be impractical in the manufacturing process
and thus limited Sri Lanka’s overall productivity compared to competing
manufacturing nations. Factories in the Free Trade Zone follow it in the breach.
Many employees are willing to work through the additional time-period in
specified shifts for appropriate remuneration.
As international buyers of garments also strictly assert that local labour
regulations must be adhered to, as a pre-condition for purchasing the goods,
this places the manufacturer in an inflexible situation. A minority of ‘strong’
manufacturers have been able to circumvent this international pressure by
developing a close understanding with their buyers; however, for the majority
of manufacturers, buyers cannot accept the stringency of the local labour
regulations. The Sri Lanka Apparel Exporters’ Association has appealed to
the government to amend this Act to suit the modern day needs of the garment
industry (SLAEA, 2000). Both the FO and TEWA were amended in 2002 and
2003 respectively, to suit the requirements of the industry.16
The employer is legally bound to consider the outcomes of collective
bargaining with a recognized trade union (more than 40 per cent worker
representation). Many industrialists are opposed to this legislation on fears
of the workforce becoming politicized by large, external, politically motivated
trade unions. However, the minority of ‘stronger’ manufacturers maintain
that positive and solid employer - employee relations within an organization
16
See: (1) Factories (Amendment) Act, No.19 of 2002; and (2) Termination of Employment of Workmen (Special Provisions) (Amendment) Act, No.12 of 2003.
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should result in minimal conflicts and disputes, regardless of such
amendments.

3.7 Low Investment in Technology
The garment manufacturing industry has become a hi-tech industry
worldwide and for the Sri Lankan garment industry to develop a competitive
edge, it has to shift to higher value added products. In order to achieve the
quality standards required to penetrate higher value markets, it is necessary
for manufacturers to invest in advanced technology. Without such investment,
garment manufacturing will be limited to the area of standard garments where
they are currently shielded by the quota system. Once this protective umbrella
is lifted, Sri Lankan manufacturers will have to face intense competition from
rival countries, which can produce standard garments at lower costs.
Large international competitors in the higher value added segment of the
global garment market are technology-driven and this has given a “wake–up
call” to Sri Lankan manufacturers to upgrade their technology in order to
remain competitive. The manufacturers are generally unwilling to
acknowledge the importance of investment in technology due to the massive
capital costs they would have to incur and the resulting increases in overhead
costs. They ignore the fact that initial high costs can be outweighed in the
long run by gains in productivity, quality and subsequently higher margins.
This unwillingness and inability is seriously constraining the growth and
competitiveness of garment manufacture in Sri Lanka. Kuruppu (2001 and
2002) has shown that adoption of technology will increase productivity at all
levels as the industry operates at 40 per cent efficiency level.17
One reason for the slow switching to new technology is that the garment
industry was promoted by the state as an employment generator. The 200
GFP virtually rubber-stamped this view and under the programme the ratio
In medium scale garment firms the Standard Minute Value (SMV) (cost per minute)
was 40 per cent more than the international standard level. With the use of appropriate
technology, the SMVs could have been further reduced, thereby increasing productivity by
at least 10 per cent (Kuruppu, 2001).
17
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of workers: machines was 2.5:1 which is quite high. In fact, the 200 GFP has
ballooned the Sri Lankan overall average of workers:machine to 1.8:1
compared to, for example, Hong Kong where the ratio is 1.2:1. There are cases
in Sri Lanka where, for example, a stitching of a pocket is done by 10 workers
whereas it could be done by one person with a suitable machine. Most garment
factories continue with Juki sewing machines with an average age of five
years. Some medium size factories have invested in new cutting machines
and high speed sewing machines during the last 6 years. In fact, only 5-10
factories have invested in CAD/CAM machinery during the last three years.
The government imposed a cess of Rs. 1 per piece of garment to develop a
consolidated fund with a view to upgrade technology in the industry. The
accumulated funds have been utilized for budgetary management instead of
upgrading technology in the industry. The Sri Lanka Apparel Exporters’
Association suggested to the government that a technology upgrading fund
should be put into operation to address the current needs. The matter remains
pending. There is a tendency among ‘weak’ garment manufacturers to invest
on show pieces such as a BMW car, and also to wait till the last moment in
2005 to do the necessary switching to high technology. The ‘stronger’
enterprises maintain that emphasis should be placed on long-term and
progressive financial management in order to absorb, and benefit from, the
costs of investment.

3.8 Slow Turn-Around Time
Despite the fact that the Sri Lankan garment industry has achieved
phenomenal growth over the last two decades, the development of backward
linkages has been poor. The industry is heavily dependent on imported inputs,
such as fabric and accessories, and over 90 per cent of fabric requirements are
imported. On average, over 65 per cent of material inputs are imported and
this comprises almost 70 per cent of manufacturing costs (Chapter 5). As
shown in the graph below, the import costs to the garment industry have
been increasing against garment exports over the past decade.
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Figure 4.1. Total Value of Exports of Garments and Value of Imports to
the Garment Industry, 1990-1998
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Other garment manufacturing countries such as Hong Kong, South Korea
and Taiwan, which have their own domestic sources of required inputs, in
addition to high productivity, have a significant comparative advantage in
production. Most inputs needed for the Sri Lankan garment industry – fabric
and accessories, like buttons and zips are imported from other countries.
Buyers normally have their own suppliers. They often direct manufacturers
to purchase garment inputs from these sources. The cost of raw materials,
which the industry depends on the outside world supply, has been increasing
steadily in real terms. The manufacturers must thus explore other avenues to
maintain competitiveness.
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In addition, importing raw materials results in longer lead times, which
has become another serious threat to the international competitiveness of the
industry. Lead times of Sri Lanka’s garment exporters are also longer than
those of some of her competitors. According to Sri Lanka’s industrial sources,
the lead time, after an order is placed is 80 to 120 days, while in other garment
producing countries, it is less than 60 days (Chapter 5). It would be vital
therefore, to reduce lead times to 30 – 60 days from 80 –120 days to compete
effectively in a world of free trade.
Sri Lanka made concerted efforts to promote backward linkages,
particularly fabric industries, in the early 1990s. But attempts failed since the
conditions required for high capital intensive industries were not prevalent
in the country. Chapter 5 argues that state-led ‘forced’ promotion of backward
linkages could be counter-productive and in fact could kill the garment
industry. They argued that formation of backward linkages in a developing
economy like Sri Lanka is time-dependent and will emerge in the long run
with industrial deepening. Since the late 1990s, the government has given
less emphasis on promoting backward linkages and on the recommendation
of the Sri Lankan Apparel Exporters’ Association the government is attempting
to increase the turn-around time by reducing documentation and procedures
and by computerizing customs by introducing an electronic data flow system.
This seems to be the prudent step given the problems of promoting backward
linkages.
The new trend in the industry is Just-In-Time production, where the buyer
minimizes the fashion risk by placing the orders closer to the season and in
smaller quantities thus transferring the financial risk to the manufacturer
which demands a more different and more efficient linkage between the fabric
suppliers, contractors, manufacturers and retailers. In other words, the orders
have become smaller, lead times have become shorter, and buyers demand
not a simple product but an ‘on line service’. It is a quick response technique.
To face this situation the ‘stronger’ factories have introduced ‘supply
management’ techniques and effectively networked with the required players
of the production process. Moreover, they practice designing process through
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Internet or on line services and get the approval from the buyers. Very little
has been done by the ‘weaker’ factories to face this new challenge.

3.9 Low Garment Factory Standardization
Under the current international competitive pressures, the standardization
of garment factories has become essential to conform to the required standards
of major international buyers. Although the Sri Lanka Apparel Exporters’
Association has ensured that the basic minimum standards in regard to fire
safety, etc. are maintained, there are a number of shortcomings in most of the
factories at present. For example, basic facilities such as toilets, ventilation,
and working space are not up to international standards in most factories.
In the post-MFA era, ISO 9000 Certificate may become an important factor
for most buyers. Moreover, factory inspection has already started before
securing orders by major international buyers. Many factories, which are
currently operating, do not comply with factory standards and will lose
potential market share as a result. While some consider such standards to be
non-tariff barriers, others take it as an opportunity to improve productivity in
the production process.
The lack of standardization of factories has impeded the potential to achieve
technical economies of scale by designing production lines. It is difficult for
the industry to enjoy financial economies of scale such as obtaining better
discounts on orders of raw materials, or enhanced prices for their finished
products without adhering to international standards.

3.10 Lack of Professionalism in the Industry
At the initial development stage of the garment industry, more than 90 per
cent of the Sri Lankan entrepreneurs managed their enterprises as family
businesses. Most of the factory activities, purchasing and higher level
management were conducted by themselves and amongst many enterprises,
it continues to be the case even today. There is an evident lack of
professionalism in the industry as most entrepreneurs are unwilling to invest
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in human resources to manage the various functions of their business
professionally. Besides, poor financial discipline and planning also exist.

4. Impact of the Phasing-Out of the MFA and Globalization, on
Labour in Sri Lanka’s Garment Industry
Given that there are a number of obstacles to overcome, and the fact that the
industry is faced with the pressures of globalization and the phasing-out of
the quota system, the next question that is commonly asked is “How will the
garment industry be affected by the phasing out of the MFA and globalization?.”
While it is difficult to predict with certainty the future impact of the phasingout of the MFA and the advent of globalization on labour in the garment
industry, the following Table highlights some of the likely impacts and
outcomes:
Possible Impacts

Response For/Against

Is the Garment Industry likely to
‘shrink’?

Yes, the ‘weaker’/non-competitive
enterprises may go out of production.

Is unemployment likely to result?

Although there may be some unemployment
in the short-term, labour is likely to be
absorbed into the remaining ‘strong’ and
expanding enterprises in the medium and
long term.

Are working conditions/job
quality likely to deteriorate?

While there is no clear evidence to indicate
that working conditions will/will not
deteriorate in the short-term, it is likely that,
in the long-term, labour conditions will
improve due to increasing global pressure
from buyers for adherence to international
labour standards, and the need to comply
with WTO regulations.

Are wages likely to be reduced?

No, because the national labour regulations
stipulate minimum wages.

Will there be a link between improved
job quality and improved
productivity?

Yes, labour productivity in the industry can
be increased by improving job quality.

Source: Based on interviews conducted for the study.
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4.1 Is the Garment Industry Likely to ‘Shrink’?
While there are diverse opinions amongst industrialists and others associated
with the garment industry, there is a general fear that the industry will suffer
significantly once quotas under the MFA are phased out. Some surveys reveal
that 50 per cent of the industry would be forced to close down, because, more
than 60 per cent of total garment exports still depend on quota-based items,
and on average 80 per cent of the small and middle level factories do not
operate according to demand driven mechanism. Some of the reasons for the
fears expressed are described below.
The majority of enterprises in the Sri Lankan garment industry are “weak”
in terms of low labour productivity, poor working conditions and factory
standards, demonstrating a lack of professionalism and financial discipline,
and poor work ethic, as discussed in Section 4. In addition, a lack of investment
in technology and low levels of value addition as well as weak relationships
with buyers are also factors that make small and medium enterprises
vulnerable to a quota free environment.
Quota utilization is restricted to the hot categories, consequently annual
quota utilization rate is around 60 per cent . This indicates that Sri Lanka has
still not gone into the production of variety of items where a quota is available.
In other words, it is also an indication of the supply potential. Buyers can
now access unlimited supplies from anywhere in the world. As long as Sri
Lanka concentrates mainly on the manufacture of standard garments (which
are dependent on price), buyers are at liberty to purchase cheaper items from
countries such as China, India and Bangladesh. Unless the supply potential
is improved by diversifying the product range, it is going to be difficult to
survive in a quota free environment for small and medium scale industries.
Furthermore, as buyers are now extremely particular about factors other
than the product itself (i.e., labour conditions, factory conditions,
environmental concerns, etc.), if Sri Lanka does not meet these requirements it
is likely that buyers may not give preference to Sri Lankan manufacturers.
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Most garment manufactures have still not shifted from an export marketing
mode to an international marketing mode. Chapter 3 has shown that climbing
in the export ladder has been slow with very few brand names. Due to the
geographic distance from Sri Lanka’s major markets which are US, EU and
Canada it has become necessary to establish promotional outlets in these
markets, in order to maintain convenient accessibility and fast transactions
with buyers. So far very little has been done by the Sri Lanka Apparel Exporters’
Association with the Sri Lanka Foreign Ministry to establish such outlets via
the Sri Lankan Diplomatic Missions. Besides, the formation of lobby groups
that are favourable to Sri Lanka in the foreign markets has been slow to emerge.
The entire marketing strategy for the garment sector needs a radical
transformation.
Sri Lanka has not felt the impact of the phase-out of the MFA yet. Developed
countries have not strictly adhered to the phase-out mechanism of the MFA.
For instance, by 1 January 1998, compared to the target of 33 per cent of
product integration, USA and EU had integrated only 1 per cent and 7 per
cent, respectively (ESCAP, 2000: 71). Moreover, developed countries have
exploited a loophole of the MFA, where ATC does not provide any obligation
on countries to limit their integration to particular products subject to
restrictions. It has been estimated that the products to be relaxed by 2002
constitute only about 4 per cent of all restricted products currently exported
by Sri Lanka to USA. The remaining 96 per cent of the restricted products are
expected to be under restraint until end 2004 (Chapter 11). Thus, a sense of
complacency has crept in for last minute adjustment. This can have severe
adverse consequences. However, the freight rate increases resulting from the
airport terrorist attack in mid-2001 and the US terrorist attack in September
2001 have triggered a business re-engineering exercise in most Sri Lankan
garment factories thus taking off some of the complacencies that had crept in
earlier.
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4.2 Is Unemployment Likely to Result?
In an effort to answer this question two scenarios need to be considered — the
short term and medium-long term.
In the short term, there is likely to be some unemployment. Why?
• The survival of each garment manufacturing operation is based solely
on the ability to attract and maintain orders from buyers. As the quota
system is phased-out, if buyers turn to other countries (for some of the
reasons highlighted earlier), the ‘weaker’ Sri Lankan manufacturers (of
standard garments) may face tough competition to obtain orders. If they
cannot maintain orders over a period of time, their factories will become
unprofitable and they will be forced to wind up operations. The likely
impact is that such businesses will have to claim redundancy and
retrench workers, which is legally acknowledged by local labour
regulations as the employers’ right in such situations. Compensation
may also have to be paid to workers, which is also covered by local
labour regulations under specified conditions.
However, in the medium-long term, some labour will be absorbed into the
remaining strong and expanding enterprises. Why?
• In the medium-long term, ‘stronger’ enterprises will have the opportunity
to expand further as quota barriers are lifted, and given the high quality
of their product, the high level of value addition and good relationships
with buyers, they can obtain larger volumes of unrestricted orders from
these buyers.18 To be able to increase their capacity to cater to the
increased demand, these enterprises will have to expand their factories
and production, as well as employ existing skilled labour. Since most
large factories are well automated, their labour absorption capacity will
be low especially of unskilled labour.
18
This argument is generally prevalent among authorities, and the Director General of
the BOI himself supported this view in an interview (see Business Today, Vol. 3, No. 10,
February, 1999).
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• As there is currently a high rate of labour vacancies in the garment

factories, the expansion of these enterprises in the post-quota era will
allow for some of the excess unskilled labour to be absorbed.19 Moreover,
Sri Lankan industrialists now functioning in countries like Bangladesh,
Madagascar, etc., are planning to expand their units in Sri Lanka once
the quotas in those countries are exhausted. These units too will absorb
some labour. On the other hand, some of the displaced labour from the
garment factories may monitor the expansion of garment industries in
other countries such as Jordan (which has a well established Free Trade
Agreement with USA) and consider migrating to work overseas.

4.3 Are Working Conditions and Job Quality Likely to
Deteriorate?
Once again this question can be viewed from a short term and a mediumlong term perspective.
In the short term:
• During the short-term or transition period after quotas are phased-out,

there is a strong possibility that working conditions could deteriorate.
As the volume of orders start reducing (in standard garments especially)
manufacturers will not be able to maintain the same facilities for their
employees. Most manufacturers are likely to try to minimize costs by
reducing worker allowances, facilities and other costs (as salaries are
protected by labour regulations). However, this is likely to prevail only
temporarily as they will be forced to wind up their factories if they are
unable to obtain and maintain orders from buyers.

19
There are averages of 15 to 20 vacancies in 80 per cent of the garment factories with
a greater number of vacancies in the sewing machine operator grades. Poor working
conditions in some areas is one reason for the existence of vacancies.
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However, in the long term working conditions are likely to improve. Why?
• One of the main reasons working conditions will improve is the

increasing global pressure. Most of the end users of garments are in
Western countries. They are becoming concerned on issues such as
labour and environment standards in developing countries where
garments are manufactured. These consumers place increasing demands
on international sellers of clothing to purchase from manufacturers in
developing countries who adhere to internationally acceptable labour
and other standards. Moreover, buyers are also concerned about legally
binding international conventions. Consequently, buyers are now
starting to insist that local manufacturers adhere strictly to local labour
regulations as well as accepted factory standards and working
conditions. In addition, they are beginning to implement tough
inspection procedures and, in most cases, are willing to travel to
production sites regularly to ensure that these standards are being
maintained.
• Workers themselves are now demanding better working conditions in

their workplaces and will continue to do so in the future as well. For
example, in January 2001, the first Trade Union in the Free Trade Zone
came into operation. Employers are also legally bound to take employee
rights and requests into consideration.

4.4 Are Wages Likely to be Reduced?
Wages are not likely to be reduced. The national labour regulations,
specifically the Wages Board Ordinance No. 27 of 1941, strictly stipulate
minimum wages, which cannot be reduced. These regulations are strictly
enforced throughout the country and are based on international conventions.
Wages are likely to continue to increase as they have been doing in the recent
past. The stipulated minimum wage rate is around Rs. 3,000 per month per
worker (US $ 33). In addition, there are also other allowances, which vary
from factory to factory, location to location and according to labour
performance.
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4.5 Will there be a Link between Improved Job Quality and
Improved Productivity?
Labour productivity in the industry can be increased by improving job quality.
How?
• Enhanced job quality and working conditions have undeniably been
linked to improved labour productivity, as explained earlier. The failure
to recognize this fact has been one of the significant weaknesses of Sri
Lanka’s garment industry and has undoubtedly played a role in the
erosion of Sri Lanka’s competitive advantage.
• Increases in global pressure will definitely result in a need to improve

labour productivity which will, in turn, motivate manufacturers to
improve the job quality of their workers through better investment in
human resource development, well structured incentives and
allowances, and improved dialogue with employees, thus contributing
to low worker stress.

5. Conclusion
Sri Lanka has not only lost the competitive advantage in labour vis-à-vis
competititors over time, with rising labour costs but it has also failed to
improve labour productivity in the garment and textile sector. This does not
bode well for the competitiveness of the industry when trade in garments
would no longer be governed and thus protected by quotas. Given that labour
costs are likely to go further up rather than down, it is important for the
industry to improve its productivity to match its wages. This Chapter has
highlighted a number of factors, which have contributed towards the low
labour productivity in the sector. These include poor working conditions,
poor incentives, high labour turnover and absenteeism, inadequate human
development, strained employer-employee relationships, low investment in
technology, high turn-around times, lack of standardization of factories and
lack of professionalism in the industry.
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These problems are generally prevalent amongst the small-medium scale
factories, which are likely to go out of production in the post-2004 period.
Some unemployment is expected in the short-term as weaker manufacturers
are out-competed and forced to close down but in the medium-long term, the
stronger factories would be able to absorb the laid off workers as they would
be given the opportunity to expand their production unconstrained by quotas.
Working conditions will vary with the fortunes of the sector but conditions
aren’t likely to deteriorate due to increasing pressure from buyers and
consumers to meet local labour regulations and international standards. For
the industry to better face the challenge ahead, it is important that the industry
adopts a strategy to improve productivity through improvements in job quality.
Key strategies to improve productivity and competitiveness in Sri Lanka’s
garment industry have also been highlighted in the Chapter.
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Part III
Backward and Forward
Integration: Problems and Prospects

5
Impediments to Promoting Backward
Linkages from the Garment Industry
Saman Kelegama and Fritz Foley

1. Introduction
The policy merits of promoting backward linkages from an export-oriented
industry have considerable contemporary relevance. Backward linkages have
been mainly associated with import substitution industrialization and there
is less literature on the formation of backward linkages in the context of
export-oriented industrialization. The Sri Lankan garment industry, which
has grown as an export industry for the last two decades under an open
economic regime, provides a good case study of problems of promoting
backward linkages in a labour-intensive export product.
At the time of broad-based economic liberalization in Sri Lanka in 1977,
the garment industry played only a minor role in the country’s economy.
Since then, the industry has recorded remarkable growth (an average growth
of 38 per cent in nominal dollar terms between 1977 and 1995) and assumed
a leading role in the economy. By 1986, garments accounted for the largest
share of all exports (27 per cent), and by 1992 was the largest net foreign
exchange earner of the country (US $ 0.4 billion), and in 1995 gross garment
exports exceeded US $ 1.5 billion and accounted for 48.7 per cent of overall
exports of Sri Lanka.
Despite this remarkable growth record, there are very few local suppliers
of fabrics (textiles) and accessories needed as inputs for garment
manufacturing, and on average over 65 per cent of material inputs (excluding
labour) needed in the industry are imported. As a result, the domestic value
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added of this industry is low. In fact, the garment industry has the lowest
ratio of value added to value of production of all 3-digit ISIC industries in Sri
Lanka. In the context of the overall development impact of the garment
industry, this has been a concern for policy-makers over the last decade.
Garment industries have grown in other Asian countries too. They have
had similar experiences in regard to the material inputs to the industry.
Although in faster developing countries such as Taiwan and South Korea
fabric manufacturers and accessory producers have come into existence, in
many slow developing countries they have not. Garment exporters in
Bangladesh, the Philippines, and Vietnam are highly dependent on imports,
especially imports of fabric (Jackson, 1992, p. 23; JTN, 1995, pp. 75-86).
Although Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia have developed stronger
capabilities among suppliers of garment inputs, most of the fabric and
accessories made in those countries are basic and of low quality. Fine fabric
and complex accessories such as zippers are mostly imported (Hill, 1992;
JTN, 1995, pp. 89-104).
Policy-makers in Sri Lanka (and many other Asian countries) have issued
statements which imply that the large import dependence of garment industries
signal potential opportunity to create local supply, and thus policy emphasis
has been given to promoting backward linkages (Ministry of Industries, 1989,
p.3; Ministry of Industrial Development, 1995, p.2; JTN, 1995, pp. 78, 86, 96).
The objective of this policy emphasis (according to the above documents) is to
increase further benefits to the nation by additional foreign exchange earnings
and employment creation, in other words, increase value addition by creating
backward linkages. However, in Sri Lanka, attempts made to forge backward
linkages since early 1990s have not been very successful.
There are complex and conflicting economic factors which govern the
emergence of local garment input suppliers to create linkages with the end
producer. The focus in this paper is confined to technical and economic factors.
It examines the experience of the Sri Lankan garment industry and argues
that while backward linkages are valuable and important, there are quite a
number of impediments to their formation. It is also argued that, while the
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open economy of Sri Lanka has contributed to success in garment
manufacturing, it currently lacks the conditions necessary to support
competitive local suppliers of fabric and some garment accessories. Moreover,
the formation of linkages in an open economy is time-dependent.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some of the
existing literature on backward linkages. Section 3 gives a background of the
garment industry in Sri Lanka with special reference to its import dependence.
Section 4 examines the factors constraining the formation of backward
linkages from the garment industry in Sri Lanka. The final Section has
concluding remarks.

2. Backward Linkages: Some Conceptual Issues
According to Hirschman (1958, pp. 100-104), backward linkage effect can be
defined as being the effect by which every non-primary economic activity will
induce domestic entrepreneurs to attempt to supply the inputs needed in that
activity. So long as an economic activity demands a quantity of a particular
input large enough to allow a firm supplying the input to reach some minimum
economic size, Hirschman predicted that the firm would form. Minimum
economic scale is the size at which the domestic firm will be able to secure
normal profits and to compete with existing foreign suppliers (Hirschman,
1958, p. 102).
Hirschman stated that it is possible to fuel industrialization by building
industries which meet final demands and require certain inputs. This process
would create incentives for entrepreneurs to establish firms that transformed
primary or semi-manufactured goods into the necessary inputs. By setting
up ‘last’ industries first, less developed countries would maximize the impact
of backward linkages and achieve rapid industrialization and overall
economic growth. The basic policy thrust of Hirschman’s ‘unbalanced growth
strategy’ was to turn inward and seek the key to industrial development in
greater interaction between domestic industries. This idea was widely used
as a planning tool in developing countries during the import substitution era
(1950s and 1960s).
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Riedel (1976, p. 320) argued that in a labour abundant country, linkages
need not be created on the neo-classical factor proportions grounds. He
observed that intermediate goods (input) industries are normally more capital
intensive than final goods industries, and importation of intermediate inputs
involves the implicit substitution of labour-intensive exports for relatively
capital-intensive intermediate products in the production process. Moreover,
Riedel observed that economies-of-scale considerations might also mitigate
the appropriateness of the linkage hypothesis in a small developing economy.
In short, Riedel (1976) argues that participation in international trade
provides an economy with the opportunity to specialize in products in which
it has comparative advantage (i.e., labour-intensive products in the case of a
surplus labour economy), while relying on trade for the procurement of
intermediate inputs. Hirschman’s unbalanced growth strategy was intended
to serve as ‘an alternative ...to linking the economy to the rest of the world on
the basis of comparative advantage’ (Findlay, 1984), while ignoring neoclassical efficiency. Hirschman’s views on backward linkages implicitly
assume that demand creates its own supply. Riedel argues that in the context
of a country engaging in international trade (open economy), such an
assumption may be naive.
Porter (1990) looked at backward linkages from a different perspective
(from the “Business School” perspective). Porter’s theory of the competitive
advantage of nations discusses local suppliers in terms of their value to reduce
the lead-time (effective delivery), and enhance innovation for firms producing
end products. Porter’s thinking suggest that there is a mutually advantageous
symbiotic relationship between firms making final outputs and firms
supplying inputs for that output. He argues that not only would the output
firms be better off with local sources of supplies, but suppliers would also
benefit from locating near their customers (clusters) and the competitiveness
of either one can be improved.
Porter (1990, p. 80, 92) also states that relying on foreign activities that
supplant domestic capabilities is always a second best solution. Innovating
to offset local factor disadvantages is better than outsourcing; developing
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domestic suppliers is better than relying solely on foreign ones. Unless the
critical underpinnings of competitiveness are present at home, companies
will not sustain competitive advantage in the long run. The aim should be to
upgrade home-base capabilities so that foreign activities are selective and
supplemental only to overall competitive advantage.
Undoubtedly, backward linkages are useful because greater the linkages
between the export sectors and the rest of the economy the greater would be
the benefits to the economy from the expansion of exports (Athukorala and
Santosa, 1997, p. 89). Not only would they contribute to increasing the value
added of an industry, but also in improving the turn-around time and
increasing the competitiveness of a product like garments which is vulnerable
to continuous changes in fashions.
However, if a government tries to force backward linkages via direct policy
intervention, it could be counterproductive. In the context of using direct
policy measures to promote backward linkages, a clear distinction should be
made between import-substitution industrialization and export-oriented
industrialization strategies. Unlike in the closed economy approach of import
substitution industrialization, the key to success under export-oriented
industrialization lies in the country’s ability to produce what are demanded
in international markets. This in turn requires changes in export structure in
line with the changing patterns of internationalization of production. If local
suppliers are uncompetitive, forcing backward linkages through ‘local content
requirements’, for example, it can lead to high-cost production of low-quality
1
finished (garment) products. Sometimes, local suppliers may not exist to
meet the requirements of international demand. Thus, most often, without
direct policy intervention, governments try to create an investment climate
that is conducive for formation of linkages via market-supporting and market–
friendly policies.

1

‘Local content regulations’ were tried in Taiwan and failed to provide the expected
results (Meyanathan, 1994, p.12).
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3. Background of the Garment Industry in Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka’s economic liberalization policies of 1977 created an environment
conducive to export-led industrialization — a significant departure from the
inward-looking pre-1977 policy regime (see, for instance, Cuthbertson and
Athukorala, 1991). Various elements of the reform package, such as the floating
exchange rate regime, replacement of quantitative restrictions by tariffs, cash
subsidies, tax reductions, import duty rebates, promotion of foreign direct
investment, etc., paved the way for expansion of exports such as garments.
Garment manufacturing is a cumbersome process, which cannot be fully
automated, and the low wages in Sri Lanka (US $ 30 a month in the late
1970s) made it an attractive place for the industry. The new trade policies
allowed entrepreneurs to take advantage of a large supply of domestic cheap
labour and easily accessible high-quality raw materials and intermediate
goods produced abroad.
The garment exports of Sri Lanka are largely governed by the Multi-Fibre
Arrangement (MFA), which is the well-known system of voluntary export
2
restraints based on allocated quotas. With the incentive of quotas, established
garment manufacturers chose to expand, and many opportunistic investors
who had no experience in the industry entered the market in the late 1970s.
When garment manufacturers from the East Asian Newly Industrialized
Countries (NICs) had filled the export quotas of their own countries in the
early-1980s, they pursued investment projects in countries such as Sri Lanka
as a means of ‘quota-hopping’. This fuelled the growth of garment exports
from Sri Lanka. It is said that since most foreign investors are able to recover
the costs of their capital expenditures quickly by meeting quota requirements,
when wages begin to rise and tax incentives begin to expire, they would
readily switch their focus to another country. Due to these reasons, among
others, the garment industry is named as a “footloose” industry.
2

By constraining the supply of garments of well-established garment exporting
countries, mainly to the markets in the USA and the EU, the MFA helps small developing
countries, such as Sri Lanka, to gain a foothold in these markets.
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Although quota restraints will be phased out over the 1995-2005 period
according to the Uruguay Round declaration, there will be few immediate
consequences for Sri Lanka, since the most restricted clothing products will
3
be phased out last (49 per cent will be phased out in the year 2005). In recent
years, Sri Lanka has gradually increased her export share in the non-quota
market of the EC and USA — 85 per cent and 25 per cent of the total exports
going to those regions, respectively, in 1995 were for the non-quota market —
a positive indication that the garment industry is preparing for survival in a
quota-free world (SLAEA, 1995, pp. 26-33). Although garment exports
represent a large fraction of exports from Sri Lanka, the country holds a share
of only 1.05 per cent of world garment trade (1995). Sri Lanka does not feature
among the top 15 garment exporters in the world but it ranked as the 14th
largest exporter to the US market with a commanding share of around 2.5 per
cent of all garment imports to USA in the mid-1990s (Chapter 7, Ramaswamy
and Gereffi, 1998, p.124).
Sri Lanka primarily produces standardized low and medium priced
4
garments destined for sale in the USA or the EU.
The most successful
manufacturers are large and have strong ties with buying offices, such as
Marks and Spencer, C & A, Liz Clairbone, etc. On average, the export price of
garments from Sri Lanka is one-sixth to one-fourth of the final price, but
garments from Hong Kong usually fetch between one-fourth and one-third of
the final price. Some Sri Lankan manufacturers suggest that this difference is
due to the fact that Hong Kong exporters are more able to control their suppliers
and have more direct contact with their buyers. The nature of market channels

3

For a discussion on the impact of the MFA phase out, see Majmudar (1996a).

4

Approximately 60 per cent of exports are sent to the USA and 34 per cent to the EU.
40 per cent of garments produced are budget garments, 50 per cent are for the middle
market, and 10 per cent are for the high end, more fashion conscious market (MOID, 1997,
p. 19). In the EU market, for example, the unit price for middle market garments in 1994
from Sri Lanka was ECU per piece 5.24 compared to 7.88 from Hong Kong, 7.73 from
Turkey, 6.29 from Morocco, 5.85 from China, and 7.19 from Tunisia (Majmudar, 1996b,
p. 52).
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is thus important to the subject under consideration, as producers tend to rely
heavily on foreign buyers’ instructions and specifications.
Within Sri Lanka’s manufacturing sector, the garment industry accounts
for roughly 40 per cent of gross output and employment. In 1995, more than
230,000 employees worked in the garment industry, and there were
approximately 750 garment factories, half of which had been granted special
status by the Board of Investment (BOI) of Sri Lanka (JTN, 1995, p. 5). ‘BOI
status’ qualifies an industry for duty free importation of the end-product
related inputs, off-shore borrowing facilities, tax holidays or low corporate
tax rates, exemption from business turnover tax and various levies, freedom
5
to repatriate profits, etc. Most of the garment factories make use of basic
sewing machines, and very few have invested in sophisticated technology
for cutting and packaging. 85 per cent of factories are owned by Sri Lankans,
but these are the smaller ones; the remaining factories, which are joint ventures
or wholly owned by foreigners, account for almost half of all garment export
earnings (JTN, 1995, p. 127; Mandelbaum, 1993, p. 72).
Despite the rapid growth of the garment industry, suppliers of inputs to
this industry have not significantly developed. The value of imported inputs
in recent years has varied between 63 - 70 per cent of the value of garment
gross export, a percentage so high despite two decades of experience with
intensive garment exporting, that garment factories have been referred to as
‘glorified tailor shops’ by some commentators. Although there are some
variations among garment manufacturers, most import a very high percentage
of the fabric, buttons, zippers, studs, eyelets, buckles and the interlining that
they use (Kelegama, 1993; Ministry of Industrial Development, 1997). 80-90
per cent of fabrics and 70-90 per cent of other accessories required for the

5

A firm has to satisfy certain investment and export baselines stipulated by the BOI
to qualify for ‘BOI status’. They are: (i) minimum investment of US $ 250,000, and (ii)
should directly export or supply to local exporter 90 per cent of output (for further
details, see BOI, 1995).
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6

garment export industry are imported. Since fabrics amount to 65-70 per
cent of the value of finished garments, those concerned about the lack of
backward linkages from the garment industry frequently focus on the dearth
of internationally competitive Sri Lankan fabric manufacturers (see, for
example, Thurairajah, 1995).
The striking feature of the textile and garment industry as a whole in Sri
Lanka is the dualism between export-oriented garments and domestic-oriented
textile sectors. There are few large spinning and integrated mills and a large
number of small and medium scale power looms. The large mills were set up
mostly in the public sector to serve domestic markets – they were largely
protected until 1989, and lacked the required technical and managerial
capabilities. There was a legacy of bad operating practices, low levels of skill
and outdated equipment, making expensive and poor quality products. Since
the early 1990s, privatization of old textile mills and aggressive pursuing of
FDI for modernization became the key policy emphasis.
By 1994, in the textile sector, there were seven spinning mills, 98 powerloomweaving mills, three integrated mills, 47 knitting mills, and 36 finishing mills.
In terms of capacity, the spinning sector had installed 279,000 ring spindles,
the weaving sector 13,000 shuttle looms and 580,000 shuttleless looms, and
the knitting sector 2,800 knitting machines (MOID, various years). Table 5.1
gives the trends in fabric and yarn production during 1986-1995 period.
There are signs that the import dependence of the garment industry has
been slightly decreasing in recent years. According to Sri Lanka Customs
data, over the last decade, the value of imported inputs has increased at a
slower rate than the value of garment gross exports — the share of imported
inputs to garment exports was above 80 per cent during 1986-1988, and was
equal or below 70 per cent during 1992-1995 (Table 5.1). The decrease is
largely due to new entrants and improved performance in fabric finishing
6

Fabrics account for roughly 65-70 per cent and other accessories for roughly 5-10 per
cent of the value of the finished garments (Kelegama, 1993). Other accessories are: thread,
buttons, labels, zippers, studs, eyelets, cords, padding, elastic, buckles, interlining, shoulder
pads, pins, clips, polybags, cartons, and hangers.
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and due to the manufacturing locally of thread, labels, padding, shoulder
7
pads, cartons, polybags, and hangers.
Local suppliers have had the most success supplying products, which are
relatively simple to produce, expensive to import, and not related to fashion
trends. For example, padding and corrugated cartons are quite simple to
produce, and high freight costs make them expensive to import. However, the
extent of backward linkages, despite various attempts by the State to promote
them, is undoubtedly low.
Political pressure to promote backward linkages came in 1992 when the
garment sector became the largest foreign exchange earner to the nation. The
government formulated a package that was equivalent to ‘BOI status’ to all
new garment input industries producing for the export-oriented garment
industry in Sri Lanka and producing for exporting in general. In other words,
the package was designed for the garment input industry with the hope that
in addition to interacting with the export-oriented garment sector, they would
become exporters on their own right by interacting with the international
buyers. For all the existing garment input industries (a legacy from the pre1977 import substitution era) a package that was far short of BOI status was
offered (details of the incentive package and procedures are discussed in
Section 4(b)). Direct policy intervention to promote backward linkages, for
example, ‘local content regulation’, etc., was avoided from the very beginning.
The incentives offered were basically designed to offset any disincentives
created by the macroeconomic regime and to create, if possible, a ‘market
8
plus’ in the investment climate.
The advantages of backward linkages are not confined to generating more
employment and foreign exchange, but as Porter (1990) argued, also in
improving the turn-around time. The advantages which could be gained by
7

Table 5.1 shows that more fabric is produced locally and as backward integration
proceeds, yarn imports have increased to support fabric production.
8
What is meant by ‘market plus’ is an environment created by policy to make profits
more than what could be made under normal operation of market forces.
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241.2
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Export of Fabric(mn. sq. mts.)

Import of Fabric (mn.sq.mts.)

Value of Imported Fabric

Value of Imported NonFabric Accessories

Share Imported Inputs in
Exports (%)

1988
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2,424

7,854

269.3
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142.2

9.5
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11.7
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2,767

8,544

238.5
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125.8

7.5
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11.0
10.9
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11.4

na
381.1

1.7

181.4

15.0

1.5

19.6
24.2

12.6

24.4

24.6

385.9 466.2

9.6

187.3 211.2

22.7

8.5

22.1

587.7

41.3

223.2

26.5

12.6

26.2

76

60

3,266 1,296
75

3,646
65

63

4,550 5,754

70

7,517

9,522 13,675 20,059 27,349 33,570 40,527

231.6 269.0

na

130.5 144.5

7.3

na

10.2

12,383 13,581 16,893 24,933 31,627 49,176 62,349 68,945

1987

66

10,072

45,662

551.5

54.1

204.6

25.2

13.2

26.4

84,829

1995

Notes: (a) Due to shortcomings in how Customs data are collected, the figures presented in this Table are not
precise, but the overall trend has been confirmed in interviews and other analysis.
(b) Some small categories of fabric are absent from the calculations of fabric imports.
(c) All values are in millions of rupees in nominal terms unless specified.
(d) na - not available.
Source: Sri Lanka Customs and MOID (various years).

140.6

Production of Fabric (mn. mts)
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9.0
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12.3

9,254
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Production of Yarn (mn. mts)

Value of Garment Exports
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Table 5.1. Textile and Garment Exports and Production Data, 1986-1995
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the Sri Lankan garment export industry from having local sources of inputs
would be due to reduced lead time and increased control over managing the
delivery of inputs.
In recent years, buyers have pressured garment producers to reduce leadtime, which is the duration of time between when an order is placed and a
delivery is made. The number of annual buying seasons has increased from
2 - 4 to 6 - 8, and production runs have become shorter with an increase in
variety and style. As a result, the speed of delivery is important in determining
the competitiveness of a garment exporter. Ideal international lead time is
around 60 days, but in Sri Lanka, the figure for most garment exporting firms
9
is between 90 and 150 days.
With a network of competitive local suppliers, garment manufacturers could
reduce lead-time and avoid delays. Competitive local suppliers are able to
deliver the most cost-effective inputs in an efficient, early, and rapid way.
Moreover, a manufacturer could obtain inputs in instalments. The
manufacturer need not wait for the entire order to be produced by the supplier
and arrive in Sri Lanka. The manufacturer can obtain inputs in instalments
10
and begin work quickly.
When importing, the garment manufacturer is unable to inspect inputs
until they arrive in Sri Lanka. If the inputs do not meet their requirements,
garment exporters must reject the consignment and suffer financial loss. This
problem could be avoided if local suppliers existed and the garment exporter
frequently checked samples of inputs. A relationship with strong local
suppliers would also allow garment manufacturers to know when an input
will be provided to them. With tighter control over inventories and supplies,
9

In Hong Kong and China the lead-time is between 45-60 days (India Today, p. 121, 30
June 1996).
10

For example, if 300,000 buttons are ordered from Hong Kong, the manufacturer has
to wait for the entire order to be produced and to arrive in Sri Lanka before starting the
trimming work. If the buttons were produced locally, the garment manufacturer could
get 50,000 buttons initially and start production. Ideally, we should compare the cost of
holding large inventories with costs associated with the establishment of garment input
industry, however, data limitations prevent engaging in such an exercise.
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garment exporters would be more able to employ “Just-In-Time” production
techniques and streamline their own operations.

4. Factors Constraining the Formation of Backward Linkages from
the Industry
(a) The role of multinational enterprises in the garment industry
One key factor in Porter’s (1990) argument is the assumption that the
production decision is totally under the producer’s control. The purchasing
agreement of the buyer and its relationship to the production strategy is not
considered in Porter’s argument. The nature of production decisions and
purchasing agreements can constrain the formation of backward linkages in
cases when the Multi National Enterprise (MNE) buyer representatives have
incentives to choose foreign suppliers over home-based ones. Some of these
incentives in favour of foreign suppliers are strong and are difficult to
overcome.
The nature of the relationship between input provider and final producer
could in itself be a factor that influences the potential for linkages and their
chance of success or failure. In the garment industry, representatives of
multinational enterprises frequently make choices about where production
will take place, and they play a role in selecting which suppliers will provide
the necessary inputs. Given their ties to international production networks,
the multinational enterprises which run buying offices and frequently have
financial stakes and management roles in garment factories, are particularly
well positioned to select optimal suppliers from around the world (Athukorala,
1995, p. 543).
When a buyer and a garment exporter enter a deal, it can be on a No
Foreign Exchange (NFE) or Freight On Board (FOB) basis. In an NFE deal, the
buyer provides inputs and the garment manufacturer makes no payment for
these inputs. These kinds of deals are primarily undertaken by manufacturers
who are severely capital-constrained or risk-averse, and buying offices often
view these deals as risky ventures since there are significant costs they must
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incur a few months before receiving any finished product. FOB deals call for
garment exporters to purchase the necessary inputs. These deals can be
conditional ones, in which the buying office specifies or nominates suppliers
of certain inputs, or unconditional ones, in which the garment manufacturer
is free to select suppliers and manage all relations with them. In Sri Lanka,
roughly 15 per cent of deals are NFE deals, 55 per cent are conditional FOB
11
deals, and 30 per cent are unconditional FOB deals.
Buyers for retailers targeting the middle and high-end markets are
nominating suppliers with greater frequency in more and more areas of inputs.
The nature of relationships between retail houses, buying agents, and
manufacturers, and the contract dates that are a part of it, cause a great deal
of pressure to ensure reliable sources of supplies (see, for instance, Keesing,
1983). Ten or twelve years ago, these buyers merely laid down quality
standards for inputs, but later they became more specific as the marketplace
demanded greater quality control. Buyers started by specifying fabric, then
moved to buttons, zips, and interlining, and now also specify thread, labels,
shoulder pads, and in some cases hangers.
In certain circumstances, buyers and garment manufacturers have strong
reasons for choosing a supplier from outside Sri Lanka. One set of such
circumstances occurs when mass production of a product takes place at
various sites. For example, a large buyer may need 500,000 shirts and choose
to have part of the order produced in Sri Lanka and part in other locations in
East Asia. To make sure that there are no significant differences from one
shirt to the other, the buyer will specify common suppliers for all production
sites. Firms outside Sri Lanka are selected as being the best equipped to be
common suppliers.
MNE representatives have another reason to look overseas if they have
special relations with particular suppliers. If a garment exporting firm or a
buying office is owned by a conglomerate, it might be willing to pay a premium

11
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to another member of the conglomerate.12 Other MNEs are large enough to be
able to negotiate special arrangements with regional suppliers. For example,
Mast Industries, a garment manufacturing and marketing firm, which has
eight factories throughout the region, negotiates for lower input prices by
buying in bulk for all its factories.
Ramaswamy and Gereffi (1998) note that there has been a substantial
consolidation of power in the hands of retailers and designers in developed
countries. Between 1991 and 2000 the ten biggest public retailers in USA are
expected to increase their share of the US retail market from 34 per cent to
nearly 60 per cent. A similar shift in power from manufacturers to distributors
and retailers appears to be underway in the EU. This will continue to provide
the retailers and designers unprecedented scope to reshape international
supply networks.
Athukorala and Santosa (1997) have argued that in the context of emerging
patterns of international division of labour, there are powerful forces that
make the export structure of a surplus-labour economy import intensive. When
the export structure shifts away from traditional resource-based processing
activities and towards more dynamic product lines, in particular when
manufacturing industry successfully links itself to the process of “slicing of
value chain” in vertically integrated industries, import intensity of export
production could well increase leading to a decline in overall sectoral linkages.
After analyzing the backward linkage effects of the Indonesian industries,
Athukorala and Santosa (1997, p. 89) state: “Import intensity and [backward]
linkages of most of the dynamic product areas are largely determined by
factors beyond the control of the individual exporting nations.”
Clearly due to the nature of global strategies of multinational enterprise
and international buying groups there is less room for local suppliers to
provide inputs to the garment industry. In other words, the demand for
12

For example, Polytex Garments Ltd. is owned by a Hong Kong based company,
which also owns fabric-manufacturing plants in Malaysia and China. Polytex gets its
fabric from the Malaysia plant and will continue to do so unless the cost of doing so
becomes prohibitive.
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domestic inputs is restricted due to the role of multinational companies in the
garment production process in Sri Lanka. What the incentives offered to
promote backward linkages could do was to encourage garment input
industries to cater to the 30 per cent unconditional FOB purchases (most
conditional FOB purchases are also from foreign sources) and for general
exporting of garment accessories.
In the ensuing section it is argued that whatever attempts that were taken
by the government to encourage local suppliers to cater to the existing restricted
local demand for garment inputs from the export-oriented garment sector in
Sri Lanka (and for general exporting) did not succeed because the overall
investment climate for the production of garment inputs was not conducive.
In this connection, two crucial questions are posed: (1) why did not the
existing producers of garment inputs — which came into operation under the
import substitution industrialization era — switch their strategy to cater their
products to the export-oriented garment industries or general exporting? ;
And (2) why did not the large local investors or foreign investors take up the
challenge to establish garment input industries to cater to both the limited
demand in the domestic market and for exporting?
(b) Impediments to existing garment input industries to adjust to the
needs of the export-oriented garment sector
During the 1960-1977 period (import substitution era) only a few producers
of accessories existed, but many fabric manufacturers came into existence to
cater to the import substitution garment industries in Sri Lanka (e.g., for
industries such as Velona, Bernard Boteju, etc.). There were two label
manufacturers and only a few producers of other accessories. Importation of
fabric was banned, and the government held responsibility for the importing
and distributing of raw materials used in manufacturing fabric. The
government established four large-scale factories with foreign aid mostly
coming from the former Socialist bloc. They were promoted by the State to
produce fabrics for the import substitution garment industry. There were
small fabrics producers in the private sector performing the same task as the
four state-owned factories.
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The liberalization policies of 1977 created a trade regime that had an overall
bias towards import substitution textile industries (Cuthbertson and Khan,
1981). In fact many of the old import-substitution industries continued to
receive protection in the form of high tariffs. Strong lobbies, particularly from
industries that benefited from the pre-1977 regime, exerted pressure for
continued protection. This happened because many small firms found it
difficult to survive in a liberalized regime and had to close down immediately
13
after the 1977 reforms. They simply could not adjust to cater to the needs of
14
the new export-led garment industries (elaborated later in the text). For
example, the earlier mentioned two label manufacturers had to close-down
soon after 1977, when they realized that their shuttle looms could not produce
quality labels for sale at international prices.
The State gave into lobbying by these inefficient garment input producers,
as it did not want to see further employment losses from tariff reductioninduced restructuring. The import duties on fabric and accessories remained
high and even by 1989 fabrics and most accessories received a tariff protection
of 60 per cent (Kelegama, 1993, pp.62-63). Thus, the earlier mentioned duality
in the textile and garment sector prevailed during the first decade of
liberalization.
In addition, there was little certainty as to whether there would be a
permanent shift to an outward-looking economic orientation in Sri Lanka,
since the main political Opposition party at that time maintained a
commitment to economic development through the import-substitution
industries, until the mid-1980s. Thus, the garment input industries did not
develop the skills and capabilities to produce internationally competitive
fabric and accessories and continued to focus predominantly on the local
market where quality requirements were not binding. Large state-owned
fabric firms managed to survive under private sector management contracts
13

The number of registered handlooms reduced from 115,000 in 1977 to 15,000 by
1986 (Kelegama, 1992).
14

It is obvious that if these industries could not adjust to provide inputs to the local
export-oriented garment industry they were not in a position to restructure for general
exporting.
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during the 1980s, but continued to focus on the domestic market and remained
internationally uncompetitive during the 1980s (Pehlivan, 1993, pp. 13-16).
After 1989, the four major fabric firms were privatized. Two of them that
underwent significant restructuring cater some portion of their output to the
export-oriented garment industry but the other two have been focussing
mostly on the domestic market. Until 1994, it was far easier to focus on the
15
small domestic market, especially where tariffs ease competitive pressures.
Even when competitive pressures called for change and innovation, labour
legislation and corporate law constrained firms from being as flexible as they
needed to be, to respond (World Bank, 1995). As a result, there was a great
16
deal of inefficient capital in use.
Although clothing exporters demand 45-60 inch width fabric, the majority
of looms in Sri Lanka are only 36 inches wide, and firms find that replacing
them is costly without some form of foreign collaboration (Edwards, 1996, p.
9). Thus, while aspects of the historical environment and the political economy
compelled Sri Lanka to maintain an inefficient fabric manufacturing sector
until the early 1990s, other countries in the region, such as Taiwan and Hong
Kong, were establishing outward-looking, internationally competitive firms.
The question now arises as to whether the new BOI-induced incentive
regime created in 1992 for input suppliers could offset the anomalies created
by the legacy of the import-substitution industrialization era and the partial
nature of liberalization of tariffs. In order to address this question it is
necessary to examine the new incentive framework and the economies of
scale considerations.
There were major anomalies in the regulatory framework that governed
the incentives for garment input suppliers. In 1992, new suppliers of garment
inputs were granted ‘BOI status’ upon satisfying BOI stipulations. However,
the existing local suppliers, were not granted BOI status but were offered an
incentive package that fell far short of the BOI package. From the very beginning
15
16

In 1995, tariffs on fabrics were reduced to 35 per cent.

Many firms use spinning and weaving machinery which is more than fifteen years
old (MOID, 1997, p.26).
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of liberalization there was a tendency to treat the existing local input producers
as “indirect exporters” rather than direct exporters. Accordingly, it was
17
thought that they do not deserve ‘BOI status’. As a result of ‘indirect exporter
treatment,’ many local suppliers did not receive encouragement to develop
capabilities to become internationally competitive.
As stated earlier, local suppliers received some protection for serving the
domestic import substitution garment industries, but faced higher costs in
serving the export-oriented garment industries or the international market.
The costs comprised of: the higher costs of handling operations at the
Customs, the higher costs of obtaining duty and Business Turnover Tax (BTT)
18
rebates, and the higher corporate tax rates. Thus, non-BOI firms, which
included firms, which may have been good candidates to be local suppliers
to the export-oriented garment industries, faced higher costs, which limited
their ability to survive and reinvest. As a result, they continued to focus on
supplying local markets — import substitution garment industries — and
did not develop strong international marketing skills and efficient
international distribution operations.
The local suppliers that were basically catering to the domestic market
also faced another problem irrespective of the shortcomings of the incentive
regime in regard to switching their strategy to cater to the export-oriented
garment industries, i.e., the economies of scale factor. Although the size of the
export-oriented garment manufacturing industry in Sri Lanka is large enough
to support efficient suppliers of some inputs (Jenkins, 1993), local demand for
other inputs is too small to support even a single firm. For example, the
17

The incentive package offered to indirect exporters is known as the Temporary
Importation for Export Processing Scheme (TIEPS). This package allows indirect export
producers to import raw materials duty free and have them placed in a bonded store (see
Kelegama, 1993, pp. 38-42).
18

The costs of handling operations at the Customs are 25 or 30 per cent higher than
they are for a BOI firm. Corporate tax rates were 40 or 45 per cent for non-BOI companies
(subsequently reduced to 35 per cent), but BOI companies get concessional rates of 15 per
cent for twenty years. In order to receive duty rebates on goods that they will export, nonBOI firms must apply to the relevant government ministry/ministries. Applying for and
receiving duty and BTT rebates is not always an efficient process. Some duty rebate cases
go on for more than three years, and BTT rebate cases can take even longer.
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demand in Sri Lanka is not large enough to support local suppliers of twill,
denim, flannel, and polyester/cotton twill.
The economies of scale constraints are exacerbated by the fact that a wide
variety of garments are produced in Sri Lanka. The quota is spread over a
large number of product lines; thus, there is very little focus (see, for instance,
SLAEA, 1995, pp. 27-31). Furthermore, the inputs that garment exporters
demand change not only according to seasons but also as the demands of
buying offices change to meet new fashions. This kind of variation in world
demand makes existing local suppliers hesitate to expand. Local suppliers
find it difficult to develop the scope of supplies required to neither meet the
demands of garment exporters, nor have they the flexibility to change their
output quickly. For example, buttons come in a variety of shapes and sizes,
that entrepreneurs have been unable to meet the wide demands of local
19
garment exporters.
Existing suppliers of garment inputs in Sri Lanka have not been able to
maintain detailed information on industry trends and on customers and
competitors. This kind of information is essential to compete successfully in
international markets, but it is expensive to collect and update, especially for
small supplier firms which are not part of large industrial groups. A large
fabric firm that was privatized in 1990 and purchased by foreigners makes
extensive use of branch offices to keep abreast of international demand, but
many Sri Lankan firms do not have strong lines of communication with the
outside world and do not learn of new trends until six to twelve months after
they have emerged. Many producers seem to be out of touch with the
specification, fabrics and accessories must meet to compete in international
markets.
While the economic history of Sri Lanka, the incentive regime and
economies of scale considerations explain why older fabric firms and many
accessory producers have not built the capabilities to act as major suppliers
19

Even in Hong Kong and Taiwan, which have large garment manufacturing sectors
and which export accessories to producers all over the world, there are only a few
manufacturers of buttons.
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to the garment export industry, less is known as to why new outward-looking
large garment input industries like in Hong Kong and Taiwan have not come
into existence with the assistance of the BOI package introduced in 1992.
This question is considered below.
(c) Impediments to new garment input industries emerging in the
economy
First, it would be prudent to examine the problems faced by local investors.
In Sri Lanka, there is an abundance of unskilled persons who work for an
hourly wage of US $ 0.55 (in 1994), which is quite low compared to that of
industrialized nations and many other developing countries (also see
Majmudar, 1996b, p. 53). In contrast, capital costs are high and entrepreneurs
have not accumulated substantial capital over the years to embark on large
20
investments such as fabric manufacturing on their own. Therefore, for most
domestic entrepreneurs, Sri Lanka offers an abundance of cheap labour
relative to capital, and domestic firms have cost advantages in producing
labour-intensive goods and cost disadvantages in producing capital-intensive
goods.
These facts are particularly important to the question of backward linkages
from the garment industry because the manufacturing of garments is labourintensive, but the manufacturing of fabric and many accessory products is
capital-intensive (see, for instance, Table 5.2). A garment factory employing
400 workers and 200 machines can be set up for less than US $ 1 million and
the capital is quite mobile. However, setting up a weaving factory capable of
producing about 20 million metres of fabric, which is the minimum efficient
scale for a firm, would require nearly US $ 20 million in capital (Edwards,
20

There have been large government budget deficits averaging 10 per cent of GDP
during the 1980s and 1990s due to internal shocks, such as the ongoing ethnic war.
Budget deficits are normally funded by non-bank borrowing, which in turn has led to high
interest rates. As a result, the cost of capital is high in Sri Lanka relative to many other
developing countries (IPS, 1995). World Bank (1995, p. 25) observed: “...most entrepreneurs
in Sri Lanka perceive that the high cost of finance is a key barrier to expand and diversify
their business...real rates have been relatively high by international standards, the real
prime rate has fluctuated between 5 to 8 per cent points since 1985.” In regard to inadequate
accumulation of capital among entrepreneurs, see Moore, 1992.
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1996, p.42). The cost structure for weaving and knitting mills when
disaggregated shows that 50 per cent of manufacturing costs of typical
weaving and knitting are due to interest payments and depreciation
21
(International Textile Manufacturing Federation, 1995, pp.12-13). This cost
structure puts domestic entrepreneurs at a severe disadvantage in the
manufacturing of fabric. The capital requirements for manufacturing
22
interlining, labels, thread, buttons, and zippers are also high.
In addition to the constraints related to the high cost of capital and lack of
capital, labour-related factors inhibit the success of capital-intensive
industries. In order to spread the cost of capital over a high sales volume,
productivity must be high, and the factory must operate many hours a day
and many days a year (Pack, 1987). The low wage in Sri Lanka is somewhat
offset by low productivity in production. For example, in South Korea, each
supervisor looks after eight sets of spinning machines whereas in Sri Lanka
the average is 3.5 (Edwards, 1996, p.37).
Further, capital-intensive industries require more capabilities than labourintensive industries at management level. Managers must be particularly
adept at managing cash flow and raising capital. Production processes in
capital-intensive industries are often highly complex and require strong
logistical problem-solving skills to oversee. These types of capabilities are
not prevalent among most Sri Lankan managers, and the training institutions
fall short of what is needed to prepare workers to handle capital- intensive
industries in the future (HRDC, 1997). Two public institutions –- Clothing
Industry Training Institute and the Textile Training Centre –- have played a
significant role in training personnel; however, they are too small to meet the
growing demand of the industry.
21

Manufacturing expenses include all production-related expenses except the cost of
inputs. Even though off-shore borrowing facilities were permitted for BOI status-acquired
investors, the capital involved was high (see Table 5.2) and it was not possible to borrow
such large amounts without adequate collateral which local entrepreneurs did not possess.
Thus, if entrepreneurs resorted to large-scale borrowing it had to be a combination of
offshore and local borrowing.
22

For example, a firm that could produce 100,000 labels a day requires a capital
investment of US $ 500,000.
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Table 5.2. Start-up Capital in Sri Lanka: Fabrics, Accessories and Garments,
1994
Project

Capital Expenditure
(US$ million)

Fabric Manufacturing
A new knitting plant to produce 85,000 metres of
knit fabric a day

20.00

A weaving firm capable of producing 20 Mn. metres
of fabric a year.

15.00

A composite knitting firm capable of producing
10 million metres of fabric annually

15.00

Restructuring of an existing Textile Firm—
investments in spinning equipment, air jet looms
for weaving, and finishing equipment. The firm
employs approximately 2,400 and has a weaving and
finishing production capacity of 13 and 8 million metres

15.00

Fabric Finishing
A finishing plant for woven fabric doing dyeing and
venting capable of processing 50,000 metres of fabric a day

6.50

A finishing and dyeing plant capable of processing
10 million metres a year

4.00

Accessories
A corrugated carton plant

4.50

An elastic plant

3.00

A polybag plant

2.00

A label manufacturing firm with three machines
capable of producing 300,000 labels a day

1.20

A label manufacturing firm with one machine capable
of producing 100,000 labels a day for a company which
will employ 8-10 people

0.50

A hanger plant

0.02

Garment Manufacturing
Typical Sri Lankan garment factory employing 200
sewing machines and 400 employees

0.80

Source: Based on the Interviews conducted for the study.
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Sri Lanka does not produce the raw materials used in the production of
fabric and some accessories. Many garment-input manufacturers argue that
the lack of local raw materials causes them to face cost disadvantages relative
to other international suppliers like India and China. Cotton and the raw
23
materials required to make synthetic fibres are not produced locally. These
raw materials are used in the production of fabric, thread, padding, and
interlining. One of the largest fabric manufacturers in the country currently
imports yarn and fibre but claims that the transportation and other costs of
doing so, coupled with the margins which must be paid to foreign firms,
make the costs of fabric production high. Other accessory producers claim
that without readily available sources of plastics and metals, there are higher
costs related to the production of buttons, zippers, and buckles as well.
It is important to take into account the positive externalities related to the
size of international suppliers of a particular input. Large suppliers hold
greater power in negotiating for their raw material. Estimates suggest that
Hong Kong producers of cartons and polybags pay 15 per cent less for their
raw material than Sri Lankan ones partly because they are part of a larger
industry linked to an international network of buying offices.
Firms in larger, more advanced countries have greater access to imported
raw material for garment input industries as well. If a supplier in Sri Lanka
wants to import a few spare parts for a machine or a particular colour dye, the
supplier must often import a higher quantity than he needs because there are
a number of formalities an importer must go through. If only a small quantity
is imported, these formalities and the transport costs add significantly to the
cost of an input. As a result, many firms import much more of certain inputs

23

(a) The supply of locally produced cotton is not sufficient to serve the fabric industry.
Although a report on backward linkages from the garment industry recommended a
scheme to grow 5000 acres of irrigated cotton, there was no cost benefit analysis of such
a scheme (Hague et al. 1988, p. 31). No entrepreneurs have tried to implement this
recommendation. (b) In the production of synthetic fibres, raw materials account for
approximately 50 per cent of the cost of the finished fabric (UNIDO, 1992).
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24

than they actually need and end up with large inventories. There are
significant costs related to holding and maintaining these inventories,
especially in a country with a high cost of capital.
In order to overcome these problems — demands of capital-intensive
industries — for domestic entrepreneurs, attracting foreign direct investment
in garment supplier industries was a policy of the government. In fact, the
upturn in the quality and quantity of fabric produced in Thailand since 1987
was largely due to investments from Japanese entrepreneurs (JTN, 1995, p.90).
However, most foreign investors who could afford to bring in large capital for
the garment input industry are deterred from coming to Sri Lanka because of
political risks, the earlier mentioned manpower problem (HRDC, 1997), and
25
various other factors that raise the cost of capital. The efficiency of investment
is much lower in Sri Lanka compared to its competitors. Ahamed and Ranjan
(1995, p.9) estimates the average rate of return on capital in Sri Lanka to be 17
per cent as compared with 32 per cent in South Korea, 28 per cent in Thailand,
23 per cent in Indonesia, and 20 per cent in Malaysia during 1980-1990.
Parts of the physical infrastructure in Sri Lanka, which are highly valued
by producers of garment inputs, are in need of further investment, and they
often operate inefficiently. For example, the production process of fabric and
most accessories is more electric power-intensive than garment production.
In Sri Lanka, until 1996, there was no reliable source of inexpensive power,
and the cost of power produced by the existing capacity was high
(Siyambalapitiya, 1996, p.17). Furthermore, 84 per cent of the power generating
capacity is from hydro-electric sources, and in times of severe drought, power
cuts occur.26 Since the local supply of power is insufficient, firms are forced to
24

One large fabric-manufacturing firm, for example, holds spares worth more than US
$ 1.2 million.
25

In 1990, a Sri Lankan delegation to Japan attempted to attract investment in the area
of fabrics. The initial response from the Japanese was very positive but after studying the
investment environment in Sri Lanka, the Japanese decided otherwise.
26

In early-1996, these cuts were as long as eight hours a day, and they were at least two
hours a day for more than three months before that.
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face disruptions in production, or purchase generators, which add to their
capital expenditures and increase the cost of manufacturing.
In most countries where there is a reliable source of electricity, power costs
are about 8 per cent of fabric manufacturing costs, but for firms in Sri Lanka,
the share of power costs is 12 per cent, not including the capital costs of
purchasing adequate power producing facilities (International Textile
Manufacturers Federation, 1995, pp. 12-13). In addition to concerns about
the quantity of power available, fabric manufacturers have concerns about
the quality of power as well. While much electronic equipment can operate
with 5-10 per cent voltage swings, the swings in Sri Lanka are larger and can
damage electronic equipment. The cost and quality of power are a deterrent
to the development of capital-intensive supplier industries but not less-power
intensive garment production. Clearly, the conditions necessary to produce
intermediate goods industries for the garment sector still seems to be lacking
in the country.

5. Concluding Remarks
It is important to note that despite low linkages, the export-oriented garment
industry has made a significant contribution to the Sri Lankan economy in
terms of employment expansion and providing opportunities for local
entrepreneurs to gain new marketing and managerial skills. The employment
outcome has been remarkable not only in terms of the numbers involved but
also because most of these employment opportunities have gone to people in
low income brackets. On the basis of skills gained through successful garment
export expansion, a number of Sri Lankan firms that have become competitive
producers have set up plants in other low-income countries. There is also
evidence that some of these garment exporters have successfully diversified
their operations into other labour-intensive export activities.
A major shortcoming in the current debate on linkages in the context of
export-oriented manufacturing is that the exclusive emphasis on input
linkages. The debate ignores the other important aspects of spillover effects
of export expansion, in particular, gains from newly established marketing
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networks, and productivity enhancing effects of world competition. A
“footloose” export industry such as garments can have significant linkage
effects when viewed from the broader perspective.
The Sri Lanka experience of promoting input linkages to further increase
the contribution to the economy of employment generation and foreign
exchange earnings was examined in this paper. It was shown that small
ancillary industries simply could not produce garment inputs at competitive
prices for the export-oriented garment industry, inter alia, due to the
disincentive caused by the economies of scale factor. New local investors
were capital constrained and found cost of capital excessive to embark on
establishing large garment input industries. This boils down to saying that
the 1992 incentive package was inadequate for them to undertake large
investment without some foreign collaboration. Large-scale foreign investment
in the garment input industry was deterred due to factors normally common
to developing countries such as weak infrastructure. In short, Sri Lanka is a
labour-abundant country and still does not have the conditions for capitalintensive industrial production.
It was shown that large garment buyers — multinational enterprises
(MNEs) subsidiaries — operate within a framework of their own international
production and marketing network. The parent firm generally aims to preserve
a high level of international mobility of their processing operations.
Establishing long term commercial relationships with local suppliers is
difficult for some MNE buyers and this factor also constraints the formation
of backward linkages.
The East Asian NICs became successful garment input exporters primarily
by masterminding the dynamics of ‘buyer driven commodity chains’ (BDCCs).
These countries moved from assembly to original equipment manufacturing
27
(OEM) production in BDCCs. The key asset that the East Asian NICs
27

The OEM is also known as specification contracting and has the following features:
the supplying firm makes the product according to the design specified by the buyer; the
product is sold under the buyer’s brand name, the supplier and buyer are separated and
the supplier lacks control over distribution. East Asian firms became full range ‘package
suppliers to foreign buyers’.
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possessed was their close relationship with foreign clients — which they
cultivated over the years through numerous successful transactions
(Ramaswamy and Gereffi, 1998). Establishing a professional relationship
with MNEs takes time. If the MNEs are fully satisfied with a local garment
input supplier there can be a chance of getting nominations for being a
supplier to a local export-oriented garment industry or any other exportoriented garment industry in the world that the buyer controls. Sri Lanka has
a long way to go to achieve this status because MNEs are now increasingly
concentrating their supplier network.
It is thus clear that large import dependence of the garment industry does
not necessarily imply that there are many opportunities to create local
supplies. Building and maintaining sources of competitive advantage among
local suppliers are crucial for their development and long-term viability. Only
through a significant transformation in the investment climate could an
environment suitable for competitive local suppliers of most garment inputs
develop. Such large-scale change will take time to accomplish. As conditions
limiting the development of backward linkages improve, the attractiveness of
investing in local suppliers will increase. Supply will respond to demand as
Hirschman (1958) visualized once the proper environment exists. It will be a
natural outcome of industrial deepening. Thus, formation of backward
linkages is time dependent in an open economy.
A question for further research is worthy of additional consideration.
With the phase out of the MFA quota system in the year 2005, garment
manufacturers in Sri Lanka will have to compete with firms in countries such
as Taiwan and Hong Kong most of which have backward linkages to local
sources of supply. One must consider the importance of local sources of
supply in determining competitiveness, as argued by Porter (1990) in terms of
reduced lead-times and increase in innovative opportunities for the garment
industry. If there are strong reasons for less backward linkages from a
particular industry, does this ultimately mean that the industry will be unable
to develop a long-term competitive position in the global economy?
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6
Forward Integration and Supply
Capacity of the Garment Industry
Tilak Fonseka

1. Introduction
This study addresses a critical issue facing Sri Lanka’s garment industry,
namely, its survival in the quota-free world which dawns after December 31,
2004. The study acknowledges the invaluable contribution made by the
industry to the national economy as a provider of more than 300,000 jobs and
as the leading foreign exchange earner contributing to 48 per cent of the
country’s exports (Central Bank Annual Report, 2001, p. 179). Rising domestic
costs, emergence of low cost manufacturing bases abroad and the abolition of
the quota system pose formidable challenges to the continued viability of the
industry. In addition, today’s consumers are more discerning and retailers
exhibit a preference to work with a few, but highly reliable producers who
can respond swiftly to their demands. The primary thrust of this chapter is to
assess the capabilities of local producers to meet the exacting demands of
overseas buyers.
This chapter is organized on the following lines. First, it sets out the
objectives of the study. It then proceeds to describe the major developments
that are taking place in the global apparel market, with particular emphasis
on the requirements of overseas buyers. The methodology of the study is set
out thereafter. This is followed by a description and assessment of the
capabilities of local manufacturers to meet the challenges of a dynamic
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marketplace. The study concludes by proposing measures to enhance the
capabilities of the local producers to meet the impending challenge.

2. Objectives of the Study
1. To describe the requirements of overseas buyers (end-users and retailers),
in the principal export markets for Sri Lankan apparel viz., USA and EU.
2. To assess the capabilities of Sri Lankan manufacturers to meet the
requirements of overseas buyers.
3. To identify the capabilities that manufacturers ought to possess in order to
meet the requirements of buyers.
4. To propose measures to bridge the gap between buyer expectations and
capabilities of Sri Lankan manufacturers.

3. Requirements of Buyers
An understanding of the far-reaching changes that are taking place in the
global apparel market must necessarily precede any attempt at evaluating
the strategies currently pursued by the local apparel industry or formulating
new directions for it. As the aim of any strategy is to win or to be successful,
strategies must take cognizance of evolving market realities. Success in export
markets is crucial for the viability of the Sri Lankan garment industry, as 95
per cent of the industry output is exported. The ensuing section describes the
requirements of buyers -- both end users and retailers.
USA, which is the main destination for Sri Lanka’s ready-made garments,
is a segmented market. Figure 6.1 below depicts the pyramid of apparel market
segments. The base of the pyramid represents the low-end market which is
characterized by low value, low- priced, average quality products. Discount
stores such as Walmart, K-mart and Target operate in this segment, and it
yields low margins to the distributor. Middle-tier markets are characterized
by high volume, moderate priced and consistent quality apparel, which offer
reasonable margins to the distributor. The apex of the pyramid stands for the
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high-end market which is characterized by high quality, high-priced garments,
which yield attractive margins to the retailer, although the volume involved
is small. At the low end of the market, consumers expect competitively-priced
apparel of reasonable quality, whilst up-market buyers expect uniqueness
and excellence of quality for which they would be prepared to pay a premium
price.
Figure 6.1. Apparel Market Segments

5 Haute Couture

4 Designer Shops

3 Department Stores

2 Mass Market

1 Discount Stores

Note: Haute Couture is a French term for fine sewing and high fashions. This tier is
occupied by firms, whose designers create original designs, which are then duplicated
for individual customers on a made-to-order basis.
Source: Koshy, 1997, p.49; Manjur, 2002, p.159.
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With respect to Sri Lanka, over 90 per cent of her garment exports are
produced for discount stores, mass merchandisers and department stores,
while the remainder goes to specialty stores. Sri Lanka has concentrated on
the base of the pyramid, more specifically on tiers 2 and 3. An alternative
presentation by Gereffi visualizes five rings of garment manufacturers,
indicating the sourcing of different products from different countries by US
retail firms. In this model, the first ring represents fashion-oriented companies,
while the outer-most ring is occupied by discount stores. In this model, Sri
Lanka occupies the fourth ring. Figure 6.2 and the accompanying description
provided in Table 6.1 are illuminating.
Figure 6.2. Rings of Global Sourcing

Ring 1: Designers’ products
Ring 2: Top quality, high priced brands and labels

Ring 3: Specialty stores with brand name

Ring 4: Mass merchandising

Ring 5: Discount chains and small retailers

Source: Vijayabaskar, 2002, p.96 (citing Gereffi, 1994).

Table 6.2 below indicates the attributes that are valued by distributors/
retailers who are procuring basic garments as well as those who are sourcing
high value garments for end-users. The rank order of success criteria for basic
garments is low price, timely delivery and consistent quality. Manufacturing
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Table 6.1. Types of Retailers and Major Global Sourcing Area
Representative
Firms

Type of
Retailers

Fashion oriented
companies

Armani, Donna
Karen, Polo,
Ralph, Lauren,
Boss, Gucci

Department
stores

Specialty stores
brand named
companies

Discount chains
Small importers

Main Global
Sourcing
Area
Rings 1 & 2

Charactertistics of Retailers’
Orders

Bloomingdale,
Saks Fifth
Avenue,
Neiman Marcus

Rings 2, 3
& 4

Top quality, high priced goods
sold under a variety of national
brands and private labels (i.e.,
store brands)

Macy’s
Nordstrom, J.C.
Penney, The
Gap, THe
Limited, Liz
Claiborne,
Calvin Klein

Rings 2, 3
& 4

Medium to large sized orders,
often coordinated by department
store buying groups (such as
May department store company
and Federated department store)

Sears Roebuck,
Montgomery
Ward, J. C.
Penney,
Woolworth

Rings 2, 3
& 4

Good quality, medium priced
goods predominantly sold
under private labels; large
orders

Walmart,
Kmart, Target

Rings 3, 4
& 5

Low-priced, store brand
products; giant orders

Rings 4 & 5

Pilot purchases and special items;
sourcing done for retailers by
small importers who act as
‘industry scouts’ in searching out
new sources of supply; orders
are relatively small first, but have
the potential to grow rapidly if
the suppliers are available.

Expensive designers’ products
requiring high levels of
craftsmanship; orders are in
small lots

Notes: Ring 1: Italy, France, UK and Japan.
Ring 2: Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korea and Singapore.
Ring 3: Indonesia, Philippines, China, India, Malaysia, Thailand, Brazil, Mexico,
Egypt and Turkey.
Ring 4: Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Bangladesh, China, Tunisia, Morocco, Gulf &
Caribbean countries, Eastern Europe, Mauritius, etc.
Ring 5: Fiji, Maldives, Cambodia, Myanmar, N. Korea, Madagascar, Vietnam,
Nicaragua, Bolivia, Peru, etc.
Source: Vijayabaskar, 2002, p.96 (citing Gereffi, 1994).
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flexibility is of less importance as styles do not change often. Hence, retailers’
orders for basic garments tend to be large and placed less frequently. The
capabilities of the basic garment manufacturer to meet the requirements of the
buyer are also indicated in Table 6.2.
For fashion garments and intimate apparel, the buyers’ requirements are
more exacting. The attribute that is most valued by the buyer is excellence of
quality, a phrase which merits elaboration. In a world where fashions are fast
changing, definitions of quality must go beyond traditional descriptions that
stress conformance to pre-determined standards set by producers. New
designs are created by reputed design houses and promoted through fashion
shows. Fashions can change several times during a season, with fashions for
early summer, late summer, etc. Quality, therefore, has to match customer
expectations. Modern software enables a person to enter his/her statistics
and see how a garment fits on him or her. The trend in the up market, therefore,
is towards individualization or mass customization.
With respect to fashion apparel, the attributes valued by retailers assume
a different rank order compared to the basic garments sector. Fashion wear is
an industry segment where styles and designs change fast and so retailers
are reluctant to carry large stocks which could soon become obsolete. They
prefer to place smaller, but more frequent orders for many different styles.
Retailers now envisage lead times of 6 weeks from order entry to the date of
delivery. Second, they seek to rationalize their supplier base by reducing the
number of manufacturers they work with and strive to forge close relationships
with fewer, but highly reliable, manufacturers. The aim is to increase on-shelf
product availability via speedy replenishment of out- of- stock items and
achieve higher inventory turnovers. With the expiry of MFA, retailers will
enjoy wider choice in sourcing merchandise as they would not be obliged to
source from countries whose quotas were unutilized. Third, as a means of
reducing their costs, retailers attempt to delegate to manufacturers many
activities currently performed by them. Retailers are demanding from
manufacturers the capability to handle processes in the value chain from
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concept to the final delivery of the product so that they could devote all their
energies to customer relationships management (CRM).
Given the above scenario, the capabilities that garment manufacturers have
to develop are daunting. These could be listed as follows:
i) The out-sourcing of many activities currently performed by the retailer
means that manufacturers would have to develop a sound knowledge
of the target market, i.e., of customer preferences, competition, and
technological changes.
ii) The manufacturer must develop design skills. He must have a
competent design development team and sample rooms.
iii) Product development skills with speedy sourcing of inputs to achieve
quick response.
iv) High manufacturing flexibility to achieve speedy response. This has
to be supported by investments in new machinery, in new systems
and upgrading of human skills.
v) Close integration with retailers, input suppliers and other members
in the value chain.
In summary, the success criteria for basic garment suppliers are low price
followed by timely delivery, and consistent quality. Manufacturing flexibility
is of less importance. For suppliers of fashion garments and intimate apparel,
the rank ordering is high quality, on-time delivery and manufacturing
flexibility, with price as a less significant factor. It has to be noted however
that for fashion clothing, quality, timely delivery and price are only order
qualifying elements. The order winning elements are creative and innovative
designs, close integration with retailers, high manufacturing flexibility and
speedy response (Table 6. 2).
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Table 6.2. Retailers’ Preference: Basic Vs High Value Garments
A. Basic Garments
DEMAND - Retailers’ Preference Criteria

SUPPLY - Producers’ Capabilities

1. Low Price
Price sensitive segment: Manufacturer
has little freedom to bargain on price.

1 . Ability to have tight control over
costs. Intense labour supervision:
Incentives tied to achievement of
production targets: Narrowly
specialized skills: Sustained capital
investment and cost-saving techniques.
Economies of scale.

2. Delivery on time.

2 . Efficient planning of all enterprise
operations.

3. Quality
Consistent quality.

3 . Strict quality controls
Ensure that things are “done right
the first time”: Minimize re-work.

4. Flexibility
Need not be high as design and style
changes are infrequent: usually large
orders and same style oft -repeated:
std. machines. Situation is likely to
continue in the near term for mass
market apparel.

B. High Value / Fashion Garments
DEMAND - Retailers’ Preference
1. Excellence of quality
Eye appeal & aesthetics very
important.

SUPPLY - Producers’ Capabilities
1 . Design & Product development skills:
Creative flair; Employees with multiple
skills: Marketing skills: Coordination
between functions of product development
and marketing: Fabrics and accessories of
high quality: Many specialized machines.

2. Speedy Delivery
Placement of small order sizes,
with short delivery dates.

2 . Strong cooperation from channels: Direct
access of manufacturer to brand owner
who places the order: Heavy use of IT.

3. Flexibility
Frequent changes of design/style:
Placement of small order sizes.

3 . High manufacturing flexibility to
accommodate frequent style
changes.

4.Price sensitivity is less.

4 . Manufacturer has to ensure that his unit
costs do not get so far out of line with
competitors that he has to charge a higher
price than what buyers are willing to pay.

Sources: Porter, 1980, p.40; Koshy, 1997, p.240; Fonseka & Fonseka, in this volume.
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A simple demand supply framework presents the requirements of buyers
and the capabilities that suppliers ought to possess in order to meet these
requirements (Figure 6.3). Producers are required to respond to signals
originating from a dynamic global market, if they are to survive and grow.
Figure 6.3. Demand-Supply Equation
SUPPLY
Manufacturers’
Capabilities

DEMAND
Retailers’
Demand

Sri Lanka Vs
Competitors
• Market information
• Design skills
• Product development
skills
• Manufacturing
Flexibility via
Technology Human skills
IT

DEMAND
End-Users’
Demand

* Quality
* Quality
* Timely delivery
* Product availability
* Flexibility to
* Price
accommodate many
orders of small order
sizes & changes thereto

Source: Developed by the author.

4. Methodology of the Study
Sri Lanka has 891 garment factories (UNIDO, 2000, p. D-3; Sri Lanka
Garments, 2001, p. 16). Over 90 per cent of the country’s exports consists of
basic garments to the low end of the global market, while the remainder
consists of fashion apparel. A questionnaire was developed to assess the
capabilities of both types of manufacturers to function effectively in the quotafree era (Annex 1). Twenty Questionnaires were administered on factories
manufacturing basic garments, selected from among the first 50 largest
exporters. The study also included 10 factories specializing in the manufacture
of fashion garments. These ten companies are significant players in the
industry and contributed to 12 per cent of the value of Sri Lanka’s garment
exports in 2001.
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5. Description and Assessment of Capabilities of the Sri Lankan
Garment Industry
The important features of the local apparel industry are first described before
undertaking an assessment of its capability profile.
First, over 90 per cent of the factories supply basic garments to the low end
of the global market which is characterized by a proliferation of suppliers.
Suppliers who cater to this segment would have to contend with heavy
downward pressure on price, as seen by data presented in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3. Sri Lanka’s Garment Exports in Terms of Volume and Value,
1997 - 2001
Year

Qty Mn.
Pieces

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

312.47
319.12
350.47
468.38
436.03
422.92

% Growth
Qty
2.13
9.82
33.64
-6.91
-3.01

Value
US$ Mn.
2052.59
2203.60
2205.06
2710.69
2334.64
2247.92

% Growth
US$
7.36
0.07
22.93
-13.87
-3.71

Unit Value
$/piece
6.57
6.91
6.29
5.78
5.35
5.32

Source: Sri Lanka Garments, No.80, 2002.

Second, almost 95 per cent of the country’s garment exports are destined to
two principal markets, viz., USA and EU. This extreme dependence on two
markets has been a long standing weakness of the industry because any
adverse developments in any of these two markets would have a negative
impact on the local industry (Table 6.4).
A third feature of the country’s apparel trade is that approximately 62 per
cent of the exports are still based on quota (Kelegama and Epaarachchi, 2002,
p.192). Nearly 92 per cent (by value) of the garments exported to USA are
based on quota, while the percentage of quota-based exports to EU was around
20 per cent. Since March 2001, Sri Lanka’s garment exports to EU have been
taken off quota and in that year her exports to EU declined from 32.8 per cent
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Table 6.4. Major Export Markets for Sri Lankan Garments, (% Value)
Country
USA
EU
Others
Total

1995
60.6
34.0
5.4
100.0

1996
58.6
35.5
5.9
100.0

1997
61.0
30.8
8.2
100.0

1998
64.2
31.5
4.3
100.0

1999
60.5
34.9
4.6
100.0

2000
62.0
32.8
5.2
100.0

2001
64.3
30.2
5.5
100.0

2002
63.5
31.25
5.25
100.0

Source: Sri Lanka Garments, Vol. 80, 2002.

in 2000 to 30.2 per cent in 2001, with appreciable losses reported from the UK,
Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, and Germany. These five countries
absorbed 89 per cent of Sri Lanka’s garment exports to EU in the year 2000.
Whether this is suggestive of a quota-free world is yet to be seen. In the
meantime, Sri Lanka’s performance in her principal export markets warrants
close monitoring.
Fourth, over 65 per cent of the country’s apparel exports have been
consistently handled by foreign buying offices. The global trend towards
disintermediation is bound to have an adverse impact on the local industry
due to the lack of marketing capabilities.
Fifth, an analysis of the value chain shows that the local industry mainly
performs a contract manufacturing operation. In the industry, the value chain
consists of five primary activities, viz., inbound logistics, factory processes,
outbound logistics, marketing and after-sales service. The local industry is
focused mainly on the factory operation. The majority of the enterprises do
not engage either in design development or in marketing of the final product.
The ensuing section evaluates the capabilities of local producers, who are
supplying basic garments and fashion garments against the success factors
that have been identified above.

6. The Basic Garments Segment
The success criteria for the basic garments manufacturer were identified as
low price, timely delivery and consistent quality, with the ability to supply
the product at a low price being the most significant. This means that the
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industry must get its costs right. The industry must exercise strict control over
all activities that drive cost (‘cost drivers’). These include cost of materials,
labour, overhead expenses, energy and capital.
Material costs pertaining to fabric and accessories constitute 60 per cent of
the total cost of a basic garment. At present, approximately 80 per cent of the
fabric requirements and 70 per cent of the accessory requirements of the
garment industry are imported. The failure of the industry to attract investors
to set up textile mills has led to a high dependence of the industry on imported
inputs. The high cost involved in setting up a textile mill (which is placed at
approximately US $ 10 million), and the limited market potential appear to
have discouraged the establishment of textile mills in the country.1 The lack
of a fabric base means that raw material costs are outside the control of the
local garment manufacturer, besides the lead time involved in obtaining the
materials from abroad. This adversely affects the competitiveness of the local
industry. Many competing countries in the Asian region such as India,
Pakistan, China and Indonesia have their own fabric base which gives them
an advantage.
With respect to labour costs, Sri Lanka does not have the lowest wage rate
or the highest labour productivity. Table 6.5 indicates the hourly labour cost
(including fringe benefits) and employee productivity in the garment industry.2
It is clear from the information presented that relative to her labour costs, Sri
Lanka’s productivity compares unfavourably with that of Indonesia,
Philippines, China and Mexico.

1
A few large conglomerates such as MAS Holdings and Phoenix Ventures have set up
woven and knitted fabric manufacturing, finishing and button manufacturing firms with
foreign collaboration. However, these initiatives are insufficient to meet the total
requirements of the industry.
2
The information is arranged according to the different market segments served by the
selected countries. Hourly labour cost comparisons in the industry are derived from
Werner International and the statistics are based on exchange rates of 17 th May 1996.
Employee productivity statistics are drawn from Kuruppu (January 1995). Both sets of
data need updating. Countries in Ring 5 have been excluded as they supply the lowestpriced segment which Sri Lanka has now exited.
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Table 6.5. Hourly Labour Cost and Employee Productivity of Selected
Countries (US$)
Country
Ring 1
Japan
Belgium
Germany

Labour Cost/Hour ($)1

Sales per Employee ($)2

26.10
19.55
18.10

113, 157
119,469
107,913

Ring 2
Hong Kong
S. Korea
Taiwan

6.10
5.32
7.23

66,105
92,307
83,941

Ring 3
Indonesia
Philippines
China
India
Malaysia
Thailand
Mexico
Turkey

0.32
0.62
0.69
0.58
1.13
1.18
2.20
2.69

40,000
17,133
13,363
4,605
12,473
10,222
86,737
n.a.

Ring 4
Sri Lanka
Pakistan
China
Tunisia
Morocco
Czech Rep.
Poland

0.46
0.37
0.69
1.65
1.87
1.97
2.35

6,358
n.a.
13,363
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Notes:
n.a. - not available.
Sources: Werner International, 2000 (based on exchange rates of May 17, 1996);
Kuruppu, 1995.

Several factors contribute to the low level of labour productivity in the
industry. Labour turnover is placed at 4.9 per cent per month, which means
that in theory, the entire work force in a factory is being replaced within the
space of two years. The monthly absenteeism rate is placed at around 7.4 per
cent (TVEC, 1999). Under-trained workers, the prevalence of salary scales
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that are unrelated to employee performance, lack of professionalism in
management and low investment in technology could be adduced as
contributory factors. The man-machine ratio in the industry which is 1:1.8
compares unfavourably with many East Asian countries which have a ratio
of 1:1.2 (Kelegama and Epaarachchi, 2002, p.207). Production efficiency in
China averages between 65-75 per cent, when compared to the Sri Lankan
average of 35-45 per cent. The ratio of direct to indirect workers is high in Sri
Lankan factories being placed at 1:1.48. Direct wages constitute 28-39 per
cent of the total salary bill of the company. In production, one observes at
least five layers of managers over-seeing the factory operative, viz., a factory
manager, production manager, assistant production manager, production
executives and supervisors. In the production process, it is the sewing operator
who directly creates value. The added value contributed by the large number
of managers is open to question because the local industry is merely engaged
in a contract manufacturing operation. A top heavy managerial cadre (with
each manager drawing a salary, which is 20 times more than that of a sewing
operator), merely adds to the company’s overheads and the total salary bill.
These are matters that need to be re-examined if the industry is to remain
viable.
The energy costs prevailing in the country are high relative to her South
East Asian competitors and so are the capital costs. Investment in new
technology has been low and only six factories have invested in CAD/CAM
computer facilities in recent years (UNIDO, 2000, p. D-21). It has also been
observed that investments have largely taken place in the low-tech area thus
perpetuating the labour-intensive character of the industry. In addition, the
industry has to contend with the high cost of utilities, viz., water and electricity,
transport and communication, and insurance and freight. This has an adverse
impact on the cost competitiveness of the industry.
The next key success factor is on-time delivery. The high dependence of the
industry on imported fabric and accessories as well as the great geographic
distance between Sri Lanka and her main markets impact unfavourably on
lead time, which is currently placed at 90 days. Poor infrastructure and
Customs delays compound this problem. Countries closer to US and EU
achieve lead times of 30- 60 days. In addition, EU prefers to source her
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requirements from East Europe due to proximity and from Turkey and North
African states to whom she has accorded preferential status. The consolidation
of trading blocs and the preferential agreements concluded in recent years
are expected to survive the post-MFA era. Production delays in factories also
contribute to the non- achievement of timelines prescribed by buyers.
Manufacturers of basic garments generally sea freight their merchandise to
overseas buyers. Production delays, however, compel manufacturers to air
freight the cargo resulting in freight cost increasing by 3-4 times the original
cost. Such instances are not infrequent in the local industry.
The final capability is to ensure acceptable quality. Although the industry
has acquired a reputation for quality, defects pertaining to sewing, sizing,
etc., persist and these are recurring themes at daily production meetings.
The foregoing account shows that the survival prospects for the basic
garments sector are low as it lacks a basis of sustainable competitive
advantage. The industry cost structure compares unfavourably with her
competitors, and little has been done to arrest this trend. Industry lead time is
also high. It is conceded that the industry has earned a reputation as a fairly
reliable supplier of quality merchandise. However, this advantage is not likely
to remain for long. Competing nations too are working hard to reduce costs
and improve quality. If Sri Lankan factories do not strive to reduce costs,
improve productivity and enhance quality, this advantage is likely to be shortlived.

7. The Intimate Apparel Segment
This segment relates to the manufacture of ladies’ foundation garments and
it is an area that can yield high margins to producers. The study sample
included ten firms engaged in the manufacture of intimate apparel (Annex 2).
Seven out of the ten firms are joint ventures with foreign partners, while three
are fully-owned subsidiaries of foreign companies.
In order to operate successfully in this market segment, a producer must
have access to market information. It is a segment where styles change fast
and so the producer must have up-to-date information on changing customer
preferences. The local manufacturer gets a feedback on customer preferences
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from its foreign partner. However, its own exposure to overseas markets is
limited. Among industry players, there is a paucity of information relating to
competitors and industry best practices.
Accompanying an excellent data base is the need for manufacturers to
possess autonomous design development capabilities. Creative designing is
the foremost skill that has to be possessed by an intimate apparel
manufacturer. This is the weakest area for Sri Lankan manufacturers, as they
depend on designs provided by their foreign partners and the local firms are
reduced to cut-and-sew entities. Omega Line, which is a subsidiary of a fullyowned Italian company, receives its designs from the parent company.
Bodyline, which is a joint venture with USA and Germany, depends on
Triumph International for designs. Materials too are ordered by the buyer.
Five out of the ten companies surveyed did not have a say in product design
activities. At best, their activity started just after the design was completed
which meant that all fabrics and accessories had been selected even before
the company got to know the product.
A more progressive firm is Linea Intimo, and it works with the customer’s
design team in the local factory. Linea Intimo has taken steps to tie up with its
principal and key customers to install a product development facility overseas.
It is the only such development centre where the customer’s design team
works closely with the manufacturer’s development team in the overseas
market. In this set-up, the customer is responsible for designs and the entire
development responsibility including the selection of materials lies with the
manufacturer. Market intelligence and development of design skills are vital
front-end capabilities that a manufacturer must possess to operate
successfully in the intimate apparel segment. In the absence of design skills,
companies would be compelled to work on design packages provided by the
customer.
With respect to product development, a producer could add value by
suggesting the use of specially developed fabrics and high quality accessories.
Unichela Pvt. Ltd. develops styles for its buyers and markets a high percentage
of its products to overseas buyers. Before proceeding with the order, Unichela
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develops and submits two or three samples to the buyer for his approval and
also recommends the sources of raw materials. Perfect Fit International, which
is a fully-owned subsidiary of an Australian company, has ventured into a
lot of product development, both for the Australian and US markets. The local
subsidiary, obtains design directions from fashion magazines, sample
shopping and its parent company. The lack of a wide variety of quality fabrics
and accessories acts as an impediment to product development initiatives by
Sri Lankan manufacturers. It is important to have a rich raw material base
when it comes to product innovation, as there have to be many options
available in terms of yarn, fabrics, accessories and packaging in order to
provide novelty to customers.
With respect to fashion wear and intimate apparel, product quality is of
utmost importance. However, the desired quality culture has not taken root
in some factories. This has led to customer returns and customer claims. In
one factory, the total number of in-process defects averaged 8 per cent of the
total number of pieces produced each month for the period January-March
2002.
Another key success criterion in the fashion wear segment is speedy
delivery, which hinges on speedy product development, speedy sourcing of
materials and speedy production. Marks and Spencer, UK, expects a six week
turn-around time from order placement to delivery. A few sample companies
within MAS Group have been able to achieve this because the required
materials are locally available. In this case, for cotton briefs, Ocean Lanka
makes the fabric, Stretchline makes the elastic, Coats Lanka the thread and
Wilkins Spence Lanka makes the packaging. Due to these advantages, the
company is able to achieve a six week turn-around time. But for the high
value segment in general, lead times continue to be long. This makes it difficult
for local companies to compete with the top players in this segment.
The final criterion in order to operate competitively in this segment is
manufacturing flexibility. Sri Lankan factories are unable to accommodate
frequent design and style changes in the same way as the top players in this
segment.
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The foregoing account shows that Sri Lanka lacks the key ingredients for
competitiveness in the fashion wear segment, viz., the possession of design
and product development skills, quality excellence, timely delivery, and
manufacturing flexibility. When it comes to high value, high fashion apparel,
European countries such as France and Italy still dominate the global market.
Customers are willing to pay a premium price for products originating from
these countries primarily because these locations continue to add value by
coming up with innovative products.
In conclusion, it could be stated that both for basic garments and fashion
wear segments of the global market, the competitiveness of the local industry
remains at a low level.

8. The Challenge to Improve Capabilities of the Local Industry
After a quarter century of growth which has been hailed as phenomenal and
spectacular, the issue that now confronts the industry is one of survival and
not industry supremacy. The MFA quota system was a boon to the exportoriented garment industry as it provided the industry with ready access to
the US and EU markets. However, it has also led to a sense of complacency
among industry players. Local firms have been content to serve as passive
‘order takers’ for international buyers. Neither in the basic garments segment
nor in fashion wear does the industry have a distinct competitive advantage.
Whatever static comparative advantage it may have had, based on low cost
labour, is no more. The abolition of the quota system by the end of 2004 and
the global trend towards disintermediation has compelled the industry, which
has generally been on a reactive mode, to gear itself to the new challenges.
The foremost issue that a company must address is “where does it want to
be?” This is a question of setting challenging but achievable goals and working
assiduously towards their accomplishment. In the industry value chain which
consists of several primary activities, local firms focus only on the
manufacturing operation. Pre-production activities such as design and sample
development and post-production activities such as marketing and
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distribution have been left entirely to overseas buyers and intermediaries.
The industry has been quite content with this subservient relationship and
has not developed distinctive competencies to stand on its own. Local firms
must decide whether they should continue with their “tailor shop” operation
or take on extra activities in the value chain. The former course does not hold
much promise due to the emergence of more efficient suppliers. Furthermore,
the global trend towards disintermediation and the renunciation by retailers
of many activities previously performed by them, compels the local industry
to extend its scope beyond a pure and simple manufacturing operation.
Second, the setting of goals must be grounded on a solid data base. This is
an area where the industry is extremely weak. Local firms have depended
heavily on foreign intermediaries to supply them with market information.
There is very little sharing of information within the industry except among
companies in the same Group and that too, is said to be ad hoc. Building of
comprehensive data bases is an urgent necessity, and should be viewed as a
joint responsibility of industry players and the government. Government
should encourage overseas missions to play a more active role in gathering
market-related information. The implementation of a specialized Diploma
programme in Apparel Marketing with the assistance of the CIM, UK, in 2002
could be viewed as a step in the right direction. Successful candidates should
be able to understand the evolving trends in the global apparel industry
better and provide a useful input to the industry. This must be complemented
by a firm resolve on the part of the local apparel firms to do new and better
things.
Third, in order to succeed in a competitive market, a firm should have a
strategy. Strategy is all about creating value for the customer and doing it
better than one’s competitors. Competitive advantage could be built on low
cost so that the producer can supply the product to the consumer at a lower
price. Alternatively, the producer could offer a differentiated product and be
rewarded with a premium price. For manufacturers of basic garments, cost
leadership seems to be the appropriate strategy, while differentiation appears
appropriate for suppliers of fashion wear. The choice of strategy would
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depend on an in-depth understanding of industry dynamics and enterprise
competencies. In its absence, strategies would have to be worked out in the
abstract.
This is the situation faced by the industry as it has been content to work
over the past quarter century through distant intermediaries. While SLAEA’s
initiative in formulating a 5 Year strategy for the industry is commendable, it
has to be conceded that the quality of strategy making could always be
improved through access to more comprehensive data bases. A strategy of
market development needs to be supported by extensive market research, and
this might highlight opportunities in new markets such as India, which has
an affluent class of 50 million and specific demographic segments globally
such as the elderly. A strategy of new product development has to be backed
by product research and this too is a weak aspect of the industry.
In implementing strategies, companies have to create desirable work values.
A strong work ethic is expected to result in high productivity, but it is marred
at present, by frequent absenteeism and high labour turnover. Another
indispensable attribute to operate successfully in the global market is a
commitment to total quality. As mentioned, quality shortcomings abound in
both categories of factories, whether they are manufacturing basic garments
or fashion wear. The number of defective garments as a percentage of the total
garments manufactured each day remains high. Despite quality issues being
discussed on a regular basis, the industry has not been able to build a quality
culture. No strategy would be successful today if due attention is not paid to
quality. It has been aptly remarked that companies that are not pursuing total
quality management today are, in fact, pursuing ‘a self-liquidating strategy’.
Productivity and quality levels in factories need to be measured and closely
monitored and efforts must be made to improve both these aspects
continuously.
Another factor that is important to compete successfully in the market is a
strong commitment to human resources training and development. It has
been observed that training in the garment industry is largely confined to
floor level workers and supervisors. Training of senior and middle managers
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has been a relatively neglected aspect and training is viewed more as an
expense rather than as an investment. There is a need to recruit more
professionally qualified persons as well as to introduce a higher degree of
professionalism into the industry. It is also necessary to equip employees
with multiple skills and enhance their capabilities of performing more activities
in the value chain.
With respect to the basic garments segment, local factories have to pay
greater attention to cost control, productivity and quality issues, and human
resource retention strategies. Employee turnover is high and the factories
forgo the benefits that accrue from learning and experience curve effects.
Greater product specialization would enable factories to reap scalar
economies. All enterprises seem to be carrying ‘excess fat’ with a top heavy
management cadre, an issue that needs to be re-examined.
With respect to the fashion wear segment, local manufacturers have to
develop design and product development capabilities. Local designers must
be given an opportunity to work with international fashion designers in design
houses abroad or international designers must be hired to train local designers.
There is a need for local designers to participate in international fashion
shows and for managers to visit international fairs. Close integration with
retailers through intensive use of IT and the development of manufacturing
flexibility are two vital ingredients to operate in this market. Modern software
enables a person to enter his/her statistics and see how a garment fits on
him/her. With advances in information technology, it is possible for a
manufacturer to link directly with retailers and to deliver his merchandise to
several geographically dispersed warehouses.
The level of investment in the industry is disconcertingly low. There is an
urgent need to install new systems and introduce more sophisticated
machines. The introduction of a modular system in production has a beneficial
impact on productivity as well as cycle times in factories but very few have
adopted this system. The use of information and communication technologies
(ICT) remains at a low level and needs to be exploited more intensely. ICT will
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enable close and more effective integration between manufacturers, input
suppliers and buyers leading to effective supply chain management (SCM).
Likewise, enterprise resource planning (ERP) packages too have been
adopted only by a few firms. An informative recent study (Fernando et al.,
2002), documents several cases where technological investments have
conferred tangible benefits to enterprises. In one factory, investment in
automatic cutting and spreading machines had helped to increase its efficiency
by 30 per cent. This factory had also invested in overhead transportation
systems in production lines as well as in areas of finishing, packing and
warehousing. Through these investments in handling equipment, the
company gained an average of 5–10 per cent saving in garment sewing time
per unit as well as reduced handling time and reduced the number of rejects.
Without investments in new technology it would not be possible for firms to
achieve consistency of products, quality standards, quick turn-around times
and flexible manufacturing capabilities to handle diverse products with short
production runs.
Industrialists exhibit a short-term orientation to investment disregarding
the gains that would accrue to them with respect to productivity, quality,
revenue and profits. It has also been noted that technology is under-utilized.
The lack of operational procedures and training in new technologies has
contributed to the low utilization of investment in technology. Employees
lacked the know-how on the effective use of high-tech equipment.
Implementing such technologies involves changing the mind-sets of
production personnel as well as of managers and this appears to be the biggest
stumbling block.
The 5 Year Strategy document for the industry (2002), is committed to
differentiating the Sri Lankan garment industry through a “full service
offering”. The package envisages a total service comprising design and
superior product development, efficient manufacturing capability and
flexibility, logistical efficiency, and after-sales service. Retailers now look for
the fulfillment of this entire package. All this involves a great deal of
groundwork that needs to be done in order to make the full service offer a
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reality. Several publications (e.g., Annual Reports of the Central Bank and
the Sri Lankan Competitiveness Study of 1998 by JE Austin Associates), refer
to the proactive measures that the industry should adopt if it is to remain
competitive after 2005. However, except in a few companies, the adoption of
such measures have been extremely slow. The pace of improvements must be
quicker as the challenges of tomorrow are already upon us today.
This chapter recognizes the important supportive role to be played by the
government in the areas of market intelligence, in infrastructure improvement,
in streamlining the work of institutions such as the Customs and seeking
preferential status from foreign governments for Sri Lankan apparel exports
on the strength of the industry’s commitment to enlightened work practices.
A great deal of work, however, has to be undertaken at factory level in order to
build enterprise competitiveness.

9. Conclusion
This paper described the key developments that are taking place in the global
apparel industry with respect to changing consumer and retailer
requirements, competition and technology. The capabilities that
manufacturers should possess in order to match these requirements and the
daunting challenges that local suppliers have to face were highlighted. It is
clear that the Sri Lankan garment industry is not sufficiently prepared to
meet the challenges of a quota-free era and the competition that would be
posed by more agile players in the global apparel industry. Speed is of the
essence in view of the termination of the global quota system and the local
industry has to display a greater sense of urgency and action orientation.
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Annex I
Questionnaire - Basic Garments Segment
Marketing
Main markets (% sales)
New markets entered
Sales on quota (%)
Sales through buying offices

-

past 3 years
past 3 years
past 3 years
past 3 years

Learning about customer wants (sources)
- Market research
- Number of fairs visited by co: staff (past 3 years)
- Through buyer
- Through joint venture partner/parent co:
How do you make customers aware of your products?
How do you estimate your sales - next 3 years?
Production
In-house product development capability
Any new products developed - past 3 years
Sourcing of materials - how done
Lead time:
Pre-production cycle time
Production cycle time
Post-production cycle time
Inability to meet buyers’ deadlines and why
Any instances of air freighting
Any warranty claims
Quality assurance: how is it done
Production efficiency: how is it monitored
Technology
Investments in IT/computer-aided technology
Investments in specialized sewing machines
Investments in handling equipment
Investments in finishing equipment
Benefits from new investments
Ability of employees to handle new machines
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Human Resources Training and Development
Total number of employees

- Sewing operators
- Other employees
Expenditure on training as a % of total expenditure
How are training needs for different levels of employees identified?
Type of training for factory floor workers/supervisors/senior managers
Labour turnover % per month and reasons
Absenteeism % per day and reasons
Questionnaire - Intimate Apparel Segment
A. Market Information - on Customers and Competitors
- Co: has own subsidiary or sales office abroad
- Co: gets information via joint venture partner
- Overseas visits by Co: staff
- Secondary sources including internet
B. Design Capability
- Co: has in-house design team to develop designs
- Co: has its staff working in design houses abroad
- Buyer provides design/sketches and local Co: makes presentation
samples
C. Product development capability
- Local Co: depends on buyer’s designs, but has freedom to select fabric
& accessories
- Buyer provides design and also specifies fabric & accessories to be
used.
- Lead- time
D. Technological capability of local Company.
E. Material capability of local Co: & nature of its links with input suppliers.
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Annex 2
Sample of Firms Selected - Intimate Apparel Sector
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Perfect Fit International
Shadowline
Shadeline
Slimline
Omega Line
Bodyline
Unichela
Jewelknit
Linea Intimo
Courtaulds Clothing Lanka
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Part IV
External Trading Environment:
Regional and Bilateral Trading
Arrangements and their Impact

8
Indo-Sri Lanka Bilateral Free Trade
Agreement and the Garment Industry
Saman Kelegama and Janaka Wijayasiri

1. Introduction
The Indo-Sri Lanka Bilateral Free Trade Agreement (hereafter referred to as
ILBFTA) was signed on 28 December 1998 by the President of Sri Lanka and
the Prime Minister of India, and it came into operation in March 2000. The
Agreement was a landmark in the bilateral relations between the two countries
and was the first of its kind in South Asia and which has subsequently served
as a model for other FTAs in the pipeline in the region.
The idea of furthering bilateral trade between the two countries was pursued
much earlier but the decision to accelerate trade within the South Asian region
through the wider framework of SAARC Preferential Trading Arrangement
(SAPTA) pushed bilateralism to the background. However, the slow progress
under SAPTA has been an arduous and a time consuming process, and the
idea of moving to a South Asia Free Trade Agreement (SAFTA), initially
proposed in 2001 was put off due to the volatile relations between India and
Pakistan. Given the limited progress made under SAARC, the move towards
bilateral trading arrangements was seen as attractive. Moreover, the rationale
in entering into an FTA was not only to boost trade and investment
opportunities between the two countries but also to improve political ties.
The bilateral trade agreement was also expected to serve as an impetus to the
regional integration process in South Asia (RIS, 2001/02), which had come to
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an impasse following the intensification of Indo-Pakistan hostilities at that
time.
With the impending phase-out of quotas by 2005, traditional markets in
the US and Europe will be less secure, requiring the garment industry in Sri
Lanka to seek new markets. With the emergence of India as a global
powerhouse in rival to China and a booming consumer market, the ILBFTA
provided Sri Lankan exporters a ‘first mover’ advantage vis-à-vis its
competitors into India. While the FTA is a step in the right direction for the
garment industry, there are several impediments, which need to be removed,
if the Agreement is to facilitate an expansion of trade between the two
countries.
The purpose of this Chapter is to examine the ILBFTA and its implications
for the garment industry of Sri Lanka. The remainder of the chapter is organized
as follows. Section 2 will briefly outline the main components of the Agreement.
Section 3 will highlight progress made under ILBFTA, while section 4 will
specifically look at the implication of the Agreement for the garment industry
in Sri Lanka and problems faced in exporting garments to India. Section 5 has
some concluding remarks.

2. Main Features of the Agreement
Under the ILBFTA, India has agreed to remove tariffs on 1351 products
immediately upon coming into force of the Agreement. Both countries have
also agreed to maintain a negative list of items to safeguard sensitive domestic
industries. India submitted a negative list of 429 items and agreed to phaseout tariffs on the remaining items over a three-year period (50 per cent
reduction in the first year; 75 per cent in the second year; and 100 per cent in
the third year).1 In return, Sri Lanka submitted a negative list of 1180 items
and granted immediate duty free access to 319 items from India. In addition,
a 50 per cent margin of preference was offered on 889 items with the margin
deepened to 70, 90, and 100 per cent in the first, second and third year,
Except for the concessions on some garment items and tea, which would have a fixed
25 and 50 per cent margin of preference, respectively.
1
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respectively. The duty on the balance items (2724) is expected to be phasedout over an 8-year period (35, 75 and 100 per cent before the end of the third,
sixth and eighth year of operation).
With respect to garments/textiles, India has accorded preferential treatment
but under quota restrictions. India will permit import of 8 million pieces of
garments per annum from Sri Lanka at a fixed preferential duty of 50 per cent
of the value (however, Chapters 51 to 56, 58 to 60, and 63 were restricted to 25
per cent preferential duty – see Annex). Out of this, 6 million pieces need to be
produced using Indian fabrics. A ceiling of 1.5 million pieces has been
prescribed for individual categories. For textiles, a fixed 25 per cent preference
was offered.
The Agreement also sets out the rules of origin criteria for eligibility for
preferential access. Products having domestic value addition of 35 per cent
will qualify for preferential market access. Sri Lanka’s exports with a domestic
value addition of 25 per cent will also qualify if they have a minimum of 10
per cent content of inputs originating from India. Table 8.1 provides a broad
overview of the Indo-Lanka Free Trade Agreement.

3. Progress of Sri Lankan Exports under the ILBFTA
According to a study by Weerakoon (2001), there is very little trade that is free
of import duties in the short run. Of the 319 items on which Sri Lanka has
offered zero tariffs, only three items were of trade interest to India, accounting
for only 0.1 per cent of its total exports to Sri Lanka. While India has removed
all tariffs on 1351 items, only 68 of them were of export interest to Sri Lanka
and accounted for about 10 per cent of total exports to India. On the other
hand, items in Sri Lanka’s Negative List, comprised over 44 per cent of India’s
total exports to Sri Lanka and the Indian Negative List accounted for nearly
14 per cent of Sri Lanka’s total exports to India.
In the medium term, the FTA is expected to provide freer access for Sri
Lankan exporters to the Indian market. 68 per cent of Sri Lanka’s total exports
to India will enter the market at a preferential duty reduction of 50 per cent in
the first year. At the end of three years, India will allow all these items to enter
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Total no. of traded items 5112
Source: ILBFTA.

100% (phased-out
in 8 yrs)

2724

889

50% (Phased-out to
100% in 3yrs)

50% (fixed) - tea
quota
25% (fixed) - textile
items

319

Sri Lanka’s
Commitment
1180

100% (Zero Duty)

Nil (Negative List)
50% (fixed)
Garment Quota

Level of Duty

Number of tariff lines (by 6-digit HS Codes)
India’s
Commitment Comment
Comment
Annex D (i)
429
Annex D(ii)
These items, that is under HS
(233)
Chapter 61 & 62 will remain
in India’s Negative List.
Subject to a maximum annual
quota of 8 mn pieces of which
a minimum of 6 mn pieces
should contain Indian fabrics.
No category of garment could
exceed 1.5 mn pieces per annum
Annex E
1351
Annex F (i) – Raw materials
and machinery for industries
50% reduction of tariffs for
2799
Annex F (ii) – margin to be
2799 items, upon entry into
deepened to 70%, 90% and
force of the Agreement followed
100% in the first, second,
by phased-out of tariffs in 2
third year of the entry of
stages within 3 yrs (India’s
the Agreement, respectively
residual list)
Subject to an annual maximum
5
quota of up to 15 mn kgs.
All textile items in Chapters
528
51, 52, 58, 59, 60, 63 and
majority of textile items in
Ch. 53-56
Reduction by not less than
35%, 70% and 100% before
the end of third, sixth and
eighth year, respectively
(residual list of Sri Lanka)
5112

Table 8.1. Classification of Tradable Products into Different Tariff Lines under the ILBFTA
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at zero duty. In the medium term, Sri Lanka will permit free access to only 13
per cent of total Indian exports. In the longer term, however Sri Lanka will
significantly deepen tariffs and the bulk of remaining traded goods
representing 43 per cent of India’s total exports will be liberalized at the end
of eight years. At the end of eight years, nearly 55 per cent of all Indian exports
to Sri Lanka will be traded at zero import tariffs.
Sri Lankan exports to India reached the highest ever value of Rs. 16, 153
million (US $ 167.7 million) in 2002 – far exceeding the Rs. 6, 266 million (US
$ 69.4 million) worth of exports in 2001 – an impressive growth of 158 per
cent (142 per cent in US $ value). Table 8.2 shows the Indo-Sri Lanka trade
from 1998 to 2002. Since the Agreement came into operation in March 2000,
the period two years before and after the Agreement has been selected for the
analysis. Clearly, in nominal rupee value terms Sri Lankan exports have
increased while imports from India have increased by 49 per cent. Moreover,
the import-export ratio has improved from 16:1 in 1998 to 5:1 in 2002. It is
reported that Sri Lankan exports to India accounted for 3.6 per cent of overall
Sri Lankan exports in 2002 in comparison to 1998, when Sri Lankan exports
to India accounted for 1.0 per cent of overall exports. Consequently, there has
been a re-positioning of India as the 5th largest export destination for Sri
Lanka in 2002 compared to a rank in the twenties in the mid-1990s.
What is the proportion of the preferential exports in 2002? A disaggregated
analysis shows that preferential exports amounted to Rs. 10, 930 million, i.e.,
68 per cent of total exports to India. In 2001, the preferential exports amounted
to 23 per cent. Moreover, preferential exports have grown at 620 per cent in
2002 compared to 54 per cent in 2001.
A disaggregated analysis of data shows that 63 per cent of the total value
of preferential exports in 2002 were copper-related products (refined copper
and copper alloys, unwrought; copper wire, copper bars, rods, and profiles;
and copper waste and scrap). They grew at 2854 per cent. Clearly, the major
contributors to the 620 per cent growth of preferential exports in 2002 were
copper-related products. The other preferential products (excluding copper)
in fact grew at 192 per cent.
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Table 8.2. Sri Lanka – India Trade
Year
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

Imports
Rs. Mn
35,837.7
36,012.9
45,477.1
53,750.0
79,847.1

Exports
Rs. Mn
2,279.4
3,320.3
4,217.3
6,265.7
16,152.9

TradeBalance
(33,558.3)
(32,692.6)
(41,259.8)
(47,484.3)
(63,694.2)

Import/Export
Ratio
16:1
11:1
11:1
8.6:1
5:1

Source: Sri Lanka Customs.

It can be seen from Customs data that new products such as multi-wall
paper sacks, marble slabs, ceramic ware, jewellery, ice cream machines,
furniture, etc., have shown an export expansion during 2002, whereas, export
items such as soft drinks, polyester spun yarn, gloves, saneepa slippers,
sandals, fibre products, measuring devices, safes, lighting fixtures,
prefabricated buildings (roof), etc. which entered into the Indian market in
2000 and 2001 consequent to the implementation of ILBFTA could not sustain
the export momentum in the year 2002.
Table 8.3. First Ten Export Items under Preferential Tariffs
(percentage): 2002
Copper-related products
Waste Paper
Dual Inline Memory Modules
Black Pepper
Pine Resin
Lead Ingots
Napthaline
Iron Scrap
Furniture
Tyres

63.5
5.3
4.0
3.4
2.5
2.2
2.5
1.7
1.3
1.3

Note: In 2001, preferential copper-related products amounted to 10 per cent.
Source: Department of Commerce, Sri Lanka.
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There are a number of observations that one can make on the export
progress to India: (1) a large portion of preferential exports are intermediate
products required for the Indian industry and there are less items of final
products for direct consumption, and (2) the fact that certain export items
could not be sustained in the Indian market indicates that Sri Lankan
exporters are still lacking the skills on business engagement in the Indian
market. There seems to be a bias towards engaging in marketing in Western
countries.
There are several operational and structural problems with regard to the
ILBFTA. Among the impediments to the fuller operation of the ILBFTA, nontariff barriers in India have become one of the key constraints to export
expansion. Various hidden subsidies to Indian domestic industries,
cumbersome and non-transparent inspection procedures, inadequate
awareness about the contents of the ILBFTA and its procedures, nonacceptance of the Certificate of Origin issued by Sri Lankan Authorities,
irregularities in the custom procedures and a number of changes in trade
policy introduced after the signing of the ILBFTA, which reduced the
advantageous position that Sri Lankan exporters expected under the ILBFTA
have been identified as barriers to trade under the Agreement with India.
Garments exports, which come under quota in the Agreement, have
remained low and the quota under-utilized. In fact, garment exports to India
do not feature prominently in the overall increase of Sri Lankan exports to the
Indian market.

4. Impact on Garment Industry
When the ILBFTA was negotiated, Sri Lanka wanted to obtain substantial
duty preference on garment exports to India. However, since India is also a
major producer and exporter of garments there were concerns on the Indian
side of allowing unlimited garment exports from Sri Lanka to India under
preferential duty. After some consultations, the Indian side offered Sri Lankan
garment exports to enter the Indian market at 50 per cent duty concession;
however, as stated earlier, subject to two conditions, viz., (1) duty preference
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will apply to a quota of 8 million pieces, and (2) out of the quota, 6 million
pieces will have to use Indian fabrics and the remaining 2 million can use
fabrics originating from any foreign country.
Sri Lanka was not satisfied of a quota in operation, but the deal was quite
attractive as the following calculations illustrate. Assume that a piece of
garment on average could fetch a price of US $ 5 in the Indian market and the
Sri Lankan exporters were able to utilize the full quota of 8 million pieces in a
year, then garment exports to India under the ILBFTA would have brought in
US $ 40 million – which was almost equivalent to Sri Lankan exports to India
in 1997.
Although the ILBFTA was signed on 28 December 1998, the Agreement
came into operation on 01 March 2000. The performance of the garment exports
in the first year was far from satisfactory. For the year 2000, the garment quota
was pro-rated to 6.67 million pieces because the quota was operational only
for 10 months of the year starting 1 March 2000. In 2000, not a single item
was exported — only a sample shipment of about 500 pieces was sent to
India. This is despite the quota system operating on the basis of “first-comefirst-serve” principle.
It is worth examining the reasons for this outcome. India has never featured
as a major garment buyer of Sri Lanka. Exploring a new market and developing
business contacts takes time. Thus, it was not possible to show immediate
results particularly when 2000 was a boom year for garment exports. As well
known, during boom times exporters do not search for new markets, they
rather enjoy gains and consolidate in the existing markets. Leaving this
factor aside, there were a number of other impediments.
The 50 per cent preferential duty obviously made Sri Lanka garments
competitive vis-à-vis garments exported to India from the rest of the world.
However, it was far from adequate to make Sri Lankan garments competitive
vis-à-vis Indian garments. The tariff structure prevailing in India has protected
the domestic garment industry and the 50 per cent concession on the basic
duty extended under the FTA has not helped Sri Lankan garments to penetrate
the Indian market. This situation was further aggravated by specific duties
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imposed on imports across-the board by the Indian government and rules of
origin that were operational under the ILBFTA.
First, there was an imposition of specific duties by India. There was an ad
valorum duty (17.5 per cent) or a specific duty on a per unit basis, whichever
was higher. The specific duty per piece varies according to the type of
garments2 and because of high specific duties, they work out to be more than
the FOB value of the garment. Second, a 10 per cent surcharge was applicable
to all imports to India after March 2000. These two factors basically eroded
the preferential margins. The Sri Lanka Apparel Exporters’ Association
estimates that the 2 million garments under quota that is not subject to
production Rules of Origin, would be 8-15 per cent costlier than the same
garment produced in India under the given circumstances (SLAEA, 2001).
Third, the Rules of Origin acted as a major impediment for Sri Lankan
garments being competitive in the Indian market. The Sri Lanka Apparel
Exporters’ Association has estimated that when Indian fabrics are used to
satisfy Rules of Origin (for 6 million pieces of garments) then the Sri Lankan
garment becomes 40 per cent more expensive than the same garment produced
in India. Importing Indian fabric to Sri Lanka means additional freight and
handling charges, which increase the base cost of garments as compared to
an Indian garment manufacturer (SLAEA, 2001).
Fourth, the total value of the 6 million garment pieces manufactured out of
fabric of Indian origin are being subjected to duties instead of value addition
that has taken place in Sri Lanka. The international accepted practice is to
levy duties only on the value added portion of the FOB price and not on the
value of the fabric, which is included in the FOB price.
In 2001, garments worth less than one million dollars were exported to
India. In 2002, less than 5 per cent of the quota was utilized for garment
exports to India. In order to make the operation of the FTA meaningful and

2
Specific duties on a number of garment items were introduced in the Indian budget
of April 2000 after the signing of the FTA.
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increase garment exports from India to Sri Lanka, the Sri Lankan Apparel
Exporters’ Association has put a number of proposals forward. These include:
• Simplification and reduction of duty structure to boost garment and
textile trade
• Removal of specific duties
• 6mn pieces of garments that could be manufactured out of fabric of
Indian origin to be imported duty free
• Quantitative restriction in the FTA to be removed
Concurrently on 31 March 2003, the Indian government relaxed market
access restrictions on garments consequent to the Joint Ministerial Meeting in
New Delhi in June 2002. In addition, the following steps were taken: (1) in
addition to Mumbai and Chennai, Kolkata and Navashiva were declared
entry ports for ready-made garments, (2) quota for garments produced from
non-Indian fabrics was increased by 2 million pieces to make the total to 4
million pieces, and (3) specific duty on 51 tariff lines was removed by
deepening the tariff concessions to 75 per cent from the previous 50 per cent.
However, despite these attempts, utilization of the garment quota remained
below 5 per cent level in 2003.
The reasons are as follows: (1) for goods going to Tamil Nadu, in addition
to import duties, there was a Special Administrative Duty of 4 per cent and 20
per cent local sales tax; (2) if the consignment consisted 10 to 15 varieties of
fabric, then each particular composition had to be laboratory tested with a
charge of Rs. 2500 per composition, which makes such consignments
uncompetitive in the Indian market, and (3) administrative delays still persists
on ports due to lack of clarity on ILBFTA procedures for garments. However,
it must be stated that from the Sri Lankan side not much effort has been put in
to fully explore the Indian garment market. All these factors have to be
seriously addressed if Sri Lankan garments are to make any impact on the
Indian market.
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5. Concluding Remarks
Very soon the well established Indian garment industry, which has been
concentrating on export markets, would turn their attention to supplying
some portion of their production to their domestic market. In this context, the
window of opportunity for Sri Lanka to break into the Indian market was
estimated to be close to two years. But garment exports to India declined from
Rs. 11.1 mn in 2001 to Rs. 1.8 mn in 2002 indicating the limited impact of the
ILBFTA on Sri Lankan garment exports. With the impending removal of quota
by 2005 under the final integration of the ATC and the potential threat to
export markets, many Indian garment manufacturers have diverted their
resources to developing marketing strategies to service the huge Indian
domestic market. The recent establishment of modern shopping malls and
intense brand promotion of Indian garments within India have further receded
the prospects for Sri Lankan manufactured garments to penetrate the Indian
market.
A report prepared by Indian consultants for the Sri Lankan Apparel
Exporters’ Association showed that the quota restraints and use of Indian
fabric requirement for garment exports to India to qualify for ILBFTA duty
concessions needed to be removed completely if the Agreement was to show
positive results for the garment industry. The failure to address this inherent
flaw in the Agreement may prove to be very costly to Sri Lanka in the
challenging times ahead.
In this context, more than depending on the ILBFTA to penetrate the Indian
market, Sri Lanka should aim at developing a South Asian strategy, particularly
with India to face the global challenges. One strategy is to re-position the Sri
Lankan garment industry from a South Asian context and thereby increase
competitiveness by increasing vertical integration, capturing economies of
scale, focusing on horizontal specialization, incorporation of innovative
designs, and taking a stake in the global marketing networks.
A recent report by the RIS (2004) argues that the region as a whole could
meet the challenge collectively, if horizontal integration is pursued, i.e.,
cooperation in the same or similar lines of production and exports. Such a
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South Asian strategy will amount to a particular South Asian country which
has gained export specialization in certain textile or clothing product lines,
acting as a host to relocate plants of other South Asian countries. In this
manner, the textile and clothing sector can become a regionally integrated
sector as countries vacate certain lines of production and gain in other lines
of production according to their relative competitive advantage in the global
market. Such restructuring would promote intra-South Asian investment
flows that would be trade-creating vis-à-vis the global and regional markets.
Vertical integration from one stage of processing to another according to
comparative advantage in the value addition changes can be considered in
the subsequent phase. South Asia would thus not lose in the value added
chain.
Ramaswamy and Gereffi (1998) showed that the buyer determined valued
added chain is prominent in garment manufacturing. One way of getting
into the chain is by taking a stake in the global marketing network. For
example, in the tea sector, the Indian company Tata bought over the global
marketing network of Tetley. A similar strategy can be adopted in the garment
sector. But a regional strategy in this regard will be more effective than an
individual South Asian country effort. RIS (2004, p. 36) argues: “Much of the
value addition in garments for instance takes place at the stage of branding
and marketing. The South Asian countries should consider setting up South
Asian level mega-companies to foster an integrated South Asian textile
sector…In order to secure their market overseas and to realize a greater
proportion of value added, the South Asian exporters should consider taking
over a few marketing and distribution chains in their lines of production in
developed countries. Given the scale of resources involved in such take-overs,
it may be beyond the capacity of individual exporting companies or
individual member countries. However, this could be done by forming a
regional consortia of the South Asian exporters.”
There appears to be some thinking on such a strategy after the SAARC
countries decided in forming a consortium on textile and apparel in order to
face the emerging competition after 2004. The main objective of the proposed
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consortium is to exploit the inherent advantage of each SAARC country and
to collectively boost textiles and garment exports of the region. The consortium
plans to develop strategies for consolidation of factories and for acquisitions
and takeovers for economies of scale, relocation of garment factories for cheaper
locations, influencing policy making through cooperation, and so on. The
proponents of the consortium believes that if the textile and garment exporters
of SAARC countries do not evolve a joint strategy, the Chinese exporters will
grab their market share (Financial Times, Daily Mirror, 23 January 2004).
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Annex
Concessions on items in Chapters 51 to 56, 58 to 60 and 63 shall be restricted to
25%.
Chapter 51
- Wool, fine or coarse animal hair; horsehair yarn and woven
fabric.
Chapter 52
- Cotton.
Chapter 53
- Other vegetable textile fibres; paper yarn and woven fabric of
paper yarn.
Chapter 54
- Man-made filaments.
Chapter 55
- Man-made stable fibres.
Chapter 56
- Wadding felt and non-woven; special yarns; twine, cordage,
ropes and cables and articles thereof.
Chapter 58
- Special woven fabrics; tufted textile fabrics; lace; tapestries;
trimmings; embroidery.
Chapter 59
- Impregnated, coated, covered or laminated textile fabrics;
textile articles of a kind suitable for industrial use.
Chapter 60
- Knitted or crocheted articles.
Chapter 63
- Other made up textile articles; sets; worn clothing and worn
textile articles; rags.
Source: ILBFTA.
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9
A Possible US-Sri Lanka Free Trade
Agreement to Support the Garment
Industry?
Saman Kelegama

1. Introduction
Sri Lanka has a free trade agreement (FTA) with India, which is now four
years in operation. An FTA with Pakistan has been discussed during the last
three years and there is a possibility of Sri Lanka signing such an agreement
shortly. The FTAs with the two South Asian neighbours were signed or
considered due to the slow progress in trade in the regional grouping of
SAARC, in particular, SAPTA (South Asia Preferential Trading Arrangement).
Furthermore, India being one of the largest sources of imports to Sri Lanka
(accounting for approximately 11 per cent of overall imports to Sri Lanka –
see Figure 9.1), Pakistan being a major market for Sri Lankan tea exports
(accounting on average for 1.5 per cent of Sri Lankan tea exports), and India
and Pakistan together being a large potential export market for Sri Lanka, are
factors that were considered as important for embarking on FTAs.
Since the beginning of 2002, a possible US-Sri Lanka FTA has been
discussed. What is the rationale for an FTA with the USA? Just as India is the
largest source of imports to Sri Lanka, USA is Sri Lanka’s largest export market
absorbing US $ 1.9 billion worth of exports that accounted for 41 per cent of
Sri Lanka’s total exports in 2001 (see Figure 9.2). Sri Lanka’s key exports to
USA in 2001 were garments (78 per cent of exports to USA amounting to US $
1.5 billion), leather articles/bags (nearly 5 per cent of exports amounting to
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US $ 105 million), and rubber (3 per cent of exports amounting to US $ 69
million). For garments, USA is the key market accounting for 64 per cent of Sri
Lankan garment exports in 2001. Sri Lanka is the 16th largest garment supplier
to USA accounting for 2.7 per cent of US garment imports from the world
(Figure 9.3).

2. Why an FTA with USA ?
Given the fact that the garment sector is the largest net foreign exchange
earner to the nation and recruits close to 330,000 people directly, its future in
the post-2004 period (with the abolition of the MFA) is of particular concern
to both the government and the industry. When the quotas are abolished in
2005, can the quota-dependent garment factories survive in the market ? In
Chapter 3 it was shown that the post-2004 restructuring of the garment
industry would lead to a number of job losses. In addition, the phase-out of
MFA will result in approximately 50,000 Sri Lankan workers in garment
industries in the Middle East, Mauritius, Madagascar, and other countries
coming back to Sri Lanka. How is Sri Lanka going to cope with this situation
when there are indications already of a closure of some garment factories ?
The Sri Lankan position in the existing markets is important in the context
of restructuring the garment industry. Sri Lanka has already established a
reputation of being a reliable garment manufacturer during the past two
decades. It is important to build on this record by having easier access to the
dominant markets. For the US market, 47 per cent of Sri Lankan garments are
quota-based and subject to a tariff rate of 15-20 per cent for cotton garments (it
can go up to 30 per cent for synthetic garments). In contrast, in the EU market
— which accounts for 30 per cent of Sri Lankan garment exports and absorbs
1.7 per cent of its garment imports from Sri Lanka — not only does Sri Lanka
enjoy a quota free regime since early 2001 but also benefits from the Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP) scheme. Under the GSP scheme, if the cumulative
rules of origin obligations are fulfilled, a 20 per cent discount is granted on
the average 12 per cent duty for garments to the EU market. Moreover, if the
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EU labour standards are met, another 20 per cent discount is offered on duty.
Basically, such facilities reduce the effective duty to about 7 per cent for garment
exports to the EU market. Sri Lanka achieved the full 40 per cent duty
concession to the EU market in February 2004.
Such facilities are not available in the US market.11 It is in this context that
an FTA with USA is thought to be beneficial to shape the future of the industry.
It is believed that an FTA with USA will give some support to the garment
industry to maintain a significant level of employment and also to absorb
the trained garment workers returning to the country. In other words, it is
believed that an FTA will facilitate the garment industry to absorb the post2004 shock with some ease. How valid is this thinking ?

3. The US Bilateral Free Trade Agenda
Sri Lanka signed a Trade and Investment Framework Agreement – a TIFA –
with the United States in July 2002. The TIFA provides a forum for two countries
that are party to the agreement to examine ways to expand bilateral trade and
investment relations. The signing of a TIFA is recognized as a precursor
towards the creation of a Free Trade Agreement (FTA).
Many other countries have also signed TIFAs with the US including
Taiwan (1998), Ghana (1999), Egypt (1999), Jordan (1999), South Africa (1999),
Turkey (2000), Nigeria (2000), Bahrain (2002), Brunei (2002), Thailand (2002),
and Tunisia (2002). The proliferation of bilateral trading agreements has been
motivated more by political imperatives of the US administration rather than
for their economic rationale (Kelegama and Mukherji, 2003). The TIFA signed
between the US and Jordan (now there is an FTA), for example, had a strong
political significance in terms of building strategic alliances necessary for the
consolidation of peace and security in the region. In most cases, these
agreements have in practice conferred little direct trading benefits to partner
countries, despite advantages envisaged. It is only when a TIFA has been
1
GSP scheme for textile and clothing is not available for the USA. The only facility
available in the US market for garment exporters is that if a country fulfils labour standards,
the rate of growth in quotas is increased from 10 per cent to 14 per cent.
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converted to an FTA that one can expect some benefits. A TIFA can therefore
be considered as a prelude to an FTA.
It is believed that the conversion of the TIFA into a bilateral FTA could
have potential benefits for Sri Lanka’s garment industry in terms of allowing
firms to maintain a foothold in the US market in the post-2004 period.
An FTA cannot be realistic if it is going to bring gains only to Sri Lanka.
Currently, the USA is the 7th largest import source for Sri Lanka accounting
for 4.9 per cent of overall imports to the country (Figure 9.1). Key import items
from the US are: drum wheat, other wheat and mesline, and tobacco. In 2001,
Sri Lanka had a huge trade surplus with USA, with US exports to Sri Lanka
amounting to only US $ 265 million compared to Sri Lanka’s exports to USA
amounting, as stated earlier, to US $ 1926 million. Clearly, the trade imbalance
is 7:1.2 Obviously, the USA will be looking to reduce this imbalance by
increasing US exports to Sri Lanka via the FTA.
Sri Lanka’s key imports from the world are textiles and yarn (27 per cent
of total imports), machinery and equipment (14 per cent of total imports), and
mineral products, including petroleum and crude oil (11 per cent of total
imports). Can USA increase these import items to Sri Lanka ? Items such as
machinery and equipment and mineral products from USA may be quite
expensive compared to those available from India and other neighbouring
countries such as Singapore. Even under a duty free facility, given the higher
US cost and distance between USA and Sri Lanka, whether US items will be
competitive in the Sri Lankan market is questionable.
In regard to textile and yarn, currently, Sri Lanka imports approximately
US $ 1 billion per annum worth of textiles and yarn for the garment industry.
These textiles and yarn are mainly imported from East Asian countries like
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and South Korea (Figure 9.4). The US ranks 5th and
accounts only for US $ 79 million worth of textile and yarn imports. Can this
amount be increased under an FTA? Under an FTA which allows quota-free
and duty-free access for garment exports to the US market, the normal quid2
The imbalance may have been less if, for example, the Sri Lankan Airlines had opted
for US Boeing instead of European Airbus for their aircraft.
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pro-quo would be to purchase US fabrics free of duty for the production of
those garments for the US market. In other words, an FTA will be governed by
some type of Rules of Origin. So, if the 64 per cent of garment exports to the US
market is made duty free on the condition that they use US origin textiles and
yarn for manufacturing, then there may be a possibility of US $ 640 million
worth of textiles and yarn being exported by USA to Sri Lanka per annum.3
If US textile and yarn exports increase to the maximum US $ 640 million,
total US exports to Sri Lanka will be somewhere close to US $ 827 million and
will account for 15.3 per cent of Sri Lankan imports. Consequently, USA will
become the largest source of imports to Sri Lanka overtaking India. However,
given the higher cost of US fabrics compared to those of East Asia, when
fulfilling reverse preferences, the competitiveness of Sri Lanka’s garments in
the US market may get adversely affected. A preliminary study by the IPS
(2004) showed that except for a few garments at the 06 digits HS level, all
others would not be competitive in the US market after fulfilling the reverse
preference requirements.4

4. US-Free Trade Agreements: The International Experience
It will be useful to see how preferential status accorded by the USA to various
regions has assisted the garment industry in those regions. This information
would assist Sri Lanka to make the most effective choice when negotiating an
FTA with the USA.
The most well-known preferential arrangements granted by the USA to
developing countries are the ANDEAN Trade Preferential Act (ATPA) granted
to Central American countries, the Caribbean Basin Trade Partnership Act
3
Some of the garments exported to the US market are on NFE (No Foreign Exchange)
basis where sourcing is from an East Asian country. Moreover, for FOB orders there can be
instances where the duty free price of garments made out of US textiles in the US market
may be higher than the non-duty price of garments manufactured using East Asian
textiles. How the US garment buyers will react to such a situation will be interesting to
observe. The point made here is that in any case it would not be wise to assume that there
is a US $ 640 million worth textile market for USA in Sri Lanka.

The study made an assumption that there would not be a difference in quality of Sri
Lankan garments compared to its competitors in the US market.
4
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(CBTPA), and the African Growth and Opportunities Act (AGOA) granted to
Sub-Saharan African countries.
The political objective of the ATPA was to promote the garment industry
in ANDEAN countries to provide alternative employment to those engaged
in cultivation of narcotic plants and thereby establish a counter-narcotic control
mechanism in the region. Under the ATPA in order to qualify for preferential
duty rates in the US market for garments (and textile products) such goods
have to be produced by any one of the specified process (in Section 3103).
However, 2002 export data indicate that, among many processes available,
only the following processes: articles assembled from any fabric cut in US
(807), garments produced from cut fabric from US yarn (807A+), and garments
cut and assembled from US fabric, yarn and thread (809), were utilized.
These processes are useful only for a country that is in the early stages of
developing a garment industry. Of the total exports from the region for 2002,
only 17.6 per cent have been from 807 facility while 3.6 per cent have been
exports through the Trade and Development Act 2002. Close proximity of the
region to the US could be attributed to the utilization of the 807 facilities in the
ATPA. Despite the preferential tariffs, export performance from the ANDEAN
region have declined over the years which indicates that they have not had a
significant impact in promoting garment exports to USA.
The political objective of the CBTPA was to ensure economic security of
the countries in the Caribbean Basin and to promote the growth of free
enterprise in the region and thereby increase the national security interests of
the USA. Moreover, given the propensity to use US components in the
manufacturing process due to proximity, the expectation was creation of
new jobs in the USA as result of expanding export opportunities.
Here again in order to qualify for preferential tariffs, garments (and textile
products) have to be manufactured by any one of the specified processes. The
majority of the specified operations are linked to fabric, yarn and thread of US
origin. In 2002, 85.3 per cent of total exports have been under preferential
tariffs. Despite the low cost manufacturing base in the Asian region, CBI
countries have managed to maintain their market share of garment exports to
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US largely due to preferential tariffs – which make CBI garment products
competitive in the US market. Despite this advantage however, CBI has
dropped its market share from 22.8 per cent in 2000 to 21.5 per cent in 2002. It
is very likely that without the preferential advantage, CBI may have lost a
much larger percentage of market shares to the Asian countries.
The political objective of AGOA was to promote stable and sustainable
economic growth and development in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). Here again,
in order to qualify for preferential tariffs, garments (and textile products)
have to be manufactured by a specified process. 48 beneficiary countries of
the SSA region are entitled to export garments manufactured by any one or
more of the specified manufacturing processes. The process under HS Code
9819.11.12 Apparel from Foreign Fabric Made in a Lesser Developed Country is
available for a limited period of four years only to countries whose GNP was
US $ 1500 and under as at 1998. As a result, a number of countries like
Botswana, Gabon, Mauritius, Namibia, Seychelles, and South Africa are not
entitled to use the non-US foreign fabric facility.
Garment exports to USA for the year 2002 indicate that the exports under
the TDA have accounted for 73.5 per cent of total exports value from the
region. However, the utilization of US fabric and US processes among the
SSA countries has been very low. Approximately 60 per cent of exports have
used foreign fabrics made in a lesser developed country, with 12 per cent
using regional fabric made of US or African yarn. In as much as the close
proximity has encouraged liberal use of US fabric and US cut fabric among
CBI countries, the long distance from USA to SSA countries may be the reason
for the very low usage of this facility.
Of the top exporting countries of the SSA, Lesotho, Kenya, Madagascar
and Swaziland have utilized the AGOA facilities to the maximum to boost
their garment exports to US. The processing facility that these countries have
used extensively or exclusively has been HS Code 9819.11.12 which permits
the use of foreign fabrics made in a lesser developed country. South Africa
and Mauritius who are not entitled to use this facility have used the HS Code
9819.11.09 facility, which permits the use of fabrics from the USA or African
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yarn to boost their exports. Unlike the case of CBI countries, where the 807
facility had been used extensively, in SSA this facility has been used by only
four countries and that too the utilization has been to a limited extent.5
A look at NAFTA shows that the share of Mexican garment exports to
USA before NAFTA came into operation in 1994 was about 5.0 per cent of all
garment imports to USA; in 2001 (seven years after NAFTA), the Mexican
share has increased to 13.8 per cent. NAFTA rules of origin are more flexible
than that of TDA and Mexico has an important comparative advantage in
terms of its proximity to the US market making competitive, the use of raw
materials sourced to US producers vis-à-vis imports from South East Asia.
Due to geographical location, trade creation under NAFTA cannot be taken
as an example of how bilateral trade agreements with the US would benefit
other exporters.
It is thus clear that just because a country (or a region) enjoys an FTA with
USA, its market access to US will not increase unless its garments are
competitive enough vis-à-vis low cost garment producing countries (such as
China and Vietnam). The advantage of an FTA can get reduced by strict rules
of origin stipulated in the FTA, geographical distance, etc., thereby not giving
the required price advantage to gain additional market access.
Given this scenario, what are the options for Sri Lanka? US fabric usage
will not only increase the cost of production but also increase the turn-around
time given Sri Lanka’s geographical location which is located further from its
destination market than the Caribbean and SSA countries. Thus, this
mandatory requirement may not be very favourable to Sri Lankan garment
producers. Availability of comparatively cheaper fabric from South and East
Asia and the close proximity will make this requirement even more impractical.
Since Sri Lanka’s apparel sector is in a more developed stage than the members
of ATPA, the 807 facility may not be widely utilized. The cost and delays
associated with freight would make both these facilities even less practical.
The most beneficial option for Sri Lanka will be an agreement similar to
AGOA with a facility to use foreign fabrics for four years before USA’s specific
5
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safeguard mechanism to address market disruptions from Chinese garments
expire on 31 December 2008. The facility to use regional fabrics would
encourage use of fabric from the SAARC region. Thus, it is essential that the
US tariff concessions are linked to the most workable and beneficial
manufacturing arrangement for Sri Lanka garment producers if such an
agreement is to derive tangible economic benefits for the economy.
Existing US FTAs not only cover all goods (perhaps subject to a negative
list) but also services, investment, intellectual property rights, government
procurement, e-commerce, environment and labour standards.
It is anticipated that Sri Lanka’s FTA will be modelled on the Singapore
and Chile agreements — these being recently concluded and the most
comprehensive. Both will need to be reviewed in formulating an FTA for Sri
Lanka as the Singapore FTA includes a specific chapter on garments absent
in the Chile document, while specific provisions on agriculture not contained
in the Singapore FTA are elaborated in the Chile document. Singapore stands
to benefit from tariff concessions applied to a wide range of goods and services
and the greater access to US markets accorded to local companies, however in
Sri Lanka’s case the immediate benefits will be limited to the garments sector
only. As such, agreements will be based on a quid pro quo basis – it is anticipated
that both the goods and services sectors will be liberalized including finance,
education, telecommunications, construction and labour markets. Although
beneficial in the long term, full scale liberalization of this magnitude – as
specified in the Singapore FTA - will inevitably result in a short term
adjustment process and losses for the Sri Lankan economy.
The scale of liberalization envisaged would require new institutions
within newly liberalized sectors with the institutional capacity to regulate.
Currently, the level of institutional endowment and capacities necessary to
regulate and accommodate this degree of liberalization has yet to be developed.
Without additional investment of resources targeted at institutional
strengthening and the necessary time to develop such institutional
endowments, the potential benefits derived from greater competition and entry
by more efficient service providers is unlikely to materialise as envisaged.
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Such FTAs can therefore not be negotiated in a hurry. Even the Sri Lankan
FTA with India, which covered only goods, was first mooted in 1993 and it
took five years to sign an agreement and 1¼ years for the Agreement to become
operational. The US Agreement with Singapore took 2½ years to negotiate
and came into force on 1st January 2004.

5. What should Sri Lanka do to obtain an FTA ?
Sri Lanka needs embark on a strategy to convince the USA of the benefits of an
FTA for the USA. This is all the more important because Sri Lankan imports
from USA at present amounts to only 0.03 per cent of overall world exports of
USA. Moreover, Sri Lanka ranks 55 in the global exports of USA.6 Although
USA is a major exporter of services, such exports have still not made a major
impact on the Sri Lankan market. Neither strategically nor politically is Sri
Lanka of interest to the USA. Thus, substantial groundwork has to be done
for realizing an FTA. The USA has FTAs with Jordan and Israel. The
Agreements with Israel and Jordan are based on political considerations.
First, Sri Lanka needs to develop a strategy to make tangible steps towards
the creation of an FTA under the TIFA arrangement.7 Second, the envisaged
FTA should receive the support of the US Congress and the private sector.
The 13 member Sri Lankan Caucus of Congress needs to work on the Congress
to secure wider support while the joint commission should work with US
Chambers, trade associations such as – the United States Association of
Importers of Textiles and Apparels (USAITA) and American Apparel and
Footwear Association (AAFA) — major US companies as they can influence
the Administration/Congress. The Congressmen are in a position to
influence the US Department of Commerce and US Trade Representatives.
Third, the joint commission needs to make arrangements with the Sri Lankan
6

All calculations are made on 2001 statistics.

For example, the Indo-Lanka Joint Commission played a key role in pushing for an
FTA during the mid-1990s.
7
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Caucus to organize a Congressional delegation to visit Sri Lanka. Fourth, in
order to exploit the trade-investment nexus, Sri Lanka needs to encourage
more FDI from USA. The double taxation agreement signed in 2002 by both
countries will be useful for this purpose. All this may take some time.
Since 1985, the US textile industry has suffered due to competition from
imports and lost over 700,000 jobs. Clearly an increase of US textile and yarn
exports to Sri Lanka can give a small boost to the US textile industry that has
gone through a turbulent period. However, as argued, this is not a viable
option for Sri Lankan garment exports. Thus, Sri Lanka needs to convince
USA that an agreement similar to AGOA with a facility to use foreign fabrics
for four years (before safeguard mechanism specific to China expire on 31
December 2008) would be the most realistic to support the local garment
industry in the medium term.
Sri Lanka has to convince USA that an FTA with Sri Lanka will assist US
to fulfill its regional goals of economic development and stability in South
Asia. For this purpose, Sri Lanka has to show that the USA can reach some
parts of the large 1.3 billion mass market of South Asia via Sri Lanka. US
products after fulfilling the required Rules of Origin can gain duty free access
to the Indian market via the Indo-Lanka Bilateral FTA and preferential access
to the Pakistani market via the proposed Pakistan-Sri Lanka FTA. Already
South Asia is a large market for USA with US$ 4.6 billion US exports. This
amount could be increased to the East Asian levels of US $ 104 billion (figure
for the year 2000) in the future with ready market access to South Asia. Sri
Lanka should be in a position to provide that conduit.
Sri Lanka should also convince the USA that it is not only the Sri Lankan
garment industry that will benefit, but also the peace process being supported
by an economic window. If economic prosperity is immediately felt when
peace is prevailing it will make it difficult for the separatists to re-commence
the war. This then is the biggest contribution that the US could do to keep the
peace process alive and bring about a permanent solution to the Sri Lankan
ethno-political crisis. It could be tied up with the larger agenda of the USA of
eliminating global terrorism after Nine-Eleven/2001.
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6. Political Economy
Ever since signing the TIFA, there were indications that Sri Lanka was shifting
its position from the Like Minded Group (LMG) in the WTO to a position that
was in accordance with the interests of the USA. There was some indication
to this effect when the new Intellectual Property Bill was prepared for
enactment by the Parliament. Before the Bill was taken up for debate in the
Parliament, it was challenged in the Supreme Court by an independent “think
tank” in Colombo. They argued that the bill violates fundamental human
rights as the provision for : (a) compulsory licensing, and (b) parallel imports
of pharmaceutical drugs to meet national health requirements were completely
left out.8 In other words, by excluding these two items, the country was
deprived of regular access to affordable essential drugs and thereby violating
a fundamental human right. The Supreme Court gave the verdict in favour of
the “think tank” and the two provisions had to be included in the Act.
Notwithstanding the unsuccessful attempt to toe the US line of thinking
on intellectual property rights, another attempt was made to please the USA
at the WTO Ministerial at Cancun, Mexico in September 2003. That is, for the
first time, Sri Lanka made a complete departure from the developing countries’
position in some issues in the WTO Ministerial Meeting in Cancun to support
the US position. Obviously, it was a quid-pro-quo to expedite the possible USSri Lanka FTA.
By early 2004, substantial groundwork has been done to convert the TIFA
to an FTA (see Daily Mirror, 20 February 2004). This work consumed
The proponents of this new Bill argued that the provision for compulsory licensing
was left out because it was a deterrent to foreign direct investment. The ‘think tank’
claimed that the provisions relating to the registration, ownership and licensing of patents
in Chapters XIV to XVII of the Bill violated the sovereignty of the people, the fundamental
rights to equality and freedom. The cumulative effect of these provisions in the Bill would
give the owner of a patent a 20 year exclusive right to exploit the patented invention and
to conclude licensing contract of the invention. For details, see ‘Patient’s right in New Bill’,
Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka), 05 July 2003. The Supreme Court gave the unanimous verdict in
favour of the complainant and the new Bill was passed in Parliament with the necessary
amendments.
8
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substantial financial resources with a number of visits by officials from both
countries to study the situation in each other. What is clear is that a US-Sri
Lanka FTA seems to be very remote in 2004 as it is an Election year in the USA
with the political establishment under pressure for more protectionist
measures by the clothing sector, and it was also an Election year in Sri
Lanka with considerable political instability.9 An FTA that comes after 2004
may be too late as was the case with the earlier mentioned EU quota-free
status (Chapter 2). It will be of limited assistance.
Clearly, Sri Lanka will have to take very controversial positions like being
a lone-ranger among developing countries to support the US position on
specific WTO issues. Sri Lanka will have to consider opening up its services
sector for free trade with USA and liberalize its capital account. All these can
deal a severe blow on the production structure with significant adjustment
costs.10 Given this complex prelude to an FTA, one could ask whether it is
worthwhile to sacrifice so much for gains that are probably confined only to
the garment sector.
7. Conclusion
Negotiating a workable and mutually beneficial bilateral FTA is not an easy
exercise. From past experience, the negotiation process will not be easy and
require considerable time and human resources. Such an agreement will
require compromise on both sides, however, from the US side this may appear
unlikely.
Bhagawati (2002) has argued that bilateral trading agreements – such as
those concluded by the US under the auspices of the Africa Growth and
Opportunities Act and the Caribbean Basin Trade Partnership Act – do not
automatically confer benefits for trading partners. In the case of the AGOA
and CBI, the in-built reverse preferences specified within the agreement
9
Democratic Presidential candidate John Kerry has already indicated that he will
review existing free trade agreements and would not sign new agreements without strict
standards (Newsweek, 01 March 2004, p.39) and in Sri Lanka the enthusiasm for an FTA
has gradually diminished since late 2003 due to political turbulence.
10

Sri Lankan service sector is simply not in a position to compete with the US services.
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including the usage of US fabrics and yarn in local production is the main
reason for caution. The higher costs of production resulting in the application
of such ‘Rules of Origin’ can effectively eliminate any tariff advantages
procured under an FTA. The terms of the FTA and specific conditions applied
to partner countries are therefore important considerations when negotiating
and concluding a bilateral FTA.
Bhagawati’s observation should stand as a cautionary note to optimists
that a US-Sri Lanka FTA would prima facie be the best option available for the
Sri Lankan garment exporters to face the future challenges. The plethora of
complex factors governing a possible FTA indicate that Sri Lanka may be
pursuing an FTA, which may not really give the desired overall results for the
economy. In any case, an FTA with USA should not be seen as a substitute
device to making the garment industry more competitive to face the future
global challenges.
Figure 9.1. Country-Wise Share of Sri Lanka's Imports, 2001
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Figure 9.2. Country-Wise Share of Sri Lanka's Exports, 2001
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Figure 9.3. Percentage Share of US Apparel Imports, 2001
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Figure 9.4. Major Textile and Yarn Suppliers to Sri Lanka, 2001
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Emergence of China as a Major Garment
Supplier and its Impact
Saman Kelegama and Shan Wickramasinghe

1. Introduction
The final phasing out of the quota system on January 1st 2005, as required by
the Uruguay Round Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC) is a widely
discussed issue. Much discussion has centred on China and the implications
it presents to the global textile and garment industry. Terms have been used
to describe China as the ‘global factory,’ and ‘the world’s manufacturing
centre’. While these terms have been overstated, they present a telling view of
China’s competitive edge, viz., its high labour productivity and low labour
costs. More importantly they highlight how far China’s economy has
developed over the last two decades when China initiated its path of economic
liberalization. China is the sixth largest merchandise trading nation and is
the largest recipient of foreign direct investment in the world.
China has overtaken Mexico as the US’ largest trading partner in textile
and garments (see Table 10.1). It is the leading Asian exporter of textiles and
garments to the US and the European Union. While some developing countries
have increased exports to these major markets in the recent past (Tables 10.2
and 10.3 – China dominates Asia), largely guaranteed through continued
liberalization of the quota system, China has irrefutably led the pack. From
1997 to 2002, its US shipments of textiles and garments grew by 137 per cent
to almost 5 billion square metre equivalent (SME), with most of the growth
occurring in 2002, when China’s shipments increased by 125 per cent.
Garments imports from China grew by 61 per cent in 2002 in volume terms
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(Table 10.4). 70 per cent of the overall growth in US garment imports in 2002
came from China and Vietnam, which face both quotas and tariffs in the
United States. Furthermore, an extensive report published by the US
International Trade Commission (USITC, 2004) examining the competitiveness
of foreign textile and garment suppliers stated that China is expected to become
the “supplier of choice” for most US textile and garment importers after 2005.1
China with no quota premium to be added to the cost has succeeded in reducing
prices by as much as 60 per cent in some categories and this is a key factor in
its success (Fernando, 2004).
Table 10.1. Textiles and Garments: US General Imports from Selected
Suppliers, 1997-2002 (1,000 Square Metres Equivalent)
Country

1997

1998

1999

764,510

865,537

910,519

1,130,770

1,169,041 1,149,765

2,094,944

1,943,215 2,035,487

2,217,897

2,210,674 4,963,269

India

985,739

1,083,648 1,149,428

1,248,337

1,250,245 1,544,666

Korea

817,648

1,044,700 1,222,089

1,311,775

1,383,482 2,032,158

Bangladesh
China

Mauritius

34,222

37,566

2000

38,950

40,115

2001

41,116

2002

47,064

Mexico

3,041,069

3,559,315 4,142,701

4,746,533

4,289,934 4,335,089

Pakistan

1,125,845

1,483,357 1,544,766

1,996,768

2,189,346 2,536,917

South Africa

49,959

41,659

45,383

55,181

59,319

74,614

Sri Lanka

479,375

527,636

559,945

655,436

631,465

559,150

Thailand

768,575

997,023 1,117,474

1,318,245

1,308,481 1,315,546

Turkey

394,563

511,904

866,479

871,097 1,068,270

711,634

World Total 22,894,521 25,944,586 28,614,986 32,864,151 32,809,615 38,284,599
Source: International Trade Commission.Originally compiled from official statistics
of the US Department of Commerce.

1
The American Textile Manufacturing Institute shows that if the current trends are
maintained, China will account for 71 per cent of US textile and garments imports by
2006.
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Table 10.2. Garment Imports to the EU by Region of Origin (Unit:%)
Western Europe
Asia
Central & Eastern Europe, Russia
Africa
Middle East
North America
Latin America
Total

1995
51.7
30.1
8.3
6.9
1.2
1.1
0.5
100.0

1996 1997
53.1 50.4
27.6 29.6
8.9
9.7
7.5
7.4
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.4
0.5
100.0 100.0

1998 1999 2000
51.1 50.0
47.4
28.4 29.3
32.4
10.4 10.6
10.3
7.7
7.8
7.7
0.9
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.4
0.4
0.4
100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: WTO International Statistics 2001.

Table 10.3. Garment Imports to the US by Region of Origin (Unit: %)
Asia
Latin America
Western Europe
North America
Middle East
Africa
Eastern & Central Europe, Russia
Total

1995
63.8
22.4
6.8
2.2
2.1
1.8
1.0
100.0

1996 1997
61.0 58.7
24.9 27.7
6.9
6.4
2.5
2.7
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.7
1.0
1.0
100.0 100.0

1998 1999
56.9 55.8
28.9 30.3
6.4
6.0
2.8
3.0
1.9
2.1
1.9
1.8
1.1
1.0
100.0 100.0

2000
55.0
30.2
5.9
3.0
2.2
2.0
1.2
100.0

Source: WTO International Statistics 2001.

Table 10.4. Garment Import Trend to US from China for Years 2001 and
2002
US Imports of Apparel from China
2001

2002

Quantity
% share
% growth

6.06
5.04

9.07
60.38

Value
% Share
% growth

8.1
2.3

9.8
21.55

Source: WTO International Statistics 2003.
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In light of the such documented evidence, the question of whether China
poses a ‘threat’ to smaller developing countries seems less important so much
as the need to analyze how China’s expected domination in the global textile
and garment industry has shaped the policies and mechanisms of countries
and institutions such as the WTO. It is argued that the current policy initiatives
instigated by nations and trade institutions, as a response to China’s expected
growth in the sector, may play a large role in shaping the short term impact
on developing countries upon the phasing out of the quota system. Trade
protectionism is growing. Domestic textile and garment manufacturers in US
and EU markets fear surges of Chinese imports and job losses in these sectors.
The US trade deficit of US $11.5 billion with China reported for January 2004,
well exceeds the US $9.9 billion deficit reported in December of 2003, and has
heightened these fears. The US trade deficit with China represents a quarter
of the growing total US trade deficit of US $43.1 billion reported for January
2004. Furthermore, trade and job loss have become pivotal debate issues in
the US Presidential candidate campaign, and addressing such fears of the
anticipated threat from China have become crucial.
This Chapter will begin by briefly addressing the quantitative difficulties
in measuring and gauging the costs of China’s export growth on smaller
developing countries’ garment industries in the post-quota environment.
Secondly, the Chapter examines the implications of WTO transitional
safeguard and anti-dumping measures and their potential role in impeding
Chinese imports. Thirdly, the essay will examine growing international
pressure on China to revalue its currency, the yuan. Finally, the paper will
broadly examine Sri Lanka’s garment export sector and conclude with a brief
analysis on wages and labour standards and the roles they may play in
curbing Chinese exports.

2. Quantitative Modelling Analysis: Broad Scope, Static
Conclusions
In light of the complex system governing the global trade of textiles and
garments there is a considerable body of analysis, which aims to quantify the
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effects of trade liberalization in the post-quota era. The interaction between
quotas, tariffs, and preferential trading agreements between nations clearly
present difficulties in analysing potential welfare outcomes. CGE (computer
general equilibrium) models, mainly through the use of GTAP (Global Trade
Analysis Project) aim to quantify the effects of trade liberalization on a global
and national level. While the models themselves rely on varying assumptions
and the quality of data available, they are a helpful, yet incomplete means to
quantify the potential impacts of China’s accession into the WTO and
importantly, to gauge the impact of a quota free trading environment on
garment exporting countries. The scope of this Chapter is not to analyse the
studies which utilize GTAP modelling at length; however, a brief survey can
be useful in pointing out the general trends concluded in the major studies
that assess China’s impact in the post-ATC climate.
Most studies point to a considerable shift in production and a reallocation
of resources towards Asian textile and garment exporting countries with
China and India at the top of the list. Looking at the effects of China’s
accession into the WTO for the 10 year period 1995-2005, Ianchovichna, Martin
and Fukase (2003) estimate that garment exports would increase by 375 per
cent, compared to 45 per cent without accession.2 The expansion of garment
production in China is predicted to stimulate input demand for imported
textiles, to the extent that the latter would increase by 163 per cent.
Furthermore, through GTAP modelling Ianchovichna and Walmsley (2003)
found that China will be the biggest beneficiary of accession gaining around
US $ 10 billion or about 1 per cent of China’s GDP in 2001.
While net global welfare gains resulting from ATC quota elimination is
expected to be ‘positive’ in the long run, the studies generally indicate short
to medium run adjustment losses to smaller textile and garment producing
countries. Spinanger and Verma’s (2003) modelling suggest massive shifts to

2
They argue that exports increases are dramatic “because of the lifting of the burdens
imposed by the MFA on China’s exports, and by protection on the cost structure of the
industry (31)”.
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Chinese export sources, however, smaller Asian exporters such as Sri Lanka
and Pakistan would experience negative export growth following ATC quota
phase-out. While GTAP analysis is a helpful way to measure and possibly
predict net welfare gains, it is evident from a survey of the studies that it is
difficult to assess the welfare gains of ATC quota elimination and China’s
accession for smaller individual garment exporting countries. The models
reflect static data for set periods of time and fail to account for the more broad
factors that may impact on smaller exporting nations. Specifically, these
studies fail to expose the complexities of trade rules and regulations which
are constantly being shaped by country and trade organization policy makers.

3. Transitional Safeguard Mechanisms/Anti-Dumping Measures
The short term impact of China’s expected export growth on other textile and
garment exporting countries in the post-quota system cannot be properly
assessed without a broad investigation of current WTO safeguard
mechanisms and anti-dumping measures. The WTO defines Safeguard
Measures as “emergency actions with respect to increased imports of
particular products, where such imports have caused or threaten to cause
serious injury to the importing Member’s domestic industry.” While the
Agreement on Safeguards, set forth in Article XIX of GATT has been in place
since 1994, China’s 2001 accession protocol includes unique protection
provisions allowing WTO members to restrain increasing imports from China.
It is anticipated that the use of such mechanisms will play a larger role in
curbing Chinese imports to especially the US market in the short term.
The transitional product specific mechanism (Product Specific Safeguard)
embodied in China’s WTO accession protocol is China specific and can be
applied to all product categories (textiles, garments, industrial goods, and
agricultural goods). Member countries can act unilaterally by limiting imports
to address market disruption. China also can voluntarily restrict its exports
through bilateral agreement. The product specific mechanism can be
implemented up to 12 years after China’s WTO accession, therefore until
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2013. Of importance, the mechanism can also be used by a third party WTO
country, should there be diversion of Chinese exports to that country due to a
safeguard measure imposed by the first importing country.
A textile and garment specific safeguard mechanism is also embedded
within China’s accession protocol. It allows US and (other WTO members) to
impose temporary quotas on textile imports from China in the event those
imports are found to cause ‘market disruption’ (instead of normal standard
of ‘serious injury’). China will be subject to the mechanism until the end of
2008. In other words, quotas on Chinese garments can be re-imposed beyond
2005 until 2008. In his IMF working paper on China’s integration into the
WTO, Yongzheng Yang (2003) notes the following conditions concerning the
textile/garment specific mechanism. “Like the transitional safeguard
mechanism, this special safeguard mechanism is discriminatory and based
on the notion of market disruption, as in the defunct Multi-Fibre Arrangement
(MFA). While it limits any safeguard action to a duration of one year and
provides for 6-7.5 per cent annual increase in the growth of Chinese imports,
it can take effect immediately upon request by the importing country for
consultation with China.”3
With the phasing out of the quota system on January 1, 2005 fast
approaching, it is expected that additional pressure from US textile and
clothing bodies will heighten the case for greater use of these safeguard
measures.4 On November 17, 2003, the American Textile Manufacturers
3
The transitional quota can be re-instated after the twelve month period pending
approval from the Committee for the Implementation of Textiles Agreements (CITA), an
inter-agency group chaired by the US Department of Commerce, responsible for issues
affecting US textile trade policy including the implementation of textile and garment
safeguard actions. CITA also administers the phase-out of textile and garment quotas on
WTO countries required under the ATC. It is important to note that CITA has not come
forward with a clear definition of the concept of “market disruption.” The lack of a clear
definition will play a significant role in obfuscating the decision making process on the use
of potential safeguard restrictions.
4
The right to petition for the activation of safeguard measures (through CITA) is not
strictly limited to domestic producers of like or directly competitive products. Trade
associations and labour unions are entitled to file petitions with CITA and recent evidence
suggests their demands are being heard.
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Institute (ATMI) and its members were successful in their request to impose
safeguard quotas on 5 categories of textile and garment products from China.
The products cover knit fabric (Category 222), brassieres (Category 349/649),
gloves (Category 331/631), nightwear (Category 350/650) and textile luggage
(Category 670).5 The current anti-trade sentiment popularized by US
Democratic Presidential candidate John Kerry also suggests the weight
manufacturing sector lobby groups have in shaping trade policy and the
potential to pressure widespread use of these safeguard measures. Further
study is needed to assess whether smaller exporting countries which depend
upon the US market and produce products in these categories may benefit in
the short term from these US imposed safeguard mechanisms on China.
Based upon Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (1994)
and the subsequent WTO Anti-Dumping (AD) Agreement, the use of antidumping measures has become increasingly widespread in today’s
protectionist trade environment. Anti- dumping measures are defined as
“unilateral remedies which may be applied by a WTO member after an
investigation and determination by that Member, in accordance with the
provisions of the AD Agreement, that an imported product is “dumped” and
that the dumped importers are causing material injury to a domestic industry
producing like product (WTO)”.6 Of significance, members may not impose
anti-dumping measures unless it is determined, through investigation, that
there is a determination of dumping, material injury to the domestic industry
and, importantly a causal relationship between the alleged dumped imports

5
It is important to note that all 5 product categories were previously subject to quotas
and were phased out with China’s accession into the WTO (2001), specifically through
Phase 3 of the ATC.
6
Similar to safeguard mechanisms, anti-dumping measures are product specific,
however, they rely on highly specific investigations facilitated through the Committee on
Anti-dumping Practices.
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and the argued injury.7 China has agreed to allow the US to maintain its
current China anti-dumping methodology which defines China as a ‘nonmarket economy’ for 15 years after its accession into the WTO.
Anti-dumping laws are the laws that US uses most frequently to protect
US industry and workers against low priced, injurious imports from China.
Historically, in anti-dumping cases involving Chinese products, US has used
a special methodology—known as the “non-market economy”, or NME,
methodology — to make the key measurement when calculating the amount
of dumping that is taking place. Although this methodology has long been a
part of US law, it is not expressly incorporated in the WTO rules. US achieved
a significant concession when US was able to gain China’s agreement that
US (and other WTO Members) could continue to use this methodology for 15
years after China’s accession to the WTO.
In the case where alleged dumping has been caused by firms in a ‘nonmarket economy’, surrogate country production costs can be used to determine
whether a foreign producer is selling a product in the domestic market below

7
The determination of dumping has been a highly debated issue. Dumping is generally
calculated by comparing ‘normal value’ (the price of the import “in the ordinary course of
trade” in the country of origin) versus the exported price (price of product in the country
of export). There are three generally acknowledged ways of calculating “normal value”.
Clearly, the main way is to calculate by looking at the price sold in the exporter’s domestic
market. Alternatively, one can evaluate the price charged by the exporter in another
country or thirdly, one can calculate ‘normal value’ by examining production costs, profit
margins, miscellaneous expenses etc. The issue of calculating ‘normal’ value has recently
played a significant role in anti-dumping investigations imposed against China and must
be briefly examined.

The determination of dumping is not the only factor which warrants the use of dumping
measures. Countries must also be able to prove material injury to the domestic industry
caused by dumped imports. Factors used to calculate material injury include: actual or
potential decline in output, sales, market share, and profits. And finally, the causal link
between dumped imports and material injury must be made. As trade protectionism
increases, China will likely be challenged with the use of both safeguard and anti-dumping
measures. In March 1997, China had created its own anti-dumping legislation, known as
the Rules of the People’s Republic of China on Anti-Dumping and Anti-Subsidy to tackle
potential dumping cases affecting the Chinese domestic market.
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cost. Many Chinese firms argue that the use of surrogate pricing methodology
is unfair as surrogate country prices used in dumping investigations are
greater than actual Chinese production costs. China accounts for 14 per cent
of the world’s total anti-dumping cases and is the largest recipient of antidumping suits (Chinadaily.com 2003). The number of anti-dumping cases
raised against it reached 55 in 2001, a record high. The US and the EU are the
most frequent users of anti-dumping measures.

4. Pressure to Revalue Chinese Currency ?
Through heightened protectionism, China has recently come under growing
pressure to revalue its currency, the yuan. The yuan has been pegged at 8.3
yuan to the US dollar since 1994 and has been widely sourced by primarily
the US manufacturing sector as being deliberately undervalued to stimulate
unfair export competition. The exact measure of this figure has been debated;
however, a survey of the literature suggests the yuan may be undervalued by
10-56 per cent. US protectionists have argued that the yuan’s undervaluation
is in defiance of Article IV of the IMF agreement which states that members
should “avoid manipulating exchange rates…in order…to gain an unfair
competitive advantage over other members.” By country, the US has the largest
trade deficit with China and is approximately US $11.5 billion and growing.
Citing the increasing surge in Chinese imports, and the role that imports
have played in job loss in the manufacturing sector, pressure by trade groups
such as the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) have successfully
urged the Bush Administration to pressure China to revalue the yuan.
US manufacturers sight unfair competitive advantage as the main reason
to revalue, while others have pointed to the possibilities of an overheating
Chinese economy as an urgent need for currency reform. China’s fixed assets
investment grew by 31.1 per cent during the first half of 2003, triple the growth
rate in all of 2000 while consumption only grew by 8.8 to 10.1 per cent during
the same time (Hale, 2003). The need to maintain the fixed exchange rate with
the US dollar has led the Chinese government to purchase large amounts of
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foreign currency, leading to a rapid build up of foreign exchange. China’s
foreign exchange reserves are second to only Japan and have recently nearly
doubled. Chinese foreign reserve holdings totalled US $ 168.6 billion in
January 2001 and have risen to US $ 316 billion in March of 2003. Furthermore,
the purchasing of foreign currency has stimulated an extremely rapid increase
in the money supply, fuelling credit expansion primarily within real estate,
automobile and steel sectors. It is argued that increased credit expansion and
subsequent investment within these sectors will lead to surplus production
capacity and a greater default in loan payments when these markets decrease.
It is estimated that 50 per cent of state-run bank loans are non-performing.
It is highly unexpected that the Chinese authorities will revalue the yuan
in the short term amidst growing international pressure to do so. Chinese
authorities fear that any sudden reform in its currency may lead to greater
unemployment and could add additional strain to its already vulnerable
banking system. In early March 2004, Guo Shuqing, head of state
administration of Foreign exchange has indicated that China will not revalue
in the near future adding that “anyone betting on a yuan appreciation is
likely to pay an enormous price.” Furthermore, Shuqing insisted that it was
China’s low wages, not undervaluation that has given it an advantage.8

5. Rapidly Changing Trends in the Global Sourcing Industry
A recent study by the US International Trade Commission (USITC, 2004)
suggests that US firms in the post-quota system will seek to “balance cost,
8
Recent statements made by both the IMF and Alan Greenspan, chief of the US Federal
Bank, support China’s claims and advocate a more flexible exchange rate over time to
ensure the stability of the Chinese banking system. A recent report by the IMF has concluded
that there is no clear evidence that the yuan is “substantially” undervalued adding
“revaluation would not by itself have a major impact on global current account imbalancesparticularly given China’s relatively small share in world trade.” Adding a thorn in the
side of US protectionists, Alan Greenspan has argued that “a rise in the yuan would
unlikely have much, if any, effect on aggregate employment in the United States.” Despite
the on-going debates concerning China’s fixed exchange rate, Chinese currency revaluation
is unlikely to occur in the short term and China itself will dictate its own time line to
liberalize its exchange rate.
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flexibility, speed, and risk in their sourcing strategies” (USITC, 2004: xii).
While countries such as China and India are forecasted to be the major
beneficiaries from the elimination of the quota system, the study asserts that
a range of ‘second tier’ country suppliers will emerge characterized by
increased product specialization. It is anticipated that members of the Central
American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) and the CBI (Caribbean Basin
Initiative) will be called upon to serve the quick turn-around required for
certain garment types in the US. The cumulation of origins provision addressed
in the current draft agreement of the CAFTA will be pivotal in dictating the
presence of CAFTA countries in the broader integration of production for US,
Mexican, and Canadian markets.
One of Sri Lanka’s garment industry’s weaknesses is that of its physical
distance to both the US and EU markets. With regard to the US market, China
enjoys a closer proximity to the US market along with considerably advanced
transportation and shipping networks to facilitate accelerated delivery
schedules. While Sri Lanka is in an unfavourable position to compete for
production of goods which require quick turn-around, Sri Lanka, the report
argues, is “likely to see its share of U.S garment imports fall, but expected to be
a niche supplier for specialty or fashion goods, hosier, and women’s intimate
apparel such as bras and underwear” (USITC, 2004: 25). Do these projections
accurately reflect the reality of the Sri Lankan garment export product base?
Sri Lanka has already faced a threat from China. Three items – bag and
luggage (670), W/G Coats (835) and W/G Suits (844) – that were removed
from quota in January 2002 saw a drastic reduction in production by mid2003 due to competition from China. Three leading firms producing bags
and luggage closed down with large employment dismissals.
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Annual data reveals that “women’s intimate apparel” product HS 62129
does not currently lead in the garment export sector, however, the category
has consistently ranked in the top 5 product categories exported to the US
market (Table 10.5).
Table 10.5. Category 6212-Exports to US Market
Year

Value in
Rs. Mn

% of Total Garment and Textile
Exports to US by Year

Annual Rank

2002

8,945.01

6.55 %

5

2001

7,750.73

5.78 %

5

2000

8,196.24

6.41 %

5

1999

5,435.84

5.78 %

6

Source: Export Development Board of Sri Lanka.

While the annual rankings of category HS 6212 suggest room for increased
production and growth, the value in Rupees million generated each year
(noted in Table 10.5) is significantly less when compared to the value earned
from Sri Lanka’s two leading export general product categories.
The two leading categories, HS 6204 and 6203 have clearly exceeded all
other categories in export value (Rupees) to the US market for the three years
examined. These categories also represent the two largest Sri Lankan exported
categories to the world (Table 10.6). In 2002, product category HS 6204
(women’s or girls suits etc.) represented 24.93 per cent of the total exports to
the US market. Category HS 6203 (men’s/boys’ suits, etc.) represented 15.96
per cent of the total exports to the US for this period.

9
HS Product Category 6212:includes brassieres, girdles, corsets, braces, suspenders,
garters, and similar articles and parts thereof whether or not knitted or crocheted.
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Table 10.6. Major Garment Export Categories to the US Market (value in
Rupees million)
Rank HS
2002 Code
1
6204

Description of Product

2000 Value

2001 Value 2002 Value

Women’s or Girls suits,
ensembles, jackets,
dresses, skirts, divided
skirts, trousers, bib, and
brace overalls, breeches
and shorts (other than
swim wear)

28,377.32

30,576.67

34,021.32

2

6203

Men’s or Boys’ suits,
ensembles, jackets, blazers,
trousers, bib and breeches
and shorts (other than
swim wear)

19,742.85

21,545.54

21,778.24

3

6206

Women’s or Girls’ blouses,
shirts and shirt blouses

12,335.99

10,652.57

11,976.31

4

6205

Men’s or Boys’ shirts

10,034.94

10,491.56

10,120.77

5

6212

Brassieres, girdles, corsets,
braces, suspenders, garters,
and similar articles and
parts thereof whether or
not knitted or crocheted

8,196.24

7,750.73

8,945.01

Source: Information collected from Sri Lanka Garments Issue 81 and 77.

In comparative value terms, China exported Rs. 141,287,255,603 billion in
product category HS 6204 to the US market (OTEA - Office of Trade and
Economic Analysis website). Therefore, based upon the data in Table 10.6, for
the year 2002, Sri Lanka exported approximately 24 per cent of what China
had in this broad product category. In 2002, China exported Rs. 35,482,557,186
billion in value of product category HS 6203 to the US market. Sri Lanka
exported approximately 61 per cent of that of China’s exports in this product
category for the year 2002.
While the above analysis is useful when examining Sri Lanka’s aggregate
product base, it must be noted that the threat of Chinese exports towards the
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Sri Lanka export base cannot be easily predicted without micro analysis on
specific products, denoted through the HS code system. Aggregate product
categorization (denoted at the 4 digit HS code level and even 6 digit levels) by
nature is less specific in product characterization and it is important to note
that they include many specific products within their respective categories.
In short, while China may show large quantities of exports in a HS 4 digit
product category, one cannot assume that it produces every specific product
within the broader product category.
China clearly cannot produce every possible clothing product and other
country suppliers are bound to specialize in specific products which larger
competitors do not, thereby supporting the development of niche products
markets. In this context, the following observations made by Rajan (2003) is
noteworthy: “..there is little basis for the high degree of export pessimism that
has been voiced by a number of …observers and some policy makers. Such
pessimism –‘fallacy of composition’ – has often been expressed in the past by
some but has always been proven to be largely unfounded. International
trade is not a zero sum game and neither is one that is static. By definition one
country – no matter how big – cannot have a comparative advantage in the
production of all goods and services” (pp. 2639-2640).
Firms in exporting countries must monitor the specific products which
will come under direct competition with China in the post-2005 setting and
importantly, distinguish which specific products China does not produce to
exploit its comparative advantage within these products areas.

6. Labour Issues/Wage Advantage?
China’s relatively low labour costs and high labour productivity are often
cited as the primary factors which make it more competitive vis-a-vis other
clothing exporters. While these competitive factors hold true, China has
experienced wage growth in the labour intensive textile and garment sectors.
From 1995 to 1999, Chinese manufacturing wages increased 13.6 per cent
annually, compared with the respective 2.5 per cent and 5.8 per cent gains for
American and British workers. However, given the huge gaps in these wage
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levels, the Chinese will need 38 years to catch up with the Americans and 53
years to catch up with the British, assuming that all three countries maintain
their 1995-99 growth rates (YiMin Chen).
Increases in wage levels and regional income vary drastically across
China’s provinces and suggest growing inequality amongst coastal and
interior regions. The average monthly wage of a female worker is
approximately US $ 60 in Sichuan Province, approximately US $ 80 in Hubei
province and approximately US $ 150 in Shanghai. Clothing manufacturing
is based in the eastern coastal provinces (mainly Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang,
and Guangdong Provinces); however, higher wage levels in these areas have
caused many Chinese firms to shift production to different regions within
and outside of China where lower production costs can be utilized. The
Shanghai Textile and Garment Group, the largest garment manufacturer in
China, which employs over 100,000 workers, has 30 garment-manufacturing
plants overseas. These policies clearly reflect the significance of the cost factor
in determining market share and importantly China’s ability to tap these
resources, however, cost will not be the only variable in gauging future export
success.
International labour standards are cited as non-tariff barriers that can
contribute in impeding garment exports from China. Core labour standards
include health and safety measures, the prohibition of child and forced labour,
etc. Frequent allegations against Chinese exporters by international labour
watchdogs suggest a growing concern with international labour standards,
however, it is important to note that the WTO rejects the use of labour standards
for protectionist purposes. Growing consumer awareness and concern for
labour and environmental standards in US and EU markets has caused many
firms to monitor labour standards of the foreign suppliers they source from.
In February 2004, the US retail giant Walmart was criticized by the US National
Labour Committee and China Labour Watch for sourcing from Chinese firms
paying employees below the legal minimum hourly wage of US $ 31 cents an
hour. It is argued that Sri Lankan firms may benefit from having higher labour
standards than Indian and Chinese competitors, however, there is little
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evidence suggesting that labour standards alone will play the dominant factor
in determining the demand for garments.

7. Concluding Remarks
The response of the consumer in major markets and production adaptation to
these responses must be closely monitored. Trade protectionism in major
markets is a great concern for developing export nations and the elimination
of the quota system in 2005 further fuels protectionist fears. While China is
considered to be a threat one cannot forget that being a threat also makes it a
target. Pressure from the Bush administration to revalue the yuan, however
unsuccessful, suggests the reality of the perceived Chinese threat factor. The
use of safeguard and anti-dumping measures also point to the tools available
to WTO members to use against China. In a nutshell, the challenge in the
context of China is given in Table 10.7.
Table 10.7. The Challenge Ahead
(1) From 2005 to 2008, which is after the expiration of the MFA quota
system but while the safeguard and anti-dumping regulations (of the
US, EU, and others) against China are in force.
(2) From 2009 to 2015, which is after the expiration of the safeguard
regulation against China but while the anti-dumping regulation against
China is in force.
(3) 2016 and onward, which is after the expiration of the anti-dumping
regulation against China and it will no longer be a ‘Non-Market
Economy’.

With regard to the implementation of the available mechanisms, the onus
of execution is in the hands of the importing country. This means the fate of
countries such as Sri Lanka lie in the hands of the US domestic apparel
industry which is the legitimate authority which could initiate the safeguard
and anti-dumping measures. There are reasons to believe that the US domestic
textile and apparel Associations and lobby Groups are vigilant and active
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and are keeping a close watch on imports from China and its effect on their
own industries.
China-specific safeguard measures and anti-dumping measures can be
implemented only on an individual product imported from China and not on
all textiles or apparel. Therefore, the US manufacturers of clothing will need
to monitor each apparel category and textile category imported from China if
these mechanisms are to be used to advantage. The mechanisms if
implemented, where applicable, will help small developing nations, whose
economies are overly dependant on the apparel industry, to survive despite
the overbearing threat from China. Therefore, individual importing countries
need to monitor imports from China very closely and work with their domestic
industries to ensure the survival of the domestic industries from the threat of
annihilation from import surges from China.
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WTO Agreement on Textiles and
Clothing: Implications for the Garment
Industry
Dushni Weerakoon and Janaka Wijayasiri

1. Introduction
In the two decades since the liberalization of the Sri Lankan economy, the garment
industry has emerged as the mainstay of the Sri Lankan industrial sector.
However, the impetus for the rapid expansion of the industry did not arise
solely from the liberal economic policies. A key factor for the growth of the
apparel industry was the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA) – an existing anomaly
in the global trading system that provided quota guaranteed markets for garment
exporters. Under the Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC) reached at
the Uruguay Round (UR) of GATT trade talks, items covered by the MFA are
gradually being phased out over a span of ten years and the complete abolition
of quotas are expected to culminate in 2005.
The abolition of quotas is likely to have mixed results for both developed
and developing economies. While developed countries are expected to face
severe competition from low-cost imports, developing countries will have an
even more difficult task of retaining their market shares, which have been
protected under the current quota system. For Sri Lanka too, the removal of
quotas by the year 2005 is likely to pose many challenges for the industry and
for the economy as a whole. This paper seeks to examine the implications of
the phase-out of the MFA on Sri Lanka’s garment sector. Section 2 discusses
the salient features of the ATC reached at the Uruguay Round while section 3
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assesses its implications for the future of the industry, at the international
and national level.

2. The Phase-Out of the MFA and Progress under the ATC
In keeping with the demands of developing countries, it was agreed at the Uruguay
Round trade talks to bring the Textiles and Garments (T&G) industry under
the same trade rules as other goods and services. Some of the T&G exporting
countries such as India and Pakistan called for a five-year phase-out of the
bilateral agreements which make up the MFAs, as opposed to the 15 years
demanded by US and European textile lobbies.1 The final agreement was a
compromise at 10 years (1995-2005), where the phase-out was agreed to take
place in four stages. Under the ATC, quota allotments were to be increased
and items covered by the MFA were to be brought under GATT rules.
Accordingly, importing nations agreed to liberalize 16 per cent of their textile
imports on 1st January 1995; 17 per cent in 1998; 18 per cent in 2002; and the
remaining 49 per cent at the end of the transition period, on 1st January 2005. The
products integrated would cover items from each of the four groups – tops
and yarns, fabrics, made-up textiles products, and clothing.
The quantities of imports under quota are given an annual rate of growth
based on a formula of the growth rate that existed under the MFA. According
to the Agreement, quotas are to be increased at a faster pace than under the
bilateral agreements. Thus, during Phase I, annual growth would not be less
than 16 per cent higher than the growth rate established for the previous
MFA restrictions. For Phase II, annual growth rates should be 25 per cent
higher than the Phase I rate. For Phase III, annual growth rates should be 27
per cent higher than Phase II rates.
Other salient features of the ATC are:
• There would be no extension date.
1
Unlike its Asian neighbours such as China, India and Pakistan, Sri Lanka was
content to prolong the phase-out programme in order to allow itself the necessary time to
restructure the industry to meet the new challenges.
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• ATC would be binding only on trade between WTO member states.
• There would be temporary provisions while the ATC was in force for
monitoring progress and managing disputes.
• Under the safeguard provision, action could be taken against
individual exporting countries if it could be shown that overall imports
were entering the country in such quantities as to cause serious damage
to the domestic industry and that there was a sharp and substantial
increase of imports from the individual country concerned.
• International trade in T&G would be subject to the same procedures
for dispute settlement and emergency measures as other traded goods
covered under the WTO.
• There would be no replacement for the MFA/ATC.
• The Agreement also includes provisions to cope with possible
circumvention through transshipment, re-routing, false declaration
concerning country or place of origin and falsification of official
documents.
• The Agreement has provisions for special treatment for countries, which
have not been subject to MFAs, new entrants, small suppliers and least
developed countries.
Under the first stage of the ATC (January 1995-December 1997), countries
with quotas maintained under the MFA were supposed to integrate at least
16 per cent of their T&G imports and quotas for non-liberalized products
were to have their quotas increased by 16 per cent. While the four quota
imposing countries, which include the US, EU, Canada and Norway did
meet requirements set out in the ATC agreement, the EU and US chose to
include a number of non-textile and non-clothing products, which contained
textile components, i.e., umbrellas. Although the ATC identifies four product
groups (tops and yarns, fabrics, made-up textile products and clothing), it
does not specify the proportion of each product to be integrated at each stage.
This has allowed importing countries to integrate products that are low in
value and discriminate against value added imports to protect their value
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added industries. For example, in the first stage of liberalization 70 per cent of
the products integrated were yarns and fabrics (FOEI, 2001). This also allowed
importing countries to include products for liberalization that were not
restricted in the first place, which allowed most importing countries to include
products that were already unrestricted in the first stage. Thus, the value of
products integrated by the EU and the US was much less than the volume of
imports. In the case of the EU, it was little above the volume level (8.7 per cent
of T&G imports) while in the case of the US, the value share was only 6.6 per
cent.
During the second stage of integration process (January 1999-December
2001), another 17 per cent of imports of T&G were to be liberalized. Quotas for
non-liberalized products were to grow by 25 per cent. During the second
stage, the EU integrated about 13 per cent of textiles and clothing products in
terms of value whereas the figure for the US was about 11 per cent. Thus, at
the end of the second phase of the ATC, little meaningful integration has
taken place, due to the ‘back loading/end loading’ of sensitive textiles and
clothing products towards the third and fourth stage of the integration process.
Back loading and postponing of any effective liberalization until the very end
of the 10-year transitional period will turn what was supposed to have been
a gradual process into a one big shock.
ATC also allows industrialized countries to implement
‘safeguard’measures under certain circumstances. This is a loophole that
permits the industrialized countries to increase trade barriers if they think
imports pose a significant threat to domestic industry. Within just a few
months of the ATC being signed, the US initiated 24 ‘safeguard’ actions
against 14 WTO members (FOEI, 2001). Although the ATC established the
minimum level of integration at various stages, restraining countries have
treated them as ceilings.
The third phase of integration that began in January 2002 is supposed to
liberalize a further 18 per cent of the 1990 level of T&G, coupled with a 27 per
cent quota expansion. Even during the third stage, of the major part of clothing
products on which US restrictions are at their highest, only 2.56 per cent
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would be liberalized out of the planned 18 per cent. With the integration of
the first and the second phase of the ATC, there is some indication of the
emerging effect of the phase-out of MFA on trade in T&G. It has been estimated
that the products relaxed by 2002 constitute only about 4 per cent of all the
restricted products currently exported by Sri Lanka to the US. The remaining
96 per cent of the restricted products are expected to be under restraint until
the end of 2004. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the quota restrictions
will remain effective until 2005. However, for countries like Bangladesh and
Sri Lanka, which emerged as beneficiaries due to a default situation, there are
signs that the implementation of the third stage of integration has affected
exports and have begun to feel the competitive pressure with losing markets
to China and India.
While the phase-out of quotas has been honoured technically, the spirit
and letter of the ATC has not been. Full and faithful implementation of the
ATC has not been carried out during the first two stages of the phase-out
process. This has raised scepticism that a full MFA elimination would really
happen despite the position of developed countries that the UR decision on
elimination is a firm commitment and that at the beginning of 2005, the MFA
will cease to operate.
Textiles emerged as a key stumbling block to future global trade talks and
importing and exporting countries fought over textile quota and tariff
liberalization. Exporting countries led by India continued to push for greater
market access for textiles. Exporting countries maintain that the ATC has not
been implemented by importing countries as set forth by the UR. These
countries explain that most of the quota liberalization has been put off by
importing countries until the last stages of the ATC phase-out. They point out
that most quotas will not be eliminated until the end of the transition period.
On the other hand, importing countries such as the US refused to agree to
an accelerated quota growth and tariff reductions sought by exporting
countries such as India. US and EU maintain that they have met the terms set
out in the ATC and have lowered tariffs as agreed in the UR. While the US has
made the point that the American textile industry has borne the brunt of the
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ATC quota liberalization, the exporting countries have done very little to
open up their markets. The importing countries, particularly the US have
been trying to link the full integration of MFA/ATC to WTO in 2005 with
improved market access by developing countries in other sectors. US has
been holding out veiled threats that unless developing countries agree for a
new comprehensive round of trade negotiations and further open up their
markets, it will renege its current commitments. Because of this stalemate,
trade negotiators agreed to put the textile issue aside in order not to derail an
agreement on proceeding with a new round of global trade talks.

3. Implications of the Phase-Out of MFA
There is a considerable number of studies that have tried to capture the effects
of the MFA phase-out as well as the complete liberalization of the trade in
T&G. Most of the studies predict an increase in global welfare as a result of
gradual liberalization under the ATC but the welfare gain depends on the
model used and the assumptions made. The expected annual global benefit
range widely, from US $ 6.5 billion to US $ 324 billion (OECD, 2003). Some of
the studies predict that ATC reform will account for up to two-thirds of all
gains from the UR while others put the contribution of T&G liberalization at
merely 5 per cent (OECD, 2003). Thus, there is a huge discrepancy with respect
to the distribution of welfare gains.
The general expectation is that once the quota regime ceases, T&G exports
from developing countries will improve and that there will be a re-location of
the garment industry from the developed to developing countries,
strengthening an already existing trend. However, the situation is more
complicated than this and the greatest re-location could be within the
developing world, with higher cost exporting countries losing market share
to low cost suppliers.
All studies indicate that Asia will experience the greatest changes
following the phase-out of the quota regime. The quota system has provided
protected market shares for higher cost producers, so when the system is fully
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eliminated in 2005, it would be more market driven. China has had the highest
predicted growth, helped by a very large low- cost labour force and its own
textile industry. The industry has also benefited from Hong Kong’s wellestablished financial and marketing expertise. A World Bank study predicts
that China, which currently holds about one-fifth of the global apparel market,
will able to increase its share to 50 per cent after the MFA phase-out. The
American Textile Manufacturers’ Institute estimated that Chinese garments
would account for 65-75 per cent of the US market by 2006 (Wheatley, 2003).
While China will benefit from the end of quotas, it would not be the only
beneficiary. India is also expected to benefit from the abolition of quotas.
Apparel exports are expected to soar to US $ 15 billion by 2010 from US $ 6
billion received at present.
Whilst the abolition of the MFA would be more favourable to some
countries, the agreed slower phase-out would have helped to protect the shares
of the smaller developing countries and LDCs. Most of these studies agree
that once quotas are ended, some developing countries and LDCs could be
expected to suffer as a result of their lack of domestic textile industry and
poorly developed infrastructure. They would have to compete with bigger
low wage suppliers by offering lower prices while developed countries and
NICs would have moved off shore or moved up the value chain to higher
value added products in the industry. Prospect for low-income countries in
a post-MFA world is seen to be bleak.
Central America and Mexico are well placed to benefit in a more open
market. Low wages and proximity to the US market mean that the industry
will have a competitive edge in supplying to the US. Mexico has gained market
share since the establishment of NAFTA, which has given it a preferred
position in the US market. Similarly, countries in the Mediterranean and
Eastern Europe have already gained a substantial share of the European
market, and are predicted to increase with the MFA phase-out. East European
countries have the advantage of low costs and high quality combined with
nearness to the market.
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Africa is not likely to be significantly affected as clothing is not an
important export item. An exception to this case is Mauritius which is highly
quota-dependent and lacks a domestic base, and as a result could be among
the losers from phase-out of the MFA.
Industrialized countries (Canada, the EU and the US) are expected to
experience substantial increases in welfare from the ATC reform as a result of
lower consumer prices and more efficient resource allocation in the longer
run. According to some estimates, there could be a fall in world prices of
textiles by 2 per cent and garment prices between 5-10 per cent. There are also
gains from specialization according to comparative advantages, which would
mean an increase in domestic consumption and reduction in production.

4. Sri Lanka – Facing up to Challenges
The dismantling of the quota regime will provide both an opportunity as well
as a challenge to all exporting countries, including Sri Lanka. It will be an
opportunity as it will provide quota-free market access while it would be a
challenge because markets will no longer be guaranteed by quotas. With the
impending phase-out of quotas, the industry has come together to form a
Joint Apparel Association Forum and has come up with a five-year growth
strategy for the garment sector. The strategy includes
- Increasing the turnover of the industry from its present level of US $ 2.3
billion to US $ 4.5 billion by 2007.
- Shifting the industry from contract manufacturing to a fully integrated
service by undertaking the entire process from market information,
product concept, product design and development, manufacturing,
delivery to marketing of the product.
- Focus attention on moving up the value chain by supplying more value
added high fashion garments and penetrating the premium market
segments.
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- Specialize in identified product categories such as active and sports
wear, casual wear, children’s wear and intimates.
- Consolidate across the industry to meet the challenges post-2005.
It is fairly obvious that in order to compete in the emerging post-MFA
phase, Sri Lanka’s garment manufacturing industry needs to urgently address
the issue of restructuring its operations to survive in the new trading environment.
There is a degree of justifiable optimism that the larger manufacturing firms in
the industry, which have by and large established direct links with overseas
buyers, will be in a position to compete successfully in a quota free environment.2
Much of the concern regarding the future of the industry is largely a reflection of
the perceived weaknesses of the majority of small and medium sized firms
operating in a quota ‘protected’ environment, which account for 28 per cent of
garment exports and employ about 38 per cent of the total workforce in the industry.
Their ability to compete with large producers from countries such as China and
India are highly questionable.
Furthermore, garment factories that received special treatment for establishing
manufacturing units in rural areas will face considerable difficulties as quotas
are withdrawn. In a highly competitive environment, access to ports and
other infrastructure will become even more critical and factories located in
rural areas will be disadvantaged. Factories that are more vulnerable to be outcompeted after 2005 should look into the possibility of merging with factories
that are more competitive or restructuring their production and move out of the
garment sector to a high growth sector of the economy, thereby minimizing adverse
social implications. Thus, restructuring and re-organization of the industry will
be critical if the garment industry is to maintain its vital role in the Sri Lankan
economy. There is likely to be heavy consolidation across the industry, with large
companies sub-contracting production to small and medium scale companies
(National Apparel Exporters’ Association, 2003). Furthermore, large-scale

2
The garment industry in Sri Lanka is highly concentrated, with a few large scale
manufacturers accounting for a majority of the exports (72 per cent of total garment
exports) and employment in the industry (62 per cent of employment).
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factories might expand production under a quota free environment and absorb a
portion of workers laid off from factories that had to close due to intense
competition. Therefore, the loss of exports and employment following the abolition
of the quota regime may not be as adverse as many expect.
A number of joint ventures with export-oriented foreign companies have
already been set up to supply the garment manufacturers.3 In addition, there
are a few locally owned textile manufactuers such as Hayleys, ADC, KMTM,
and Texpro. Recently, the French lace manufacturer Nooyon Dentelle De
Calaise agreed to build a US $ 40 million lace production plant in Sri Lanka
together with MAS Holdings Ltd. Since it is unrealistic to expect the Sri Lankan
textile industry to begin to produce the wide range of fabrics that will
undoubtedly be required by the garment industry in the future, easing access
to such products will be critical. Quick access need not necessarily be due to
the lack of a domestic manufacturing base. Eliminating delays and bottlenecks
imposed by external factors such as port and customs formalities,
documentation, transport, etc., can go a long way in strengthen the ability to
deliver quickly, which will be critical in an increasingly fierce competitive
environment.
International marketing and promotion should also be enhanced. Such
an endeavour should include not only efforts to assure existing buyers of
enhanced manufacturing capabilities and timely delivery, but also should be
aimed at gaining new markets. The industry obtains details about its markets,
sometimes directly from buyers and at other times from buying and liaison
offices located in Sri Lanka. There are still opportunities to expand awareness
of markets through international buying offices. Strengthening forward
linkages – increasing market access by forming strategic alliances with buyers
and strengthening relations with suppliers – should be given more importance.
Presently, the industry together with the Chartered Institute of Marketing

3
These include knitted fabric makers Ocean Lanka (a joint venture between Hong
Kong’s Fountain Set Holding Ltd, Hirdaramani Group and Brandix Lanka), and Textured
Jersey, a joint venture between UK’s Textured Jersey, MAS Holdings and Brandix Lanka.
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(CIM-UK) has commenced a diploma course in marketing, which aims to
train 250 apparel specific marketing experts.
The Sri Lankan garment industry needs not only to access new markets,
but also to broaden the product range to potential new segments and niche
markets by moving away from the lower end of the value chain, in addition to
meeting the requirements of price, quality and on-time delivery. Sri Lanka
will be unable to compete on low prices in face of stiff competition from other
strong players after 2005. New segments such as industrial clothing, and
increasing demand for clothing for service organizations – such as hotels,
hospitals and restaurants – should be actively developed. Companies should
also try to move up in the value chain in the apparel industry by focusing on
value added high fashion garments targeted at premium market segments.
Already local export leaders like MAS Holding, which is the country’s largest
intimate apparel manufacturer – and Brandix Lanka have garnered an
international reputation in the lingerie field. The lingerie industry points to a
way out of the traditional exports of shirts and blouses and into the upmarket clothing sector. However, this isn’t likely to be a panacea to survive
post-2005 and ward off the threat from China. Other countries like the
Philippines are also concentrating on the value added sector. Moreover, the
breadth and variety of China’s apparel production are wide and China is
already capable of producing very high end products. One cannot expect
China to remain in the low end of the market where the margins are low.
Thus, the ability of countries including Sri Lanka to move up the chain is
somewhat limited (Wheatley, 2003).
Design capabilities play an important role in the value addition chain in
the garment industry. But, apart from a few large companies, most of Sri
Lanka’s other garment manufacturers lack such design skills. Therefore,
design capabilities required for the industry to service the high end, high
value added garments need to be introduced to give the added competitive
edge to the industry. This is now being tackled with a new Design and Product
Development degree course developed jointly by the University of Moratuwa
and the London School of Fashion, which is now running in its second year.
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Sri Lanka should also take cognizance of emerging issues in the
international trading environment that can impinge on the marketability of
its products. Environmental and ethical issues are likely to affect the industry
in the future with producers and consumers becoming more aware of the
conditions under which the goods are produced. Buyers are placing increasing
importance on worker welfare of their suppliers, to the extent that they send
their own inspection teams to examine and report on the working conditions
of factory workers prior to placing orders with factories. Manufacturers
therefore have to be informed of changing consumer preferences in order to
meet necessary environmental, ecological, labour and health standards.
It is not only such issues that are influencing the pattern of trade in the
global economy. Alongside efforts at multilateral trade liberalization, the
global economy has witnessed the emergence of powerful trade blocs in the
recent past. The most serious of these in terms of a possible adverse
consequence on Sri Lanka’s garment industry has been the preferential market
access granted by the US to a number of neighbouring countries. Increased
access for East European countries into the EU market is also a potential
threat in terms of restricted access for developing country exporters of textiles
and garments.
For Sri Lanka, which has often been argued to be strategically located to
serve as a sourcing centre to the South Asian region, there is increasing
opportunity in the move towards regionalism. The South Asian region is set
to move towards a Free Trade Area which will open up a vast consumer
market, and foster not only intra-regional, but also inter-regional investment
in the T&G sector. Besides Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh and Pakistan are all
major exporters of garments. Given that Pakistan and India in particular are
producers of fabrics and other accessories, there is much potential for strategic
joint venture projects between South Asian economies to enhance their
competitive position in the T&G sector on a global scale. Promotion of bilateral
agreements such as the Indo-Lanka Free Trade Agreement under which India
has granted a preferential duty reduction of 8 million kgs. to Sri Lankan
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garment exports (subject to sourcing 6 million kgs, of fabrics from India) can
also assist in market and product diversification for the local industry.

5. Concluding Remarks
Much of the future prospects for the garment industry, however, will depend
critically on market access in developed country markets. During the transition
period, effective market access for exporting countries, including Sri Lanka,
is significantly impeded by the inordinately large back loaded level of
integration being maintained till the very end of the phasing-out period. Thus,
there is justifiably concern that removal of quotas will not mean that trade in
the T&G sector will be any less constrained. The ATC specifies nothing about
what might or might not happen beyond 2004; the language of the agreement
speaks of T&G as a sector simply returning to the normal GATT/WTO rules.
Moreover, the ATC does not relate to tariff barriers and many are suspicious
that importing countries will find alternative means of protection. Countries
which want to protect their own industries have three sets of tools available
to them: tariffs; WTO-sanctioned temporary measures, i.e., anti-dumping
measures; and non-WTO sanctioned measures.
The expectation is that major importing countries will continue to protect
their producers by imposing substantive tariffs on such products. Tariffs on
T&G products remain much higher than other industrial products. While
average tariffs on overall industrial products in the major markets have come
down to 34 per cent, the rate remains much higher for T&G. From 1 January
2005, tariffs will be the only tool available to importing countries. The US
imposes relatively high import duty on apparel although it reduces to zero if
US raw materials are used. The EU too imposes tariffs albeit lower than the
US and only on apparel from a few countries. However, the EU imposes
tariffs on countries that export apparel made from imported textiles other
than garments made from European or local raw material; thereby slightly
protecting the domestic apparel industry while substantially protecting the
domestic textile industry.
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There are fears amongst developing countries that there will be antidumping actions taken to counter the removal of quotas. Some dumping
actions have already been taken in the OECD countries in recent years
involving apparel items that are subject to MFA restraint. EU for example has
done so in the recent past on footwear and bed linen (Flanagan, 2003). Though
there is no particular reason that dumping actions will be any easier or more
difficult to successfully carry out than in other sectors, the wave of dumping
petitions from the US steel industry in the mid-1980s subsequently gave way
to Voluntary Export Restraints (VERs) and this experience has been suggested
by some as a possible precedent for the T&G sector after 2004. An extreme
scenario would be where there would be a large number of dumping petitions
coming forward in the T&G sector, which are then withdrawn under an
agreement to negotiate a market share base VERs, which would be a more
restrictive arrangement than under the MFA (Walley, 1999). There are also
doubts amongst the developing countries as to whether the developed
countries will have the political will to actually implement their commitments
undertaken.
Non-sanctioned emergency measures are more likely to happen in the
case of the US than the EU given that the US is more sensitive to the opinion
of the public and of minorities with clout than the EU, and is relatively immune
from retaliation by other countries. But this does not mean that EU will be less
protectionist than the US. As a matter of fact, there is real risk that EU will
become more protectionist given that there is almost no apparel industry left
in the US while there is in the EU. The EU currently imports 37 per cent of its
garment requirements from within the community and a further 7 per cent
from 10 countries that are due to join the EU in 2004. Thus, there is a real risk
that Europe will become more protectionist following the phasing-out of the
MFA due to the apparel industry in Southern Europe and influence on EU
policy with the joining of 10 new members in 2004 — which are more
dependent on apparel than their current members. It is imperative that these
issues are dealt in order to ensure that the integration of the T&G sector under
GATT principles is not merely on paper, but is a sincere effort at allowing
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developing countries greater market access for products in which they
undoubtedly have a comparative advantage.
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